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Cold War Intimacy Beyond the Taiwan Strait: 
Sexual Labour and Chinese Modernities in the Teahouse     
by 
CHEN I-Ting 
Doctor of Philosophy 
This research asks who the mainland Chinese hostesses are with regard to not only 
their sexual labour but also the ways the ambiguity of language, nationality, and 
history is manifested in their daily life, such as in using Japanese loanword “annada” 
(sweetheart) to call their clients and being seen as dalumei (the mainland little girl) 
despite their age and Taiwanese citizenship. What emotions and affects are at work 
when they sing a duet in both Mandarin and Minnanese with each other to express 
their feelings? How do we understand the sexual labour and women’s encounters in 
relation to not only their current experiences but also the ways in which the 
entanglement between the discourses of modernity, desire and subjectivity, and the 
history of colonialism, the civil war, and the cold war in East Asia shapes those 
experiences?  
 
The United States-led internationalisation of feminism after World War II and the 
United Nation’s protocol on “gender mainstreaming” from the 1990s onward have 
inflected government policies in different countries in East Asia, including Taiwan. 
After the lifting of Martial Law in 1987, the government in Taiwan adopted “gender 
mainstreaming” as a major instrument for policy-making, pursuing the promulgation 
of a series of laws protecting women and children and criminalising sexual offenders. 
Simultaneous with the campaign for legislative reform in post-martial law Taiwan is 
the emergence of cross-strait migration after the enactment of laws permitting 
cross-strait exchange. Women migrating from mainland China to Taiwan, were 
represented in cold war feminist discourse as either the victims of human trafficking 
or wanton women who sell themselves in exchange for Taiwanese men’s money. 
Their life in Taiwan, therefore, was deployed by feminist and nationalist narratives in 
prolonging the cold-war sentiment and the “us-Other division” between běnshěng rén 
and wàishěng rén after the Civil War.  
 
Feminist scholar Naifei Ding coined the term “cold sex war” to depict how the US 
and UN-led international feminist campaign against human trafficking was deployed 
to fight against “enemy patriarchal-cum-socialist influences” (Ding 2015, 58) in East 
Asia in general and Taiwan in particular. Although Taiwan branded itself as “a 
nation of gender equality and democracy,” the social anxiety about national and 
sexual bodies/boundaries obscured the agential practices that mainland Chinese 
hostesses have engaged in through doing business in the teahouses and small 
drinking parlours. This dissertation investigates questions of desire, gendered 
subjectivity, and modernity in the context of cross-strait relations between Taiwan 
and mainland China. I conduct the investigation of sexual labour, Chinese 
modernities, and “cold-war and cross-strait intimacy” through (1) analysing the 
 
 
debates about women’s body and labour in Taiwan and mainland China in existing 
scholarship; (2) reading the representation of the courtesan figure in the late Qing 
novel Haishanghua liezhuan; and (3) the ethnographic work that I conducted in the 
erotic teahouses in Taipei. Through this dissertation, I hope to highlight the 
complexity of mainland Chinese hostesses’ erotic business, intimacy, work and life 
with the clients. I argue that a greater understanding of this complexity sheds new 
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Xiaoping and I were chatting beside the massage bed in Xiaomei’s two-bed 
massage parlour when she told me about her decision to migrate from 
mainland China to Taiwan. I asked her if she had known anything about 
Taiwan before she migrated through cross-strait marriage with a veteran who 
she called “Old Man” (laodie or laotouzi)? Xiaoping told me a story she 
heard from her cousin who then tried to warn Xiaoping that going to Taiwan 
could be dangerous. The story is that someone who lived in the same 
residence as Xiaoping’s cousin got married to a Taiwanese and was “kept at 
home for two years before she could come back.” Xiaoping remembers what 
the cousin said, “The father and the son shared [the son’s wife] together. She 
didn’t have any clothes to wear for half a year at home,” the cousin continued, 
said Xiaoping, “The son had Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays. The father 
had Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays. Women are lacking [in Taiwan].” 
Meanwhile, Taiwan was addressed differently by Xiaoping’s fellow villagers, 
those who encouraged Xiaoping towards this venture. According to these 
women, Taiwan is a place that “[you] will have money as long as you make 
the effort to work.” Replying to her cousin’s worries, Xiaoping said, “No 
need to be afraid… you know how bad our situation is. It is like gambling, I 
have to take my bet. It is my fate if I lose; if I win, life will be better off.” 
(Fieldnotes, 2019, 2)   
Two kinds of narrative were received by Xiaoping just before she decided to migrate 
from a province in the South Yangtze River regions of mainland China at the turn of 
the century. One encouraged Xiaoping by ensuring that Taiwan was a place where 
one can earn money with the effort while the other one, with the story of sexual 
slavery it portrayed, served as a warning to a woman who decides to leave her home 
and hometown. The two narratives coincided with several historical contingencies: 
the internationalisation of feminist discourse on anti-human trafficking; the 
enactment of cross-strait exchange including cross-strait marriage; the economic 
reformation in mainland China; and the agenda of “gender mainstreaming” in 
post-Martial Law Taiwan. On the one hand, the UN project of combatting human 
trafficking, especially in the third world including Taiwan, and the story told by 
Xiaoping’s cousin about a mainland spouse who was treated as the “sexual slave” by 
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the Taiwanese family she married into, in effect, transformed Xiaoping’s decision 
into nothing but a “gamble-like” choice in which her life is at stake. On the other 
hand, state policies such as the economic reformation in mainland China, economic 
development in post-war Taiwan, and cross-strait exchange after 1987 altogether 
rendered both possible and inevitable for Xiaoping to “take her bet” in Taiwan in 
order to have a “better life.” Above all, the marriage between Xiaoping and her 
Taiwanese husband who was forty years older than her sheds light on the memory of 
Chinese civil war and the cold war in East Asia, which shaped both their lives (the 
KMT veteran and the woman from a nation ruled by a communist party).  
 
This dissertation investigates the desire and gendered subjectivity of mainland 
Chinese women who worked in erotic teahouses and massage parlours in Taiwan 
after their migration in the early 2000s through highlighting the convergence among 
historical discourses, academic writings, and literary representations. Focusing on 
mainland Chinese women’s subjectivity through their experience in work and daily 
life in Taiwan, this dissertation situates questions on gender, sexual labour, and 
intimacy in the context of the cold war and cross-strait relations. In the first part of 
the dissertation, I discuss the ways the historical formation of the idea of shame is 
related to colonial history and modernity in Chinese society in particular, and how it 
generates certain understandings of “Other” and subjectivity. In other words, in this 
part, I tease out how the social and cultural manifestations of sexual and national 
bodies in the imperial and contemporary periods of Chinese societies, including 
Hong Kong, Taiwan, and mainland China, are represented through reading historical 
texts such as the late Qing courtesan novel Haishanghua liezhuan as well as 
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academic literature. I also investigate the trajectories in which, for example, ordinary 
men and women’s daily practices and the ways their bodies are displayed are 
interpreted as unnecessary or uncivil under a particular narrative context. For 
example, during Japanese colonisation, to promote the sale of Taiwan-produced 
“tea” in the exhibition of Japan’s colonial enterprise, the colonial government placed 
a teahouse (chi cha guan) in the exhibition in Osaka where bound-foot women were 
employed as the hostesses to facilitate the tea business (Shen 2009). The exhibition 
thus portrayed colonial Taiwan as a desirable plantation, whereas bound-foot women 
manifested imperial China as barbaric, premodern, and patriarchal. As such, tea and 
women, as the emblems of China, continue to shape the understanding of 
Chineseness even during the establishment of two Chinas (PRC, People’s Republic 
of China and ROC, Republic of China) in different ways. The narrative context is 
formed in line with the emergence of the modern world, as opposed to the primordial 
world, after the industrial revolution. In this “new” world, meanings are grasped 
according to concepts such as colonialism, Western modernity, nationalism, 
neoliberalism and feminism through which the ideology of the West was 
consolidated, as Edward Said (2003) had already noted. In the first section of this 
dissertation, titled “Memories of Shame and Noises of Modernity,” I examine the 
process by which the presence of the non-West is seen as redundant, unproductive, 
and unordered in relation to Western modernity.    
 
In the second part of this dissertation, titled “Our Voices and Modern Life,” I draw 
on mainland Chinese women’s experiences in erotic teahouses, massage parlours, 
and drinking parlours. “Where there is tea, there are women,” Boss Tian, a teahouse 
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client, once told me that the culture of drinking tea in rural Taiwan is usually related 
to entertainment and service provided by the hostesses. The entanglement of tea and 
hostess in contemporary Taiwan, although simultaneously evocative of the colonial 
representation of China during the Japanese colonial period, provides a space for 
mainland Chinese hostesses, the interlocutors in this research, to conduct their 
business and make money. Through their practice in the teahouse, intimacy is 
redefined according to the essence of “doing business.” It is a site combined with tea 
culture, leisure activities including underground gambling, drinking, dining, and 
karaoke, and erotic services. Moreover, it remains part of the public space where 
people can socialise regardless of their class background.  
 
With the understanding of historical texts and existing debates in scholarship about 
women’s bodies and labour in the first part of the dissertation, I then pay attention to 
the mainland Chinese hostesses and Taiwanese clients’ desires, sorrows, confusions, 
dreams, and intimacies in daily life. I ask how their voices are registered through 
looking into their practices such as the songs they sing in the karaoke in the 
teahouses, the tactics of talking back when others try to humiliate them, and their 
daily conversations with the clients. Moreover, I focus on how the voices in effect 
resist the narratives in which they are portrayed in a certain way, for example, the 
media representation of mainland Chinese migrant women as “gold diggers” who 
aim to trick Taiwanese men for money (Chen 2015).    
 
5 
Post-Cold War Taiwan? 
A question asked in this dissertation is to what extent has the cold war ended? Is it 
post-cold war era in East Asia? How do we understand the entanglement of the state 
control over cross-strait marriage migration in Taiwan, the alliance with the US and 
United Nations on combating human trafficking, and the prevailing sentiment of 
anti-communism in media reportage and ordinary people’s everyday life? 
 
1. Taiwan: The Beacon of Gender Equality in Asia 
Throughout the 2010s, Taiwan was represented in media as the beacon of democracy, 
LGBTQ rights, and gender equality in Asia for its campaign for and, eventually, 
legalisation of same-sex marriage in the year of 2019. Democracy and gender 
equality have been the most crucial ideological tools used by post-Martial Law 
Taiwan to seek international recognition for national sovereignty. The ways in which 
relations between two Chinas, namely Taiwan (ROC) and mainland China (PRC), 
were influenced by the Chinese Civil War in 1949 and the cold war during the 
post-war era shape what international role Taiwan plays as well as what concepts are 
to be perceived when it comes to Taiwan. By saying this, this research situates 
Taiwan in regional and global history. In the region of East Asia, Taiwan is 
understood in relation to the cultural and historical trajectories of mainland China 
and other East Asian countries such as South Korea and Japan. In the global sphere, 
referring to works done by Tani Barlow, Helen Laville, and Lisa Yoneyama, Naifei 
Ding (2015) sheds light on how the US and the United Nations asserted influence in 
countries such as Germany and Japan after World War II by promulgating “cold war 
feminism” through which women are re-educated away from the “patriarchal and 
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socialist influence.” In the 1990s, the debate on abolishing the then licensed 
prostitution in Taipei, Taiwan was an example of how Taiwan was involved in the 
internationalisation of cold war feminism by the US and the UN.  
 
Situating the development of “gender equality,” including combating human 
trafficking and criminalising sexual offenders in the 1990s, in the historical context 
of cold war feminism, Ding (ibid.) further coined the term “cold sex wars” to 
highlight the historical formation of Taiwan, a place in East Asia that is highly 
inflected by US language and knowledge. Seeing Taiwan as such, the importation of 
“gender mainstreaming,” the project introduced by the UN in 1995, had facilitated a 
series of legalisations including the enactment of the Sexual Assault Crime 
Prevention Act and the Domestic Violence Prevention Act in 1997 and 1998, 
respectively. Apart from that, the Gender Equity Education Act implemented in 
2004 institutionalised “gender equality” in the school curriculum. In the 2010s, 
discussion about same-sex marriage mushroomed in the media after the LGBTQ 
community proposed the bill on same-sex marriage. The legalisation of same sex 
marriage in 2019 branded Taiwan as the first country in Asia to take this step.  
 
However, during the three-decade process of branding “gender equality,” certain 
women’s sexual labour was seen as base and exploitative and, therefore, had to be 
eliminated. This representation became a sense of national shame that Taiwan has 
been trying to shake off. The hierarchical feeling of shame is manifested through 
women’s sexual labour in the particular context of transaction and commerce in 
contemporary Taiwan. For example, first of all, Ding (ibid.) focuses on the debate on 
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abolishing Taipei’s licensed prostitution in 1997 between Taipei City mayor Chen 
Shui-bian and the licensed prostitutes who took to the streets to fight against the 
abolition. In combating human trafficking in the early 2000s, mainland Chinese 
women were targeted as potential victims of smugglers. Therefore, the state 
introduced the interview system as a mechanism to examine the authenticity of 
marriage. The social fear engaged in the implementation of the interview system is 
that of “sham marriage, actually prostitution” (jiǎjiéhūn zhēnmàiyín, 假結婚真賣淫), 
known as a way for mainland Chinese women to use marriage to pursue migration 
and prostitution in Taiwan. As Mei-Hua Chen noted (2015), the interview system 
shows both the desire for the state to manage its border control and national security 
and the anxiety about mainland Chinese women’s body, gender, and sexuality. The 
concern for the National Immigration Agency (NIA) is that the mainland Chinese 
women instrumentally use marriage in order to take up sex work (Friedman 2015). It 
is this suspicion of instrumental use of marriage by not only mainland Chinese 
spouses but also spouses from South East Asia such as Vietnamese women, that 
renders these women’s experiences and motivations as the “noise of modernity.” 
Noise is the sound of objects while voice is the statement of the subjects. As such, 
when the state determined to eliminate sham marriage, which in many cases refers to 
marriage for sex work in the name of anti-human trafficking, it also confirmed the 
racial and colonial significances throughout the process of modernisation.  
 
These women’s sexual labour and practice in the erotic industry register a sense of 
shame, which I delineate in detail in Chapter 2 in this dissertation. Here I want to 
brief how the sense of shame is important to this research. In conversation with 
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Maria Jaschok’s study on the social history of bondmaids and concubines in 
nineteenth and twentieth century Hong Kong, Naifei Ding discussed the ways in 
which concepts, including dirt, baseness, and the sense of shame, are associated with 
these women’s stories when they are represented by a kind of modern and 
progressive gender narrative, which I will detail further in Chapter 1. It is such 
narratives that made the continuum of “yinfu,” or the wanton women including the 
bondmaids, concubines, and prostitutes the “not-quite subjects” in the eyes of 
particular modern feminists (Ding 2002a).  
 
As the agential practices asserted by women such as migrant sex workers from 
mainland China and other countries in South East Asia are either silenced or replaced 
by the narrative of human trafficking and gender equality, what this research focuses 
on is: what is at stake when Taiwan is portrayed as the beacon of human rights in 
Asia? How do we understand the punitive treatment targeting cross-strait marriage 
for sex work when same sex marriage is celebrated as another achievement of 
Taiwan’s human rights? What do we mean by addressing human rights when some 
women’s agential practices and sexual labour are to be eliminated according to the 
cold war feminist discourses on “anti-human trafficking”? How can we pay attention 
to the “voice” of mainland Chinese women who are doing business in providing 
emotional and sexual labour to their Taiwanese clients? These questions delineate 
the main research problem in this research as they shed light on why it intends to call 
attention to mainland Chinese women who work as hostesses in Taiwan’s leisure 
space such as teahouses and small drinking parlours as well as to the theoretical 
framework “cold war sexual labour” in understanding cross-strait relations between 
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Taiwan and China.    
 
2. Cross-Strait Relations: The Sexualised National Borders Between Taiwan and 
Mainland China 
This research investigates the transformation of cross-strait relations between Taiwan 
and mainland China after 1949 through understanding intimacy between mainland 
Chinese hostesses and Taiwanese clients. The special relations between the “two 
Chinas,” namely, the PRC and the ROC, were established after the end of the 
Chinese Civil War in 1949 and prolonged during the cold war period as part of the 
battlefield in East Asia. The antagonism between Communist China and the 
US-allied Taiwan manifests the Cold War framework of cross-strait relations. The 
entangled history of the civil war, the cold war, and colonialism, therefore, shaped 
the ways in which people’s feelings, longings, intimacies, and emotions are 
negotiated in their daily life. For example, how do we understand cross-strait 
relations in way of listening to the song The Sound of Wind Bells that Lingling and 
other hostesses sing with their Taiwanese clients:  
Lingling: The sound of wind bells vibrates my mood.  
Client: Look quietly with a smile—what are you thinking?  
Lingling: Follow your steps all my life 
Client: Pamper you like it is my life. 
Both sing together: Companionship is what we are. 
 
Or, how do we understand the most important culture in the leisure districts, 
“returning the table,” which aims at sharing the hostesses’ tables and resource with 
other hostesses? Meanwhile, how to understand when a client believes that the 
culture of “returning the table” is enacted by the mainland Chinese hostesses? How 
does the “us-Other division,” a prevalent mentality in post-war Taiwan, as 
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Kuan-Hsing Chen pointed out, describe the emotional state between běnshěng rén, 
the earlier migrant community, and wàishěng rén, the migrants during the war in 
1949? Finally, how does the “us-Other division” play out in post-martial law Taiwan, 
when the new immigrants from mainland China are seen as the new “enemy” in such 
mentality?  
 
Cross-strait relations have been consistently defined and redefined through not only 
the ideological war waged by the regimes but also the paradox of affect including 
both intimate and hostile feelings among people of the two sides. For example, the 
prevalent anticommunist sentiment was reinforced through literature, art, and other 
cultural products during the KMT rule in Taiwan. On the one hand, the 
anticommunist project promoted by the party-state apparatus constructed an evil 
image of the communist party in order to deploy political affects among people on 
this island against the imagined “Chinese Other.” On the other hand, the significant 
influx of immigrants including most of the soldiers of KMT during the civil war, the 
subsequent suppression of the dissidents, and the enactment of martial law in Taiwan 
altogether differentiated běnshěng rén, the earlier migrant community, from 
wàishěng rén, the migrants during the war in 1949. After cross-strait exchange was 
enacted in 1987, the affective paradox was manifested again between the new 
migrants from mainland China and the then “Taiwanese” including different ethnic 
groups. The anticommunist sentiment was manifested in intimate relationships 
between former KMT veterans and their mainland Chinese wives who are seen 
as wanton women in the “pink army for gold-digging” (Chen 2015, 88), 
“communist spy,” and “life-long Red Guard” (Chao 2008, 98). The paradox of 
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affect in the cross-strait marriage between a veteran and a young mainland 
Chinese woman is that, on the one hand, the latter is the only family member as 
well as caregiver of the “old bachelor” (lǎodānshēn) while on the other hand, the 
latter is also accused of being a “communist spy” who intends to transgress the 
national and sexual boundaries (ibid., 99). 
 
To what extent then does this kind of intimate but also hostile relationship, or the 
paradox of affect, between the Taiwanese husband and mainland Chinese wife 
construct cross-strait relations? Moreover, how is the “us-Other division” in 
association with the new division between mainlander (dàlùrén) and Taiwanese 
(táiwānrén) after 1987? Many scholars have discussed the meaning of national 
border and the ways national identity is constructed through the issues of 
exclusion and inclusion (ibid.; Chen 2010b; Friedman 2015). Through looking at 
cross-strait marriage and the paradox of affect, these studies shed light on the 
mainland Chinese women’s experiences of migration and intimacy under 
constant state surveillance and the national discourse. Chen (2010b) noted how 
the sexualised management of the national border, such as through the interview 
system and prevention of “sham marriage, actually prostitution,” becomes a way 
to control the migrant women from mainland China in particular. This 
management not only conflated Chinese women with prostitution but also 
reinforced the sexualised imagination about the ethnic and racial “Others” (ibid.). 
Other research focus on the ways in which mainland Chinese women’s bodies, 
labours, and intimacies are shaped by the policy of cross-strait marriage, which 
in effect monitors their loyalty to their Taiwanese husband, the husband’s family, 
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and the nation (Chao 2004; Chao 2008; Chao 2010). Studies on mainland 
Chinese women’s migration and sexual labour highlight the importance of 
“modernity” in understanding the women’s desire to “go out” to become a sex 
worker in urban areas (Huang 2005; Tsang 2018).  
 
The studies mentioned above unpack the broader social, economic, and political 
contexts in which migrant women’s everyday life is inflected. However, in this 
research, apart from the broader contexts, the ways these women’s desires, 
pleasure, labour, and skills of “doing business” are illuminated through 
unfolding the historical formation of the gendered subjectivity. In other words, in 
this research, Chinese migrant women’s experiences in the Taipei teahouse in 
particular are situated in the history of “yinfu” (a term borrowed from Naifei 
Ding) or the wanton woman in Chinese society. Paying attention to the ways in 
which the “yinfu” collective including prostitutes, concubines, and bondmaids in 
Chinese society, have been represented as both dangerous and pleasurable, 
cultural and uncivil, chaste and obscene, ignorant and ambitious, romantic and 
realistic, respectable and lascivious, goddesses and whores (Ding 2002b; 
Hershatter 1997; Jaschok 1988; Wang 1997), this research, however, deploys a 
different approach in understanding mainland Chinese migrant women’s work 
and intimacies in the business. This approach focuses on observing the academic 
as well as literary representation of women in Chinese society and the ways the 
historical representation shapes women’s emotions and the formation of 




3. The Debate on Sex Work Versus Prostitution 
In media representations of anti-human trafficking, women in the third world or from 
poorer region are usually represented as ignorant victims who were abducted by 
smugglers and transported to the country of destination, as we can see in how the 
news reports depicted the 2003 incident known as “throw package.” In this iconic 
incident related to human trafficking, six PRC women were drowned when the 
smugglers tried to escape from the police raid. Others who survived this incident 
were interviewed by the media. Crying in front of the camera, the mainland 
Chinese women told stories about how tragic their fate was echoing with the 
cold war feminist discourses about human trafficking in the United Nations: 
given that women in the third world are poor and disenfranchised in their home 
countries, those seen as patriarchal-cum-socialist enemies of the West, they are 
only safe under the protection provided by the UN’s anti-human trafficking 
project. Narratives, such as in this incident, depicting vulnerable female victims 
versus the evil “smugglers” including the male captain who was accused of 
throwing the women into the sea were mobilised by women’s groups to join the 
global war on human trafficking (Yeh 2006).  
 
Xiaomei, one of the interlocutors in this research, arrived in Taiwan as a 
marriage migrant in the same year the incident happened. One scenario of her 
daily life in the teahouse in 2019 can be perceived through my fieldnotes: 
When I arrived at the massage parlour, Xiaomei was stretching her upper 
body out of the parlour, watching the fish being fried in the frying pan. She 
fries the fish by the door so that the smell of fish will not stink the clients out 
later. There is a man squatting next to Xiaomei while they are talking to each 
other. He is called by Xiaomei as “the Cleaning Guy” (saodide). The 
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Cleaning Guy is very thin. His tanned skin, crew cut, and the way his old 
t-shirt is randomly put into his jeans explain his working-class background as 
a street cleaner. He seems to have difficulties talking fluently and when he 
talks one of his arms unnaturally twitches in front of his chest. After Xiaomei 
brought the cooked fish back into the parlour and put it on the small table 
squeezed in the corner, she went to the toilet. Cleaning Guy comes along and 
stays in the massage parlour too. Sitting on the stool facing the small alley by 
the door of the parlour, Cleaning Guy first is somehow talking to himself, and 
then he draws my attention by saying that he is going to sing a song in the 
teahouse. “I’d like to sing,” he says before he asks me about the quality of the 
stereo in the teahouse. I tell him that the stereo is not bad, and he will have 
fun with Xiaomei and other hostesses’ company. He then talks about how one 
of his arms was “treated” by Xiaomei, “the arm is ok now” the Cleaning Guy 
says to me with an appreciative look. Xiaomei comes out from the toilet and 
continues their topic about the singing party which she probably arranged 
when they were talking outside just now. (Field notes, 2019, 6)      
Kamala Kempadoo (2012) notes how women in the Global South in particular 
are represented in the narrative of sex trafficking wherein their voice is seldom 
heard. Feminists in the campaign of anti-sex trafficking in particular usually fail 
to pay attention to the agential practice of migrant sex workers, entertainers, 
hostesses, or domestic workers in their daily lives. Through the discussion on 
sex trafficking that conflates the discourse of human trafficking and prostitution, 
instead of drawing on these women’s experiences of work and intimacy, similar 
stories are told in media reportage that then constitute the only way their 
gendered experiences, bodies, and labour are identified. The everyday life of a 
migrant woman such as Xiaomei who runs her own massage parlour and cares 
for her clients’ health as mentioned in the field notes can never be imagined in 
the narrative of sex trafficking. Nonetheless, women in the Global South are 
perceived as “unfree” under circumstances such as life in rural and poorer areas 
and how in these areas, life is insufficient and unattractive by default in the eyes 
of the capitalist West. Questioning in a similar vein, scholars delineated women’s 
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experiences of sex work and transnational migration from a different perspective 
(Agustín 2002; Bernstein 2007; Cheng 2011; Constable 1997; Faier 2007; Hoang 
2015; Law 2000; Parreñas 2011; Tsang 2018; Zheng 2009). In these studies, the 
intimate relationships, desires, experiences, confrontations, and hopes of the 
hostesses, the entertainers, the domestic workers, and the sex workers from the 
Global South are depicted in the context of the debate on freedom, authenticity 
of intimacy (Bernstein 2007), modernity (Tsang 2018), love and hope (Cheng 
2011; Faier 2007), colonialism (White 1990), nationalism (Cheng 2011), war 
history (ibid.) and the construction of masculinity (Hoang 2015; Zheng 2009).  
 
The discourses of freedom and autonomy have been deployed by women 
intellectuals to support the elimination of prostitution regardless of these 
discourses themselves being part of the historical narrative of colonialism and 
Western supremacy. The prelude of the internationalisation of anti-sex 
trafficking can be traced back to British reformation on prostitution and the 
legislation of laws against white slavery in the latter half of the nineteenth century 
through the early twentieth century. Through the internationalisation of the reformist 
narrative on prostitution, the appeal of abolishing prostitution in Britain and the 
United States affected prostitutes in other parts of the world. For example, the 
regulation was implemented in colonial Nairobi, colonial Hong Kong, and 
Shanghai with such transnational influence (Hershatter 1997; Miners 1987; 
White 1990). It was the regulation, to a large extent, that exploited prostitutes’ 
“freedom” at work. Women had to rely on men’s “protection” from police 
harassment and arrest and, as Luise White (1990) noted, it was after the 
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regulation was imposed by the colonial government that the male agents appeared in 
this industry. This process made male control come into being, as White (ibid.) 
stressed, and the dependency on pimps greatly affected women’s self-employment 
and capital accumulation.  
 
Meanwhile in the post-emancipation era, “freedom” was displayed through signing 
contracts of indentured labour with newly “freed” workers on the one hand, and the 
formation of the middle-class family, in which sexuality and reproductivity is under 
the control of the empire and the employers, on the other (Lowe 2015). The 
discussion about “freedom,” therefore, has to be situated in the history of colonialism 
and in relation to the new ruling institution, namely the emerging bourgeois intimacy, 
after the emancipation of slavery. Later in the international sphere, the term “white 
slavery” was replaced by “traffic in women” by the League of Nations International 
Convention to Combat the Traffic in Women and Children. Further, the International 
Convention for the Suppression of the Traffic in Women drafted in 1933 aimed at 
punishing procurers and pimps who mediated women and girls for transnational 
prostitution “even with their consent” (Doezema 2002). Through these legislations, 
the distinction between voluntary prostitutes and abducted victims are created, as 
Lammasniemi commented on the Criminal Law Amendment Act 1885 (CLAA 1885) 
which legally portrayed the image of “the victim of trafficking.” Throughout the 
nineteenth and twentieth century, the internationalisation of the regulation on 
prostitution through the expansion and transformation of colonisation raises a 
question: what does it mean when feminist groups in the Global North (the United 
Nations, for example) in the late twentieth century use sex trafficking as a way of 
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liberating women in the Global South? In other words, the problem of questions like 
“are prostitutes free or unfree to choose their work?” lies in the nuances of the affects 
that the discourse on freedom deploys in order for people from certain class 
backgrounds to pursue related political agenda. As such, when first-world women 
intellectuals talked about “freedom, equality, and liberation” in the international 
arena, these concepts were paradoxically undermined through the conversations that 
resulted in the regulation and management of third-world women's bodies and labour.    
 
4. Sex Work Beyond Human Trafficking 
Disagreeing with the simplification of women’s experiences in the sex industry, Lisa 
Law conducted her fieldwork in Southeast Asian countries (Law 2000). For example, 
in her study focusing on Filipina dancers and their clients in Filipino bars targeting 
clients for sex tourism, Law illuminates the complexity of interactions between the 
hostesses and the clients (ibid.). Law (ibid.) analysed how both the hostesses and the 
clients challenge the concept of “power” associated with sex, money, relationships, 
and subjectivity by addressing their needs beyond the imagination of sex work. For 
example, Derek, a client in the Cebu bar, instead of solely pursuing sex, expressed 
his desire for possible relationships (ibid.). Filipino dancers, in a similar vein, 
stressed their roles as tour guides, future wives, and local interpreters, rather than just 
sex workers (ibid.). This is the resistance to the dominant (and often moral) 
interpretation of their feelings as participants in sex tourism (ibid.). 
 
Altruism is mobilised by Filipina bar hostesses in rural Japan to argue against a 
pervasive understanding from the society that their choices to work as a hostess 
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in the bar and marry the Japanese men despite the notable age gap were just 
about the exchange between sex and money (Faier 2007). The stigmatised 
perception imagines the Filipino hostesses in relation to a woman in the Global 
South who had to marry someone much older than her who will save her from 
poverty and the unfortunate circumstances she has in the Philippines (ibid.). 
However, for the hostesses and the ones who married Japanese men, since they 
would send money and gifts to their family and friends in the Philippines, the 
narratives about how they made a “sacrifice” to improve other people’s lives not 
only challenged those social stigmas but also shed light on their selflessness. 
Moreover, drawing on the Tagalog notion of “utang ng loob,” Faier delineated 
these Filipina women’s “love” towards their husbands in relation to the idea of 
reciprocity and their belief in God, rather than the individualistic and Western 
romantic love. The love expressed by the Filipina wives towards their husbands 
who support them in sending money back home, in this light, is both a way to 
show the former’s ability to love and care for someone (including their family 
and the husband) and an act to return the latter’s favour and support with great 
gratitude.  
 
Not only love is analysed by Faier in the context of selflessness, sacrifice, and 
gratitude through which the subjectivity of the Filipina migrant hostesses and 
spouses is reckoned, but also the romantic ideas of love and intimacy provide 
other ways to grasp the issues of agency and self-worth (Cheng 2011). Moreover, 
to perceive how the entanglement of love, intimacy, and cultural habits such as 
the reciprocal “face and favour,” which will be discussed in detail in the third 
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chapter, is at work in the hostess-client relations helps this research to unpack 
the complexity of the hostesses’ sexual labour, desires, and pleasure. In her book 
Temporarily Yours: Intimacy, Authenticity, and the Commerce of Sex (2007), 
Elizabeth Bernstein focuses on understanding the experiences and desires of the 
street workers and indoor sex workers in postindustrial cities in Europe and the 
US in association with the labour market, state control, and the discourse on 
human trafficking more broadly. Bernstein eloquently points out that the 
exchange between sexual services and money does not necessarily undercut the 
authenticity of intimacy between men and women in sex commerce; to the 
contrary, it sheds light on the authentic emotions in the erotic connections 
between the hostesses and the customers. To delineate intimate relationships 
between the mainland Chinese hostesses and the clients, I refer to what Bernstein 
calls “bounded authenticity” (ibid., 6) in the third chapter while I extend the 
discussion and focus on the ethics of “returning the table” and how intimacy in 
the teahouses is manifested through it.  
 
To summarise, the ways in which cold war feminism is adopted to deploy the 
discourse of anti-sex trafficking have been debated and problematised in the 
literature of sex work. In the works of, to name a few, Elisabeth Bernstein (ibid.), 
Nicole Constable (1997), and Josephine Ho (2016), the legitimacy of adopting the 
US-UN led agenda against sex trafficking in other parts of the world is questioned. 
Moreover, Luise White (1990), Lieba Faier (2007), Kamala Kempadoo (2004), 
Sealing Cheng (2011), and Rhacel Salazar Parreñas (2011) focus on hostesses, 
strippers, migrant sex workers, and their desires, experiences, and sexual and 
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emotional labour in association with the broader contexts, such as colonialism, 
imperialism, and their social as well as historical formation. Antonia Chao (2004; 
2008), Meihua Chen (2015), and Sara Friedman (2015) depicted the entanglement of 
national borders, marriage, and sexuality through looking into cross-strait marriage 
migrants’ stories in the context of Taiwan and mainland China.  
 
This research, however, contributes to the missing part in the literature: the 
entanglement of the cold war and sexual labour. In this light, this research asks who 
the mainland Chinese hostesses are with regard to not only their sexual labour but 
also the ways in which the ambiguity of language, nationality, and history is 
manifested in their daily life, such as in using Japanese loanword “annada” 
(sweetheart) to call their clients and being seen as dalumei (the mainland little girl) 




The research methods include the analysis of literary representation and ethnography. 
Reading the literary representation and observing the interaction between the 
hostesses and the clients in the teahouses allowed me to understand both kinds of 
texts, voices, and experiences in a historical and interactive way.  
 
I read the late Qing novel Haishanghua liezhuan (Sing-song Girls of Shanghai, 
hereafter HL) to understand the lives of courtesans and customers in the Shanghai 
brothels. HL is a courtesan novel based on the author Han Bangqing’s personal 
experience of frequenting brothels in Shanghai (Han 1983; Wang 1997). It is highly 
acknowledged by May Fourth literati such as Lu Xun and Hu Shi that the narrative is 
“as natural as life” (Hu 1983, 18). Scholar David Der-wei Wang highlights its 
particularity in describing the ordinary characters in the brothels and their ordinary 
lives while most other courtesan novels either adopt the genre “literati and beauties” 
(cáizǐ jiārén, 才子佳人) in romanticising brothel couples or stereotype prostitutes as 
immoral and dishonest wanton women like in, for example, Jiuwei Gui (Nine-tailed 
Turtle) (Wang 1997, 91). In the 64 chapters in HL, Han Bangqing narrates 
encounters that happened in Shanghai brothels among the literati, petty businessmen, 
government officials, the courtesans, and others in the late nineteenth century. I pay 
attention to the ways the courtesans’ subjectivity is manifested through the quarrels, 
anxieties, resistance, and the tactics of talking back in the novel.  
 
Analysing the characters’ feelings and emotions in HL helped me to understand 
scenarios in the teahouses I observed differently. The characters, scenes, 
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conversations, and pleasures in the novel allowed me to historicise my observations 
in the teahouses. For example, I observed how both the courtesans in the novel and 
the hostesses in the contemporary teahouses adopt the idea of “doing business” in 
addressing their career. Moreover, in doing so, I situate the discussion of sexual 
labour in this research in the transition between the empire and the Republican 
period as well as contemporary Taiwan and mainland China through analysing the 
literary text and conducting the ethnography. 
 
1. Haishanghua liezhuan 
I read different versions of the novel Haishanghua liezhuan to understand the text, 
including a version in the Wu dialect, which is the original language Han Bangqing 
chose to use in writing the conversations in his novel. I also read the Mandarin and 
English translations translated by Eileen Chang. Apart from the text itself in different 
languages, I read commentaries and discussions in various forms, such as books, 
essays, and discussions on internet platforms about the novel.1    
 
2. The Ethnography 
I became acquainted with teahouse hostess Xiaomei in 2015 when I was responsible 
for a writing project on the sex industry in Taiwan as an editor in the independent 
media organisation called Coolloud (which means worker’s hardship in Mandarin). 
Later, through her introduction, I came to know other mainland Chinese hostesses in 
Golden Phoenix (Jinfenghuang), the teahouse Xiaomei works in, and in the two-bed 
massage parlour that Xiaomei runs when I started to work on the research for this 
 
1 Including (Zhu 2011), (Rennuo 2018), and (Tyger 2011). 
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doctoral dissertation in 2018. From 2018 to 2020, I visited Golden Phoenix in Taipei 
over a total period of seven months to conduct the fieldwork. I was at times a friend 
who studies in Hong Kong, a visitor, a helper, or a business facilitator in the teahouse 
they work in. Those who did not know me but also worked in the same teahouse 
sometimes regarded me as the mainland Chinese hostesses’ cousin from mainland 
China as the latter liked to claim so in order to facilitate the business. The key 
interlocutors in this study include six mainland Chinese hostesses and one 
Vietnamese hostess in Golden Phoenix.  
 
Golden Phoenix was registered as a restaurant (xiǎochī diàn, 小吃店) in 1978 and, 
later, as a “drinking shop” (yǐnjiǔ diàn, 飲酒店); however, the hostesses and clients 
usually use “teahouse or teashop” (cháshì 茶室 or chádiàn 茶店) to address these 
leisure places. In media representation, these houses are described as erotic teahouses 
(mōmō chá, 摸摸茶) or grandfather’s teahouses (āgōng diàn, 阿公店) since (1) it is 
known that, in these teahouses, erotic activities are to be expected if the conditions 
allow (including price and willingness of doing so), and (2) the majority of clients 
are over 50 years old and a lot of them are around 80, old enough to be 
“grandfathers.” In this dissertation, I refer to such a place as teahouse and, in some 
circumstances, erotic teahouse, so as to shed light on the culture of tea, leisure 
activities, and sex-related entertainment. The history of the erotic quarters in Taipei 
will be delineated more in Chapter 3. It can be traced back to the development of 
prostitution in the ports of Taipei City during the Qing dynasty, the later 
institutionalisation of prostitution, and the construction of restaurants and drinking 
parlours during the Japanese colonial period.  
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Layout of the Chapters 
This dissertation investigates the prostitutes’ gendered subjectivity and desires in the 
context of cross-strait relations through looking into what has been neglected in the 
adoption of the discourse of universalised feminism led by the US and the UN in 
Taiwan. The first part of this dissertation contains two chapters in which the 
historical texts on the questions on women, China, and modernity are the target of 
analysis. By saying “texts,” I mean various representations and textual records 
regarding how the knowledge of Chinese women and their sexual labour was 
produced and challenged. The texts include scholarship, as seen mostly in Chapter 1, 
containing debates encompassing how women, China, and modernity are associated 
with the idea of “shame.” Chapter 2 explores a different imagination about yù (desire) 
and subjectivity through reading and having conversations with both scholarly 
writings and literary representations.  
 
Two chapters in Part I prepare the theoretical framework and the backdrop of the 
representations as the resource of knowledge in understanding the participants in the 
fieldwork—the mainland Chinese hostesses in the erotic teahouses. In other words, 
what is illustrated in Part I is the effort made in building the resource of knowledge 
through which the voice of the subjects in Part II can be perceived differently. That is, 
the effort of building a feminist language through which “our modernity” in Chinese 
society is illuminated. As such, in Part II, I shed light on the voices that are usually 
muted or interpreted according to the universal language of feminism and Western 
modernity. Chapter 3 illuminates intimacy in the business through highlighting the 
culture of “return the table” and the ethics of sharing the common wealth. In this 
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chapter, I argue that the exchange in erotic teahouses is not only between hostesses’ 
labour and service, and the clients’ money, but also between favour and face. Chapter 
4 draws on the voices in various forms, include the songs sung or mentioned in the 
teahouses, the conversations with clients and hostesses, and the memories, the 
frustrations, and the complaints observed during the fieldwork.  
 
Through this dissertation, I hope to facilitate the conversation about sexuality, 
modernity, colonialism, and the cold war in the context of the third world. This 
dissertation regards writing as an act to intervene in the given approach of 
knowledge production, such as particular feminist discourse on sex trafficking and 
gender equality promulgated by the UN and the US, which usually leaves 
colonialism and imperialism unchallenged. One explanation of leaving particular 
concepts unchallenged was that these ideas are inappropriate in understanding daily 
life in contemporary society since they are, as it were, “outdated”—it is the exact 
discourse that obscured how our body, labour, desire, and sexuality are still affected 
by the seemingly “outdated” concepts. It is with this amnesia that the colonial and 
imperial rule is able to perpetuate itself until today.   
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CHAPTER 1 WOMEN, CHINA, AND MODERNISATION  
In this part of the discussion, I focus on the paradox of modernisation and the ways 
women’s bodies are rendered in relation to the pursuit of national strength and 
modernisation in the context of China, whose thousands of years of civilisation and 
development were reduced to “barbarism and feudalism” in the nineteenth century. 
In response to foreign intervention in the aftermath of the Second Opium War, 
including the foreign occupation of the mainland and colonialism of then Taiwan 
province and other parts of China, the nationalists urgently campaigned for 
modernisation in order to “save the country.” The emergence of the concept of the 
West and modernity in China were concretised through denying everyday practices 
and various kinds of leisure activities from the past, so as to build a new and modern 
nation.  
Women and men’s bodies and labour were subjected to the nationalist project against 
imperialism and colonialism at the time. From the enforcement of foot liberation by 
the government, the rise of the discourse on the new woman—through which women 
were asked to walk away from the “old and feudal” institutions, such as the feudal 
family, polygamy, and prostitution, so as to play the role of a good wife and a good 
mother in a modern family—to the abolition of all the “old” habits, including 
gambling, opium smoking, and prostitution. Consequently, the concepts of hygiene 
and cleanliness were highlighted throughout the process of building a new and 
modern nation, focusing on cleanliness not just of everyday life but also body and 
mind. In this chapter, therefore, I tease out the discussion on women and their body 
in the context of modernisation in China from the late eighteenth to the early 
nineteenth century and later the “cold sex war” in Taiwan from the late 1980s on.
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Body as the Battlefield: Footbinding and Foot Liberation 
The way footbinding is regarded in relation to Western modernity shaped women and 
China in the past. It constitutes part of the imagination of “old” China, and to the 
Chinese reformers, only when the old and traditional habits are eliminated will the 
nation be new. The sentiment of reformation, therefore, had become the government 
project of “foot liberation.” In this section, I tease out scholarship in which the 
history of both footbinding and foot liberation is discussed. In doing so, I illuminate 
how the attempt to abolish the Chinese “old habits,” such as footbinding, is 
undesired by people and, in some circumstances, an antagonistic idea that local 
communities fought against. 
 
Questioning how our knowledge about footbinding was produced, historian Dorothy 
Ko (1997) argues that no such knowledge will be produced without the expansion of 
Euro-American missionaries in the nineteenth century and Japanese colonisation in 
Taiwan from 1895 onward. Ko noted that footbinding was not a backward practice 
until the nineteenth century; it was, instead, an embellishment that enacted ethnic, 
national, and cultural identity in China. To what extent was footbinding once seen as 
one of the most desirable body adornments? To answer the question, Ko investigates 
its cultural meaning by tracing customs and aesthetics about body and adornments in 
the late Ming to the early Qing Dynasty (ca. 1550-1720) (ibid.).  
 
To contextualise footbinding is to understand the ways the body is presented in 
response to different circumstances in Chinese society during the sixteenth century. 
In the Ming dynasty, Confucianism was seen as the doctrine of life and social value. 
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According to Confucianism, the concealment of the body was crucial in displaying 
“Chinese civility” (ibid.). Far from the modern critique made by reformers and 
missionaries that ridiculed footbinding as either inhuman treatment, physical cruelty, 
or barbaric modification of the female body, footbinding was accommodated to 
manifest the civility of Han Chinese in contrast with the barbarians who did not bind 
their feet (ibid.). As the emblem of social status and political power, footbinding 
represented a woman’s class. In the Ming dynasty, it was a practice common to 
upper-class families. Later in the Qing dynasty, there was government propaganda on 
abolishing footbinding, however, it did not succeed and footbinding remained as one 
of the most cherished practices among upper-class groups (ibid.). Chinese people 
found footbinding appealing even in the Republican era, the peak of revolution and 
modernisation in the early twentieth century, so much so that women and their 
relatives resisted to loosen their binders and “liberate” their feet (ibid.).  
 
Foot Liberation and the New Nation 
In the transition between the Qing dynasty and the Republican era, footbinding 
became the shameful inscription of the old empire and, therefore, the obstacle of the 
new-born nation. Eliminating traditional customs such as footbinding was central to 
the revolutionary agenda in the late Qing period. Kang Youwei, the reformer and 
author of Ta T'ung Shu (大同書), founded the “anti-footbinding society,” which 
aimed to abolish footbinding as it was, as stated in his book Ta T'ung Shu, a “barbaric 
custom” (bi su, 敝俗) that damaged women’s well-being through everyday torture of 
the feet (Kang 2005). Kang urged to save the innocent women from the pain of 
footbinding (ibid.). Footbinding is regarded not only as physical torture in the 
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reformist discourse but also as a kind of “evil” practice since it undermines China’s 
reputation. It is, according to Kang, the custom that will “be ridiculed by people and 
become extremely shameful if not prohibited” (不加禁止，致為人笑，尤可恥矣) 
(ibid., 161).  
 
The reformers share a similar humanitarian vision with the Western missionaries and 
women activists that abolishing footbinding will save Chinese women from 
generations of “abusive treatment” imposed by the patriarchal and barbaric empire. 
Noticeably, the memsahibs, the wives of foreign officials or businessmen who 
resided in the trade ports of China in the early twentieth century, expressed feeling 
“sympathetic to the young girls who cannot resist but suffered enormously” and 
debased footbinding as “fashion of nonsense” that should be abolished (Miao 2011, 
139). Although the reformers, the missionaries, and the wealthy foreign memsahibs 
portrayed a new nation without women “suffering” from footbinding, some women 
and their families were fighting against “foot liberation” and for the freedom to bind 
their feet.     
 
Acting against foot liberation promoted by the government, women and their 
relatives strategically insisted on binding their feet (ibid.). In the early Republican 
era, the territories on the mainland were divided and ruled by warlords, the National 
Revolutionary Army, and the Communist Army. The chaotic distribution of power in 
each province affected the ways the policy proposed by the central government was 
actually enacted and promoted in local communities. As such, the local government 
and the local elite gentlemen are in charge of how to execute the order from the 
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central government.     
 
In his study discussing how local women escaped foot liberation or bound again after 
their feet were forced to be liberated by the officials in Henan province, Yen-Wei 
Miao (ibid.) illuminates people’s resistance to “foot liberation.” Reading texts in the 
periodicals Foot Liberation (fang zu cong kan, 放足叢刊) published by the Henan 
Foot Liberation Department (河南放足處), Miao points out that the difficulties for 
the Department to liberate women’s bound feet include individuals’ disapproval of 
the order that forcibly unbound women’s feet and the punishment of bound-feet 
women and their families, the weak leadership of impoverished local governments 
during the war, the power of local elites and gentlemen who were against the 
“liberation” agenda, and local bandits who were the allies of local residents and 
helped with the resistance (ibid.). Without the support from local elites and residents, 
execution and punishment on women with bound feet and their families, despite in 
line with the anti-footbinding campaign and legal documents of both central and 
local governments, were still seen as inappropriate and had accumulated complaints 
and dissatisfaction among local residents (ibid.).  
 
Therefore, women ran away from the officials and the female students who were 
mobilised to liberate their uncivilised and uneducated counterparts (ibid.). Once they 
succeeded in running away, these women bound their feet again right after the 
problematic “liberation” (ibid.). Furthermore, there were different associates who 
assisted in the women’s resistance toward foot liberation, such as Red Gun Unity (紅
槍會), the armed group formed by local bandits (ibid.). Interestingly, the resistance 
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to foot liberation was in line with other resistances against the agenda of 
modernisation in general, such as the members of the Infinite Unity (無極會) who 
were against not only foot liberation but also the Three Principles of the People and 
the propaganda on gender equality (ibid.). Now I will discuss how women in colonial 
Taiwan reacted to the agenda of foot liberation under Japanese rule.  
 
Foot Liberation in Colonial Taiwan 
The mobilisation of anti-footbinding in early twentieth century Taiwan relied on, on 
the one hand, the indoctrination of Japanese modernisation, and the promotion of 
Chinese modernisation influenced by the May Fourth movement on the other (Kō 
2017). Rather than targeting “liberation,” the anti-footbinding movement in colonial 
Taiwan was developed as the colonial agenda of modernising and, more importantly, 
Japanising the island’s women to become new women. However, realising that any 
political intentions may further inflame the anti-imperialist movement and rebellion 
against Japanese rule then on the island, the colonial government decided to support 
the anti-footbinding movement through collaborating with local gentry (ibid.). Until 
only 1915 was footbinding an illegal practice and for which the police or local troops 
can arrest women with bound feet according to the Ordinance of Baojia (or Hoko in 
Japanese) (ibid.) (Miao 2013). The implementation of anti-footbinding in Baojia 
system in 1915 manifested the transformation of public attitude toward “natural 
feet.” At the time, the number of bound-foot women decreased from 800,616 in 1905 
to 279,038 in 1915 (ibid.). The steep drop of the number of women with bound feet 




Culturally resonating with China during Qing dynasty, footbinding in Taiwan was a 
common practice among upper-class families before the arrival of colonialism. The 
elimination of footbinding, therefore, began from the domestic liberation among the 
local elites, their wives and their daughters. In doing so, the colonial government 
crafted a desirable “new woman” for the local elites, that is, an educated and 
liberated woman equipped with natural feet so that she can help her husband not only 
with the domestic affairs such as the children’s education but also with business 
management such as helping him with bill collecting (Kō 2017). The new and 
Japanised women then will contribute to the modernisation of Taiwan island and the 
local production, both of which turned out to benefit the colonial enterprise (ibid.).  
 
The conditions facilitated the collaboration between individual families and the 
colonial government on the latter’s project of blurry idea about “nation” and the 
stronger longing to develop familial ties. In Kō’s analysis, she mentions how the 
emerging discourse about “harmonise family and strengthen nation” (qijia xingguo) 
in mainland China was translated onto Taiwan island with the primary focus on the 
family part after the First Sino-Japanese War (ibid.). As such, the anti-footbinding 
campaign became rather important in nurturing a good wife and a tender mother 
since it eventually contributed to the development of a wealthy family. The 
ambivalent attitude about nation for the elites on the island had to do with its history 
of migration and Japanese rule; when “nation” was mentioned, it refers to mainland 
China, Japan, or us-Taiwan (ibid.). The complexity of colonisation and the idea of 
nation revealed how the project of modernity was registered differently. Instead of 
simply accepting or rejecting it, more often than not, the historical subjects 
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strategically reacted to the choices they had, and, when the choices were against their 
will, they created new possibilities through, for instance, escaping from the 
regulation. The particular historical, social, and economic circumstances in China 
and colonial Taiwan shaped the way people understand footbinding and foot 
liberation and how they deal with or confront the discourse of Western modernity.  
 
Apart from body adornment such as footbinding, how sex was arranged in Chinese 
society at the transition between the empire and the Republic, including prostitution 
and the institution of polygamy, gave rise to the debate on China and modernity as 
well. In the next sections, I will focus on the debate on prostitution and polygamy in 
relation to modernity. Moreover, I shed light on the historical figure of the prostitute 
and the concubine through an overview of relevant studies.     
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Pleasure or Patriarchy? Prostitution and Polygamy  
Performing intimate labour that is otherwise provided by mothers and wives—such 
as child and elderly care, and shopping for and cleaning the household as wage 
labour in the intimate realm such as the employer’s home—was seen as immoral and 
problematic in Victorian London and today’s Hong Kong (Constable 1997). 
Moreover, live-in domestic work is still stigmatised that even for young women in 
Hong Kong who are urgently looking for jobs seldom consider working in someone’s 
home. This hesitation is not because of the work itself but, as Constable (ibid.) noted, 
because it reminds people of servants or maids, those who were in the lowest 
position of Chinese society in the past. A similar narrative was observed when I did 
my fieldwork in the erotic teahouses (about the teahouse, I will discuss in detail in 
Chapter 3). Knowing that I am studying in Hong Kong, the hostesses made 
contradictory comments about it. On the one hand, they reflected their own 
circumstances that stopped them from pursuing further education, as most of them 
finished only junior high school before starting to work full-time, and concluded that 
“study is better than ‘this’ (hostess)” (dushu bi zuo zhege hao). On the other hand, 
when measuring income, Xiaomei, the hostess who from time to time questioned me 
about my reason to study since, compared with a student, being a hostess “can make 
(a lot more) money.” The contradictory comments implied similar hesitation about 
their occupation, working as a hostess in the teahouse, despite the fact that it earns 
them significant income. To understand the structure of feeling behind the hesitation 
of being a hostess in contemporary Taiwan, in this section, I look into historical 




Collaboration Between Colonialism and the Regulation on Prostitution  
The regulation on prostitution in China highlights the entanglement of colonialism, 
imperialism, and modernity, which Tani Barlow describes as “colonial modernity” 
(Barlow 2004). Drawing on the colonial history of India, Partha Chatterjee proposes 
“our modernity” in questioning the universality of modernity: “by teaching us to 
employ the methods of reason, universal modernity enables us to identify our own 
particular modernity” (1997, 9). Both “colonial modernity” and the reflection 
through “our modernity” question the legality of adopting universal modernity 
without problematising it in non-West countries. In early twentieth century Shanghai, 
the regulation targeting prostitution in the foreign settlement was influenced by the 
campaign of regulating prostitution as a “social evil” in the West (Hershatter 1997). 
Prostitution in many countries such as France, England, Scotland, Italy, and Russia 
was shaped by the reformist sentiment that aimed at cleaning the social evil (ibid.). 
This approach was later exported to the settlement in Shanghai to protect the 
Europeans from the danger of venereal diseases carried by the prostitute’s 
“unhygienic” body (ibid.).  
 
The racialised bodies were regarded as unclean, as the foreign municipality’s official 
surgeon Edward Henderson pointed out; not only Chinese prostitutes but also their 
clients of colour such as “Malays, negroes, etc.” were the potential carriers of disease 
(Hershatter 1992, 148). In this light, coloured and racialised bodies are seen as dirt, 
the source of uncleanliness, and a threat to foreign settlers in the settlement. 




During the same period, Japanese governors in their colonies, such as Taiwan and 
Korea, also enacted regulations to protect the Japanese army and citizens from the 
threat of venereal diseases (Jin 2018a; Jin 2018b). In colonial Hong Kong, regulation 
of prostitution was also enacted by the Secretary of State in the mid-nineteenth 
century, ten years before the Contagious Disease Act was implemented in Britain. It 
required prostitutes in brothels frequented by Europeans to be examined by doctors 
to make sure that the servicemen and sailors were kept healthy after services from 
the “clean Chinese women” (Miners 1987). Colonialism and imperialism made 
prostitution a battlefield through which the settler identified the colonised as dirt 
while the reformers in China strived to shake off the country’s image of moral 
depravity imposed by the imperialists in the twentieth century. Regulating 
prostitution, hence, had become an ideological tool for reformers in the third world 
to mobilise patriotism and nationalsim. In other words, people in the colonies shared 
the similar fate that, under the invasion of foreign powers, nationalism in the third 
world illuminates the antagonism against colonialism and imperialism through, 
paradoxically, appropriating Western modernity.    
  
To establish the new nation, Chinese revolutionists drew their attention to 
prostitution in China along with other old customs. On the one hand, prostitution was 
linked to “China’s political vulnerability in the international arena,” (Hershatter 1992, 
153) as the Chinese elites themselves enjoyed frequenting and spending money in the 
brothels even when the nation was threatened by foreign imperialist power. On the 
other hand, prostitution has to be eliminated since it signalled a kind of poor and 
unfree image of women, which was against the political agenda campaigned by the 
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female missionaries and women’s groups in the early Republican era. To the latter, 
the image of unfree women echoes with that of slaves which undermined China’s 
modernisation. In the debate on prostitution, this occupation was mobilised as an 
ideological tool through which the women’s practices were subjected to the 
nationalist agenda pursued by the reformers and women’s groups.  
 
However, Chinese prostitutes fought against the regulation. Early in the nineteenth 
century, when the colonial government in Hong Kong implemented regulation 
ordinances and a registration system that required the prostitutes to be examined in 
the lock hospital, the prostitutes that were found to be infected were requested to stay 
in the hospital until the disease was treated (Miners 1987). The Chinese prostitutes 
who catered to Chinese clients had protested against the medical arrangement since 
they did not want to be internally checked by a European (ibid.). Avoiding such 
humiliation, they either chose to suffer the punishment, go to a Chinese doctor or 
herbalist, or escape to Canton with the brothel owners’ help (ibid.). Regulation in the 
international settlement in Shanghai in the 1920s allowed only licensed brothels and 
prostitutes to work. However, working as a licensed prostitute was merely a 
compromise in the power struggle among the foreigners in Shanghai, Christian 
groups, women’s groups, Chinese elites, local moralists, and the Shanghai Municipal 
Council, whereas the final goal was to eliminate prostitution in the international 
settlement in five years (Hershatter 1997). During the debate and the enactment of 
regulation, many brothels went underground or move to the French Settlement due to 
the strict rules over the business, such as the prohibition of selling opium and alcohol 
in the brothels and the solicitation of clients (ibid.).    
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Strategies to Survive the Business 
When the police inspections grew more severe, many businesses transferred to 
private locations. For example, individual prostitutes who did not want to be 
registered as a prostitute left their licensed brothels and became unlicensed 
prostitutes (sichang, 私娼) who worked on their own (ibid.). Some of them secretly 
solicited clients in the streets and provided their service in hotels while others relied 
on the emerging “pimps” such as rickshaw drivers to help them to solicit clients 
(ibid.). In the year of 1935, prostitutes in Suzhou organised a strike against state 
regulation and punishment imposed on their sisters in the business. 
 
In other provinces of China, regulation of prostitution was put into practice under the 
reformist sentiment. For example, in 1928 the Nanjing Government, the capital 
province under the KMT rule, officially announced that prostitution is illegal and 
urged other provincial governments to eradicate licensed prostitution and stop taxing 
prostitutes (Carroll 2011). In response to the Nanjing Government’s call for abolition, 
Suzhou followed suit and outlawed prostitution in 1929 (ibid.). In his study, Peter. J. 
Carroll (ibid.) delineates the complicated role that the prostitutes played in the state, 
commerce, and society through looking into the conflicts between the prostitutes and 
the police such as a strike protesting the latter’s charge over the former. After the 
abolition in 1929, the business never disappeared but continued illegally while the 
prostitutes’ work conditions worsened. Apart from the fine, which usually exploited 
the prostitutes’ income from several nights of labour, they had to spend more to bribe 
the police, finally, the service rate was lowered after more women from rural areas 
joined the business (ibid.). The business went underground after the abolition and the 
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prostitutes became more vulnerable. As such, the prostitutes called for a strike after 
another fine was charged by the police in 1935. Changzhou Old Five, a former 
courtesan and a madam, called for a strike after one of her prostitutes who was new 
to the business got fined five yuan by the police (ibid.). The inconvenience the strike 
caused for the police (who needed to increase the income of the local government), 
the clients, and nearby businessmen such as hotel owners illustrated the significant 
role prostitution played in not only its own business but also many other kinds of 
business in relation to it. With the tremendous impact on the economic state of a 
nearby commercial area, prostitution proved important to many people’s livelihood 
and was never “just a moral problem” (ibid.). A year later, the Suzhou government 
restored public prostitution, hoping to recuperate the urban economy during 
economic depression in the Republican era (ibid.). Above all, Carroll stresses that the 
strike manifested that the prostitutes knew well how essential their role was in 
boosting the economic development of the state and nearby businesses.            
 
During the Republican era, the reformers and the women’s groups adopted narratives 
of trafficking or abduction to describe the process through which a young woman 
ends up in prostitution (Hershatter 1997; Ho 2001). Interpreting the prostitutes as 
innocent victims as such catered to the revolutionary agenda of abolishing 
prostitution (Hershatter 1997). However, there were various reasons why women 
ended up in brothels that were not revealed in the abolitionist rhetoric. For example, 
in her study of documents retrieved from a shelter for poor or homeless women in 
Hong Kong called Po Leung Kuk (PLK), Virgil K.Y. Ho discusses in detail the 
diverse motivations to become a prostitute during the first three decades of the 
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twentieth century. For instance, some of the residents confessed that they joined the 
business after their parents passed away. The change of losing parents and therefore 
familial ties and control, Ho argues, indeed gave the women greater freedom to 
become a prostitute (Ho 2001, 109). In other cases, women entered the business 
freely even if their parents were alive. For example, one resident named Chen Cai 
lived with her second husband while working as a prostitute. Another woman, also 
according to the records from PLK, Wu Shaoji became a prostitute regardless of her 
parents’ objection; she was a daughter who beat her parents, ran away from home, 
gave birth to a child, and finally ended up in prostitution (ibid.). There are other 
cases where women were sold by her family members, too. Moreover, some inmates 
mentioned poverty issues in the family (ibid.).  
 
To sum up, there are various reasons why women ended up making money through 
prostitution. It would seem inappropriate if the reasons are explained in a simplistic 
way, such as the narrative that features women who become prostitutes as innocent 
victims. What’s more, according to the cases mentioned here, prostitution is a 
business through which women can leave home and live independently, earn her 
wealth and perhaps run her own brothel one day, or marry a gentleman from a 
wealthy and higher-class background so as to climb the social ladder. 
 
Polygamy in Literary Representation 
The change of laws during the Republic manifested the transformation of concepts 
related to marriage, love, and intimacy. “Free love” for both women and men had 
become one of the most iconic reasons for pursuing marriage; meanwhile, polygyny 
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was outlawed in 1935 to protect the concept of “gender equality” among marriage 
spouses (Huang 2001, 46). Equality between men and women served as the most 
significant quality for the establishment of Republican (KMT) law, although it turned 
out that the change of the law was mostly utilised by “some women” only (ibid.). For 
example, the new codes in the area of marriage and divorce provided access to those 
who were from a well-off background, lived in the cities, and wanted to assert their 
rights as such (ibid.). Polygamy in general, and polygyny in particular, after the 
narrative of “free love” became the new premise for marriage for at least the elite 
women (women from the upper-class families), had become an illicit and backward 
act which signalled the feudal past of China.  
 
Being outlawed both legally and ideologically, the complexity of polygamy was 
ignored in the revolutionary critiques on the old marriage institution. Instead of 
focusing on such simplistic understanding of the institution, Keith McMahon (2010) 
draws on “female agency” through reading about polygamy and polygyny in Ming 
and Qing literature. Polygyny was a privileged way of life in Chinese society. It was 
practised by the emperors and elites who had more than one partner, including 
concubines or prostitutes, inside and outside the context of marriage (ibid.). More 
importantly, polygyny was also the medium in which fantasies and desires are 
grasped, as seen in the literature from Ming and Qing dynasties. In discussing female 
agency in these literary representations, McMahon proposed the “remarkable 
woman” to highlight the personal features of the female character who is usually in 
charge of her and the male character’s encounters in the stories (ibid.). Reading the 
short stories in Liaozhai zhiyi, written by Ming writer Pu Songling, McMahon 
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illuminates the “agency” of the female characters such as the fox fairies, goddesses, 
female warriors, swordswomen, and female ghosts and their unpredictable and 
untraceable presence. In comparison with these women, men in the narrative, or what 
McMahon called “philanderer,” are portrayed as passive, fragile, and “blank” (ibid.). 
The male protagonists are usually put in a vulnerable position and only with the 
remarkable women’s help can they survive their unlucky fate (ibid.).  
 
Moreover, the “remarkable women” in the literature are sometimes associated with 
extremely skillful and talented figures such as the “supernatural woman” and the 
“courtesan” (ibid., 21). Other examples are the cainu, or the “talented women,” 
qinuzi, or the “extraordinary women,” minji, or the “famous courtesans,” and nuxia, 
or the “female warriors” (ibid., 19). They usually appear for a short period of time 
and disappear when they wish to. The female immortals share common 
characteristics with the remarkable woman because they are ethereal, unstable, and 
unpredictable (ibid.). The remarkable woman does not show up to cater to the male 
protagonist’s needs, on the contrary, she asserts her own wish and requests him to 
conform to it (ibid.). If he pleases her by fulfilling her will and orders, he will be able 
to see her again or enjoy more of her company (ibid.). She comes and goes as she 
pleases; she does him a favour only if she wishes; she helps him to realise his own 
sexuality and transform into a grown-up; she is mysterious and he has no control 
over it (ibid.). In some circumstances, when the remarkable woman is the first wife, 





What was manifested through these writings are the way an ideal world was 
imagined by male authors through portraying these ideal and supernatural women 
during times of turmoil in both the Ming and Qing dynasties (ibid.). Facing wars and 
social and political upheavals, the female immortals were fantasised as saviours 
while the male characters were spineless and helpless under the circumstances (ibid.). 
All they could do was passively wait for the female saviour to appear and save them 
from the sea of bitterness. The given historical context explains why men in the 
literary representations are simultaneously the master, the polygynist, and the 
customer on the one hand, and the innocent and asexual protagonist, the helpless and 
spineless man, and the foolish patron on the other. 
 
In this section, I discussed how prostitution and polygamy are part of complicated 
practices and fantasies in China’s history through looking at relevant research and the 
texts they analysed. In doing so, I shed light on the possibilities in understanding 
history and what it might mean to talk about “our modernity” in the context of China. 
In the next sections, I draw attention to the emergence of the discourse on the “new 
woman” in the Republic through dedailing the film The Goddess, and Tani Barlow’s 
analysis of the struggle of being a new woman as portrayed in the early novel and 
short stories of revolutionary author, Ding Ling.  
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The New Woman in China 
The idea of the “new woman” shaped the vision of a modern nation in the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth century. Envisioning the social conditions in which 
the women in the nation can become modern and new was central to the project of 
nation-building in the context of China. In the early twentieth century, women served 
as the trope of China’s development during the Republican era. The new woman 
portrayed in various kinds of representation, including films, novels, and state 
publications, formed a medium the reformers could use to build a more hygienic, 
scientific, healthier, and stronger nation. The new woman was imagined differently 
from the Chinese women of “the old times” who were, in the reformers’ eyes, the 
silent victims of inhuman treatment such as footbinding, polygyny, and prostitution, 
as aforementioned. Therefore, in such political agenda, Chinese women have to be 
liberated from the “old China” including its “traditional customs” in order to free the 
nation. The discourse on “new woman” was a double-edged sword in that women 
were asked to move away from the old system such as the feudal family while they 
had nowhere to go after the departure. For example, at the transition from the empire 
to the Republic, women who had been legally and economically dependent on the 
male subjects of the household, usually the father or the husband, were encouraged 
to be independent despite their difficulties finding economic solutions during the 
Republican era. What was suggested in the discourse on the new woman and 
manifested through the change of law were that women and men are equal before the 
law (Huang 2001) while what was neglected in both discourses was the question 
already raised by Lu Xun: what happened to Nora after she left home? Lu Xun’s 
answer was, Nora will eventually become a prostitute or return to her home.   
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Rise of the New Woman 
Adopting modernity in many parts of the East resembles the Chinese saying “cutting 
one’s feet in order to fit the shoes” (xuèzú shìlǚ, 削足適履). This pain continued to 
be registered through abandoning traditional, old, and uncivilised customs while 
adopting new, modern, and Western civilisation. The tension between “our 
modernity,” “other modernities” and the Euro-American-centred “universal 
modernity” was apparent when hesitation, sorrow, resistance, and disagreement were 
expressed by the subjects in the non-Western world.  
 
Women and Nationalism in the Third World    
The shared history of imperialism and colonialism shaped various concepts, 
including gender, women, and subjectivity, in Asia, Africa, and Latin America as 
they pursued national liberation and independence. However, the sentiments 
involved the mobilisation of women for nation-building projects also produced for 
women “a fixed position in national culture” (Niranjana 2007, 211). For example, 
women having to sacrifice themselves for the national agenda made the nationalist 
project contradictory with the idea of “liberation.” Women were employed as 
labourers and expected to be good wives and good mothers, as well as educated to 
become the modernised “new woman.” The formation of women’s roles in the 
non-Western countries sheds light on both the revolutionary and developmental 
agenda pursued by the local male elites, bourgeois reformists, and missionaries 
(Jayawardena 2016). The paradox sentiment that the resistance against western 
imperialism is based on our own self-denial sheds light on the formation of “colonial 
modernity.” Now I trace the historical representation of the “new woman” in 
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nineteenth and twentieth century China.  
 
In her analysis of the representation of the new woman in Women’s Magazine (Funu 
Zazhi, 婦女雜誌) from 1920 to 1925, Eunsil Kim (2012) delineates how individual 
liberation was seen as a necessary presumption of national liberation during the May 
Fourth movement in China. Regarded as unfree objects and properties who belong to 
patriarchal families in the imperial era, women were mobilised as the group to be 
liberated during the campaign. In this campaign, women were encouraged to 
participate in society as both the new woman and the good wife. According to 
Women’s Magazine, women should be liberated from the old and feudal marriage and 
family while still playing the role of a good wife and a good mother in the “new” 
marriage and family, which are seen as the basis of the nation (ibid.). Women should 
not be the “slave” of men, Women’s Magazine maintains, however, they should be a 
good mother in order to raise strong offspring (ibid.).  
 
Apart from the portrayal of the good mother and the good wife, the quality of 
modernity was also pursued in Women’s Magazine through constructing the narrative 
of the healthy and hygienic body. The nationalists in Asia considered the connection 
between the poor physical conditions of the country’s nationals with the way their 
nations were seen as “sick” and “weak” by the Europeans (ibid.). Therefore, exercise 
and the management of personal hygiene were especially emphasised in Women’s 
Magazine, since it was believed that a healthy mother will enhance national power 
through giving birth to healthy children. Thus, “natural beauty” was highly praised 
by male elites in the magazine (ibid.). On the other hand, women’s adornments were 
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no longer seen as the display of aesthetics but redundant attachments. As such, 
women were urged to get rid of earrings, face cosmetics, long hair, colourful attire, 
and the custom of footbinding (ibid.).  
 
Moreover, personal hygiene and public health were highlighted in the magazine as 
well. Hygiene has been an issue since Chinese people in the settlement in Shanghai 
during the late Qing period were accused of being unhygienic by European doctors. 
Their unhygienic habits include spitting, sharing a meal, and blowing and picking 
their nose (ibid.). Apart from this, the Chinese were accused of seldom brushing their 
teeth, not showering, and not cleaning their genitals often (ibid.). 
 
The campaign of hygiene further shaped ways of reproducing and nurturing the next 
generation. It was suggested in Women’s Magazine that women should adopt new 
strategies in rearing children. For example, they should educate children on how to 
clean hands with soap, give health supplements to infants, and keep the environment 
clean. Another aspect mentioned in the magazine in relation to hygiene was that of 
sex-related activities. Through this, the campaign focused on public health through 
preventing unhygienic sexual activities. For instance, to prevent the spread of 
venereal disease, the magazine reaffirmed the necessities of sex education and 
monogamy in relationships. In so doing, sex-related behaviours had to be “clean” in 
not only the physical but also the moral sense (ibid., 54-59).  
 
Meanwhile, society had differentiated opinions about the new woman. The way it 
brought anxiety to the public was signalled in the discussion on the influence of 
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newly arrived literary works. Inspired by Ibsen’s play A Doll’s House, May Fourth 
literatus Hu Shi published the play Zhongshengdashi (Marriage) in Xin qingnian (La 
Jeunesse) to illustrate a story about how a woman resists the destiny arranged by her 
family. Tien Yamei, who left her family because she disagreed with the idea of 
marriage arrangement, was seen as a rebel against not only her family but also the 
patriarchal society and Confucianism in China. Although in portrayals of this sort, 
the arranged marriage was regarded as traditional and feudal, thus backward, the 
acceptance of the new female character was low among the audience. Worrying 
about the stigmatised new image, no one was willing to play either Nora in A Doll’s 
House or Tien Yamei in Zhongshengdashi when these scripts were popularised in 
China (Tam 1986).  
 
This hesitation of becoming a new woman was also manifested with the arrival of a 
new editor-in-chief for Women’s Magazine, Du Jiutian, whose decisions on drawing 
on a more traditional figure for women was recognised by female readers (Ren and 
Liu 2018). In contrast with his predecessor Zhang Xichen, Du shifted the magazine’s 
focus from scenarios of the “new woman” to that of a woman’s everyday life such as 
marriage and love, school life, the pursuit of modern dressing, and the changing role 
of the wise wives and the good mothers (ibid.).  
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Dilemma of the New Woman  
In the revolutionary discourse of the new woman, tension between old habits and 
new instructions about life was apparent when the new woman encountered 
confusion about who she is and what she can do. These women were at the moment 
of transition where their body and mind should be prepared to follow instructions 
such as those suggested by Women’s Magazine and yet, from time to time, they found 
difficulties in doing so since, for example, the supportive network after leaving the 
old and feudal home was scarce at the time. Consequently, the supposedly new 
woman who left her boudoir to join society only came to realise that she ends up 
being enslaved by the poor circumstances encompassing her life. Tani Barlow (2004) 
analyses the early works of Ding Ling, the revolutionary writer, to delineate the 
dilemma of the new woman through reading the female characters’ emotional 
struggles and sometimes hopeless conditions.    
 
To begin with, what do I mean by saying “the poor circumstances encompassing her 
life”? That is, the material conditions, including her economic state, and other 
surviving strategies for the new woman to leave the old and degraded environment 
such as her birth family with a patriarchal father. In Ding Ling’s depiction, many of 
these female characters are bombarded with successive issues during the process of 
trying to be “new.” As Barlow observed, having desired to be a new woman, the 
heroines encountered confusions and uncertainties due to their circumstances. 
Meanwhile, with the frustration about their own circumstances, these protagonists 
start to lose their ability to distinguish reality from illusion; moreover, they are stuck 
in the grey area in between the two (ibid.). Short stories including “Mengke,” 
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“Qingyunli zhong de yijian xiaofangli” (In a Small Room on Qingyun Alley), “Zisha 
riji” (Suicide Diary), “Shafei nushi riji” (Sofia’s Diary), and “Ah Mao guniang” (The 
Girl Ah Mao) were illuminated by Barlow to articulate the dilemma of the new 
woman. These women lived in the 1920s, a period when the discourse on the new 
woman was idealised by the nationalist propaganda.  
 
During the process of China’s modernisation, as I have discussed in the previous 
sections, women were expected to participate in public affairs, assert their will, and 
speak for themselves. Women were encouraged to act as equal persons and healthy 
subjects. However, the alleged freedom was not supported by the social and 
economic circumstances that were allocated to the women who stepped out from the 
old system. Similarly, the heroines in Ding Ling’s narratives also found themselves 
liberated only in the illusion of freedom. In order to survive, they found their fate 
irresistibly coincided with that of a prostitute or a concubine. This circumstantial 
entrapment signals an “unfree” and slave-like image of women who are involved in 
prostitution and polygamy. 
 
An example is, when the heroine Mengke, in the story of the same title, had to find a 
job in order to leave her aunt’s family, a place which she considered dirty after 
discovering that two male family members discussed taking away “her virginity.” 
Mengke also cannot return to school, which she also left after she was humiliated by 
a male teacher because she tried to stop him from sexually assaulting a naked female 
model during an art class. Without sufficient money to return to her natal home in 
another city and with her resistance to be a worker, a nanny, and a caregiver, Mengke 
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ends up working as an actress in a Theatre Society. In the Theatre Society, Mengke 
dresses up and puts on heavy makeup. Under the male gaze of other members in the 
Society, Mengke feels she is nothing different from the streetwalkers in Shanghai 
(Ding 1995b). To portray the dilemma of a protagonist such as Mengke, Barlow 
highlights the moments of paralysis to illustrate how their feelings and emotions are 
subject to social circumstances that do not allow them to assert their will freely 
(Barlow 2004). Barlow maintains that Ding Ling’s stories shed light on why the 
Chinese new woman is not a stable figure (ibid.). One of the reasons is, as Barlow 
points out, that the feminist and revolutionary discourse on the new woman was 
insufficient to support the women in the chaotic Chinese society (ibid.). As such, the 
dilemma of being a new woman lies in that a woman’s sexualised body is what 
constructs her as a woman in heterosexual eroticism; however, it is the same sexed 
body and female characteristics that the new woman has to abandon in order to 
achieve “renge,” the qualities to establish a person (ibid.). In other words, although 
the progressive agenda during the Republican era idealised woman as a person who 
is treated equally despite her gender, the social and sentimental circumstances that 
made women unfree have not changed. This is why Mengke, who is critical about 
marriage as a way to gain financial benefit, still becomes paralysed when male 
members associated with the Theatre Society comment on her appearance in front of 
her—as a new woman, she would want to express her anger over the comments but 
she does not—she holds back the anger, which then makes her paralysed and 
speechless. It seems, then, Ding Ling was asking through the depiction of the 





In Suicide Diary (Ding 1995c), the heroine Elsa is a woman who finds herself 
inadequate as a new woman. Elsa connects the failure of her relationship with a man 
named Brother Huai with the idea of her being an incomplete woman who lives 
alone in Shanghai and has to earn her own living. She compares herself with the 
“virtuous woman” who will give birth to Brother Huai’s child, the woman who, as 
such, is a “better” woman than her. The frustration caused by this relationship 
contributed to Elsa's contemplation of suicide. With these emotional circumstances, 
Elsa also has moments of paralysis. An example is when she realises that, although 
she should be able to assert her free will, she actually has to cater to others’ needs 
most of the time. Ding Ling, again, revealed the contradiction of being a new woman. 
In Suicide Diary, Elsa faces the dilemma of being a new woman: her options 
circulate between a virtuous woman who bears the labour in the family and a woman 
who prostitutes herself in catering to others’ needs. Once the new woman like Elsa 
finds it impossible to reject the two given types of female roles, frustration and 
paralysis come into being.  
 
The Unfettered Prostitute and the Frustrated New Woman 
Based on what Barlow had analysed, I further illuminate the entangled relations 
between the new woman and the prostitute. Signalling the powerless and unfree 
image of a woman in the old society, Mengke and Elsa are afraid that they might 
become no different from a prostitute if they cannot express and assert their own will. 
This worry echoes with the revolutionary appeal on abolishing prostitution that 
women in this occupation were unfree slaves. However, Ding Ling (1995a) questions 
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the seemingly stable discourse on women’s freedom through the portrayal of a 
prostitute named A-Ying in “Qingyunli zhong de yijian xiaofangli” (In a Small Room 
on Qingyun Alley). A-Ying is a prostitute who, although she misses her former lover 
from before she came to Shanghai and took the occupation, decisively rejects 
marriage and chooses to work as a prostitute not only for the freedom the job 
provides but also for the modern city life in Shanghai. Compared to Elsa and 
Mengke who are entrapped in emotional and financial difficulties, A-Ying is depicted 
with more freedom than the “new woman.” She has regular income by doing the 
business and, since she lives in the brothel, her daily needs are covered by the brothel 
owner, her “mother.” Moreover, A-Ying shares no frustrations about heterosexual 
eroticism with the new women as she can solicit clients who keep her company every 
night if she wishes. Through delineating the unfettered prostitute and the frustrated 
new woman, Ding Ling’s early works not only destabilised the progressive narrative 
of the new woman, as Barlow already noted, but also questioned the depiction of 
prostitution in such narrative.      
 
Around the same period of time Ding Ling published her early works in the 1920s, 
the left-wing cinema movement in the 1930s also focused on the portrayal of 
prostitutes and new women, for example, Shennü (The Goddess, 1934) and Xin 
Nuxing (New Women, 1934). In the next section, I further complicate the dialectic 
between the prostitute and the new woman through analysing the film Shennü 




The Goddess, the Prostitute, and the New Woman 
“Shennü” (The Goddess, 神女, 1934) was produced by Lianhua company and 
directed by Wu Yonggang2 (1934). Shennü was Wu’s first work as a director and was 
politically and aesthetically praised. Shennü is seen as an exemplary film of Chinese 
silent cinema and has been widely circulated through later DVD reproduction with 
English subtitles (Wang 2013; Zhang 1999). The leading actress of Shennü was Ruan 
Lingyu (1915-1935), whose private life was publicly revealed by the media. Ruan 
Lingyu had been criticised for moral reasons because of her relationships with her 
male partners and later committed suicide on March 8, 1935. Ruan Lingyu’s suicide 
echoes with the melodramatic characters she played in the films including Shennü 
and Xin Nuxing (New Women, 1934).  
 
The Goddess and the Prostitute 
Shennü in Chinese literature means prostitute because of the story about the Goddess 
of Mountain Wu who “prostitutes” herself to an emperor. “Shennü” was derived from 
a piece of fu work, “Gaotangfu” (Fu Poem on Exalted Tang, 高唐赋), by Chinese 
poet Song Yu. Song described a dream of King Huai of Chu (369-263 BC) to King 
Xiang of Chu, son of the former. According to Song, King Huai dreamt about the 
Goddess of Mountain Wu (Wushan, 巫山) who invited him to be her companion that 
night to which the King agreed. After their encounter, the Goddess told the emperor 
that she “morphs into clouds at dawn” (旦為朝雲) and “rain at dusk” (暮為行雨) 
 
2 The film I watched and analysed in this section can be found here: Wu, Yonggang, 
“Shennü.” Lianhua Film Corp., 1934, from China Film Archive (1981), MP4 video, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oEmfy8qbhJA (accessed October 12, 2020). Compare to 
another version (VCD) of Shennü which was published by zhuhai tequ yinxiang chubanshe 
in 1990, the one I watched on the website Youtube has a better image quality, which is why I 
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before she left. The next morning, realising what the Goddess said was true, King 
Huai decided to build a temple for her named “Cloud at Dawn.” After this fu work, 
shennü (the Goddess of Mountain Wu) was adopted to imply prostitute and clouds 
and rain as intercourse in Chinese literature. This dialectic interpretation of goddess 
and prostitute meets similar implication in Shennü, the title of the film. Furthermore, 
it also shows how Wu Yonggang intends to blur the boundaries between the 
prostitute and the Goddess through telling a story of a respectable woman who is 
both a prostitute and a mother.  
 
The heroine (without a name) is, on the one hand, a loving and responsible mother 
who takes good care of her son and, on the other hand, a prostitute who was 
condemned by others throughout the film. The story was based on Wu Yonggang’s 
observation of prostitutes in 1930s Shanghai (Zhang 1999). Wu’s reminiscence also 
mentions why he drew on the relationship between the mother and the son. “When 
starting to write the script, I wanted to focus more on [the prostitutes’] actual life 
experience. But my circumstances made this impossible. To hide this weakness, I 
shifted to maternal love while consigning prostitution to the background by depicting 
an illegal prostitute struggling between two lives for the sake of her child, I used an 
exploitative thug to propel the plot” (Wang 2013, 26). As a middle-class intellectual, 
Wu’s knowledge about prostitutes was limited, therefore, he turned to depicting a 
loving mother who raised her son while being a prostitute. The director’s premise 
also suggests the dialectic relationship between a prostitute and a respectable woman 
in the film, which complicated the revolutionary construction of the new woman.  
 




The Prostitute and Three Men  
The main characters in this silent film include the prostitute and three men: her son, 
the bandit, and the school principal. None of the characters have a name. In my 
analysis, I focus on the relationship between (1) the mother and the son and (2) the 
prostitute and the school principal. To her son, the mother is a virtuous mother who 
sacrifices everything for him. When the mother ends up in jail, her only wish is for 
her son to have a proper education and, with help from the principal, her wish finally 
comes true. The bandit plays the evil force who threatens to sell her son if she does 
not conform to his sexual and financial needs. He is accidentally killed by the 
prostitute during their fight about him stealing all her income and savings for the 
son’s education. The story ends with the prostitute kept in jail and the male educator 
adopting her son out of sympathy for the son and mother’s miserable trajectories. In 
the scenes where the mother interacts with the principal, he shows his affection to her 
in an implicit way. However, rather than the principal’s desire to help the mother and 
the son, I focus on the way the mother’s desire of raising her son eventually renders 
her the respectable woman as both mother and prostitute. 
 
The Mother 
The principal represents the righteous voice in the film against the discontented 
parents (mostly mothers) asking the school to expel the prostitute’s son as his mother 
brings bad influence to their children given her work. Moreover, he is the only 
person who supports her request to let her son continue his education in the school 
and, after other members of the school board disagree with him and decide to expel 
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the son, he resigns. The principal acknowledges the mother’s efforts to fight for her 
son’s rights to education and provide her son the environment in which to study. 
 
After a parent-teacher conference, the school receives complaints from the parents. 
They express concern about the “negative impact” of having a parent who earns 
money by selling her body. The principal decides to clarify the working background 
of the accused mother so he went to visit them. When he arrives at the mother’s 
home, a close-up shows her face in a frown as if she senses the misfortune he brings. 
Then, the camera turns to the man by the door who seriously investigates the room, 
trying to find out details related to her occupation. His prudent manner continues 
when he inquires the mother about her job. Knowing that it is not possible to hide her 
occupation, the mother cries and admits that she sells her body in order to eat and 
raise her son. She stresses how much she loves her son and hopes that he will be 
well-educated and be a good person. He shows his sympathy after listening to the 
mother’s explanation by promising the son that he won’t expel him. After he gave his 
word to the mother and her son, the camera captures the mother crying from a 
position behind her. In this middle shot, the principle’s hand reaches for the mother 
from a higher angle because he is standing on her right and touches her shoulder to 
comfort her (Figure 1). Realising that her son can continue to study, the mother 
finally stand up and looks at the principal with a fragile but charming smile with her 
hand tenderly touching her son’s arm. Then, he also touches the son’s head. This is 
the first encounter between the mother and the principal, which shows his admiration 
for her and serves as the prelude to a favour he later gives her. Their second 




After the school board’s insistence on expelling the son, the principal resigned 
angrily. Later, the mother was put in jail for accidentally killing the bandit during 
their quarrel about his behaviour. The principal visits the mother in prison and 
promises to adopt her son. This time, he reaches his hand towards the mother 
between the bars, touching her shoulder tenderly (Figure 2). Framed in a close-up 
here, the camera depicts only three objects: the mother’s trembling mouth (since she 
is crying), her shoulder, and his hand. After the shot, the principal withdraws his 
hand gently and slowly before he walks out of the prison. Interactions between the 
hero and the heroine, especially in the two scenes mentioned here, are addressed by 
William Rothman (2004) as “erotic occurrence” since the action of the principal 
conveys both an explicit and implicit message of desire. Rothman notes that the 
man’s self-discipline, which restricts him from imposing his desire on the heroine he 
admires, justifies him as the only candidate for the surrogate father of the son. I read 
the erotic encounters of the two scenes in a different vein. I frame the “erotic aura” in 
these two scenes through highlighting the desire of the heroine to support her son’s 
education.  
       




A Respectable Woman: The Mother-Prostitute  
The heroine’s desire to support her son’s education, as we can see in the film, is 
portrayed as the only drive of her life. This is why the prostitute Ruan Lingyu 
performed does not display any shame throughout the film. What the heroine has is 
frustration because a bandit exploits shennü’s income, other parents in the school and 
her neighbour alienate her and her son, the kids in the school also mock her son as 
“the son of a whore” (jiànzhǒng, 賤種), and the school board decides to expel her 
son. It is her determination in raising her son on her own that convinces and converts 
the principal to endorse her aspiration to be a good mother. This reading has to be 
situated in the context of the discussion on the title Shennü through the fu work by 
Song Yu, a poet during the Warring States Period. In his fu work “Gaotang fu,” the 
reason why the Goddess of Mountain Wu eventually gains the temple after her 
encounter with King Huai of Chu is not because of the inauguration of King Huai’s 
desire to her. Rather, the encounter was inaugurated by the Goddess’s genuine 
“invitation” to be King Huai’s companion. Indeed, including the night shennü spends 
with the bandit, her encounters as a prostitute with four men in the film are all 
performed with no hesitation or worry, even any emotions (Figure 3 to 6). She is 
calm and careless in doing her work, because that is her way of making a living for 
her and her son. The heroine’s desire to survive informs her subjectivity as a 




       
Figure 3                              Figure 4 
      
Figure 5                            Figure 6 
The school principal is the only person to whom the heroine shows her vulnerable 
feelings about the circumstances that her son could be expelled by the school. She 
cries with immense sadness while accusing the unjust society. It is then that the hero, 
the representative of a righteous and rational male intellectual, changes his 
understanding about the mother-prostitute. Meanwhile, she justifies herself with the 
articulation of morality by pointing out that her son deserves equal opportunities to 
education, just like everyone’s son does. By doing so, the heroine evokes the 
principal’s desire and therefore sympathy. First of all, the loving and tough image of 
a mother who accuses society of injustice triggers the principal’s compassion in a 
humanitarian sense during the first encounter. Secondly, after the principal promises 
to protect her son’s rights to study at the school, the heroine shows her appreciation 
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by giving a smile as she looks at him. The smile here serves as an invitation for the 
principal to be their “protector.” The principal accepts the invitation when he puts his 
hand on the son’s head in the same frame of a medium long-shot with the principal 
on the left, the son in the middle, and the heroine on the right (Figure 8). The son 
then turns his head from looking at his mother to the principal to confirm the latter’s 
role as the protector (Figure 7 and 8). The principal is now the protector chosen by 
the heroine. The mother-prostitute signals the way the Goddess of Mountain Wu 
actively provides access for male participants to join her journey. In doing so, the 
heroine converts the principal from a representative of school authority to the 
affectionate and loyal protector-father. 
       
Figure 7                             Figure 8 
Women and the New Nation 
As discussed in early sections, the dilemma of the progressive discourse of the new 
woman was manifested through the depiction of the heroines in Ding Ling’s early 
works. What was not ready for the emergence of new women was the chaotic 
Chinese society and the tension between traditional and new customs. The city of 
Shanghai was portrayed in both Ding Ling’s stories and the film Shennü. One of the 
reasons why A-Ying the prostitute decides to reject marriage and embrace the 
freedom of her life as a prostitute in Shanghai is that she enjoys the colourful life in 
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Shanghai over the imagined life as a wife in the countryside. Shanghai was also the 
place where a new urban image was inaugurated as electricity, the motor industry, 
and modern buildings were introduced to this city.   
 
In a scene where the bandit is thinking of the heroine after she stayed overnight with 
him, the shot from the bandit’s view is of her appearing in the centre of the street in 
Shanghai. In a long shot, the bandit is gambling as usual with his little brothers, 
suddenly he stands up and moves away from the gambling table towards the window 
at the other side of the shot. The camera then, from outside the window, focuses on 
the bandit’s face in a close-up. In this shot, viewers can see that he leans against the 
window as if expecting something. A reverse-angle shot presents the night scene of 
Shanghai street with gleaming hotels and clubs. Suddenly, the heroine appears in the 
sky, smiling at him (Figure 9). From his view, the scene of the Shanghai street and 
the heroine manifest the social anxiety about the chaotic circumstances after the 
transition from the old empire to the Republic. Although the abolition of prostitution 
was being appealed by the nationalists, the body language of the heroine, the 
mother-prostitute—holding her purse with two hands and keeping her arms tightened 
to the body—confirms her as a virtuous woman. She is, then, central to the 
construction of the nationalist discourse that in building a new nation and 
confronting the problem of modernity, the idealised “virtuous woman” was imagined. 
The representation of a virtuous woman in the middle of the dangerous and seductive 
street view—which tempts viewers with the visual pleasure evoked by neon lights on 
the buildings while pleasure is uncertain as they are surrounded by unknown and 
dark spaces in Shanghai—sheds light on the complex sentiment in Chinese society in 
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the early twentieth century. The woman imagined by the progressive campaign, be it 
a virtuous mother, the Goddess, the new woman, or a miserable prostitute like the 
image shows in the film Shennü, compensated for the anxiety evoked by the chaotic 
circumstances in which modernity and nationalism were pursued.   
  
Figure 9 The woman and Shanghai City 
After World War II, what “progressive discourse” represented and how its narrative 
power was delivered in different parts of the world were largely shaped by the 
ideological transformation during the cold war period. In the last sections of this 
chapter, I delineate what “progressive discourse” means and how it functioned in 
East Asia in general, and in Chinese societies including Taiwan (the Republic of 
China), mainland China (People’s Republic of China), and Hong Kong in particular 
in the post-war era. In doing so, I put forward the historical and cultural background 
in which sexual labour is perceived in relation to the entanglement of colonialism, 
nationalism, modernity, and the cold war.   
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The Cold War and the Sex War: Cross-Strait Relations 
In the post-war era, although the hot war between the Soviet Union and the United 
States had ceased, the antagonism between different ideological campaigns waged 
wars in different forms in many countries such as Japan, Germany, mainland China 
and Taiwan during the cold war period. The discourse on gender and sexuality was 
widely mobilised in shaping how the political campaign and its alleged 
progressiveness were understood and experienced in the form of the cold war 
(Dumančić 2017). For example, before and after the Chinese Civil War from the 
1930s to the 1950s, both the Communist Party and the KMT translated the narrative 
of revolution into the language of gender, sexuality, marriage, and reproduction (Ma 
2016; Tseng 2000). The ways an appropriate gendered subject was imagined were 
integrated with the construction of the other-evil enemy on the one hand and the 
us-progressive revolutionary on the other (Tseng 2000). In this section, I focus on 
two important stages in Taiwan in which the formation of subjectivities was shaped 
by the memories associated with (1) the cold war and the civil war of the 1950s to 
the 1980s and (2) the “cold sex wars” from the late 1980s on. In doing so, I shed 
light on the problems of ethnicity, gender, migration, and labour through which the 
historical formation of both Chineseness and gendered subjectivity are constructed.  
 
As such, I understand the life and work experiences of the participants in this 
research, the mainland migrant women who work as hostesses in Taiwan, in the 
context of not just mainland China nor Taiwan, but of cross-strait relations. In other 
words, I see cross-strait relations as a theoretical framework that could help us to see 
the current political state beyond the state narrative. In understanding the memories 
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and experiences of the people, the framework of cross-strait relations focuses on a 
shared history across the straits, although in different forms, including the influence 
of colonialism, imperialism, the cold war, the civil war, and the sex wars. Because of 
the cross-strait exchange after the 1980s, people across the straits became highly 
mobile so it is not possible to recognise mainland Chinese migrant women’s 
experiences in the trajectories of constantly moving across the straits without 
understanding the historical formation of the cross-strait relations.  
 
Cold Sex Wars in Taiwan  
“Gender and national other,” a concept adopted to depict the Otherness of mainland 
Chinese spouses in Taiwan (Chao 2008; Chen 2010b), helps to reveal the ways 
Otherness is produced through distinguishing good subjects of gender, sexuality, and 
nationality from the bad ones. For example, a good wife is more like “us” in 
comparison with a “bad” prostitute while a national is one of “us” but not a mainland 
Chinese migrant who has the citizenship and ID card. What is lacking in this 
discussion as well as reflection is that, apart from the unequal treatment imposed on 
these women by state policies such as border and marriage control that made them 
“different” and “foreign,” why and how are they seen as inferior? What are the social, 
cultural, and historical conditions that render these women not only different but also 
“inferior”? And, what makes their voices not only unheard but also noises to be 
eliminated? To further understand the process in which the inferiority of being the 
“gender and national other” is constituted, in this part, I draw on the formation of the 
hierarchical feeling of shame through Naifei Ding and others’ research. I look at 
Ding’s work, which focuses on both contemporary sex workers and their erstwhile 
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sisters such as prostitutes, concubines, and bondmaids in the context of Chinese 
society in geographical sites including Hong Kong, Taiwan, and mainland China.   
 
Internationalisation of Cold War Feminism During the Cold War Period  
In the post-war era, the US project of “saving” women from “enemy 
patriarchal-cum-socialist influences” through non-governmental organisations 
(NGOs) and the United Nations (UN) enacted the internationalisation of a particular 
feminism, namely international US feminism or cold war feminism (Barlow 2000; 
Ding 2015, 58; Yoneyama 2005). It is called cold war feminism since the 
internationalisation of this particular feminism shaped the ways the cold war was 
consolidated in the countries where the women were the target of the US- and 
UN-led project of “re-education.” This was not only an exportation of the value of 
the alleged “universal feminism” (Barlow 2000) but also the value of the US and UN 
campaign. For example, Lisa Yoneyama (2005) notes how US post-war occupation 
in Japan was justified as “saving” Japanese women from the exploitation of Japanese 
men and the patriarchal society. Helen Laville (2002) argues about the ways US 
women’s groups and NGOs imposed pedagogical agenda that aimed at 
“re-educating” German women so that the latter can be freed from the “authoritarian 
indoctrination.” The discussion illustrates how the US, during the cold war period, 
deployed feminism as “tutelage for US-brand democracy” to prevent these nations 
from becoming the “hinterlands of the world,” or the possible socialist territories 
(Ding 2015, 57). The US political influence in the form of feminism later became the 




In 1987 Taiwan, the anti-trafficking campaign was launched by Presbyterian and 
women’s groups to rescue underage prostitutes in the brothels in Wanhua, Taipei’s 
oldest red-light district. Viewing the prostitutes aged around 13 to 16 as “victims” on 
the one hand, and the traffickers, brothel owners, and the police as “criminals” or 
“conspirators” on the other, the campaigners marched past the brothels and then 
gathered in front of the Gweilin Precinct of Taipei Metropolitan Police (Ho 2016). 
The pursuit of the march was to rescue the “innocent” underage prostitutes and 
punish the “bad guys,” despite silence from the two groups of people. Josephine Ho 
points out, the protest against prostitution should be understood in line with broader 
social anxiety associated with various issues that emerged from the precarious state 
of political transition. In the late 1980s, when Taiwan was close to the lifting of 
Martial Law, the reformist campaign on democracy, freedom of speech, and gender 
equality was central to social reformation. The mobilisation of progressive agenda 
highlighted the reformist desire to reclaim the nation from the authoritarian rule of 
the KMT while asserting the importance of individual rights. While Ho focuses on 
the local context of the anti-prostitute movement, Naifei Ding (2015) highlights the 
exportation of US feminism since the 1980s and its influence on the progressive 
agendas such as the anti-sex trafficking campaign and the abolition of Taipei licensed 
prostitution.  
 
In the 1990s, the feminist and women’s groups disagreed on each other’s stance on 
the Taipei licensed prostitute movement. Analysing jiabian (family division), Naifei 
Ding noticed how the sex wars in Taiwan can be further observed through the visit of 
the campaigner of the Nordic model and US feminist legal scholar, Catharine 
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Mackinnon, in Taiwan in 2013 (ibid.). Ding mentions the passionate interaction 
between Taiwan audiences and the speaker as the latter applauded the achievement of 
abolishing state sponsored prostitution in Taiwan (ibid.). Situating Taiwan’s sex wars 
in the historical trajectories of the internationalisation of cold war feminism, Ding 
further coined the term “cold sex wars.”  
 
The Formation of the Hierarchical Feeling of Shame  
Under the scope of “cold sex war,” the way prostitution is seen as a backward and 
shameful occupation in the progressive feminist discourse needs to be reexamined. 
Naifei Ding reexamines this process through analysing how subjectivity is regarded 
by particular feminists and women intellectuals. First of all, in her analysis of the 
role of “yinfu,” or the wanton woman Pan Jinlian in the Ming fiction Jin Pingmei 
(Golden Lotus), Ding delineates how the bondmaid-turned-concubine in the 
polygamous family in the fiction is rendered as “not-quite-subjects” in the 
circumstance that her body and feelings are subjected to her master Xi Menqing’s 
pleasure and enjoyment (Ding 2002b).  
 
In a similar vein, in 1990s Taiwan, licensed sex workers are seen as 
“not-yet-subjects” because, on the one hand, their “bad fate” of being exploited 
because of their gender, sexuality, and economy makes them not only impossible to 
embrace in the egalitarian feminist subjectivity but also “useless” for the modern 
feminists (Ding 2002a). On the other hand, the licensed sex workers’ subjectivity is 
in question because their collective image, as they marched to the streets and spoke 
as a political group, fails to fit the individualistic feature of “speaking out for her/his 
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own rights” (ibid., 452). Seen as “not-quite-subjects,” the sex workers share a sense 
of historical shame with their erstwhile sisters, the bondmaid-concubines, in that 
their master/mistress denied or at least doubted the possibilities of their subjectivity. 
In doing so, the modern feminists are able to recreate the hierarchical structure of 
feelings through reinforcing the superior positionality as the powerful master, the 
mistress, and the first wife (ibid.).  
 
In the late 1990s, questions like “why [given poverty and illiteracy] did you not 
choose street cleaning instead?’” is addressed by feminist scholars and participants in 
the women’s movement in Taiwan to question the implied immorality and baseness 
of the sex workers’ occupation (ibid., 463). As a result, the hierarchical structure of 
feelings through which the baseness is reinforced paradoxically renders the sex 
workers not “individual” enough to be an egalitarian subject while too “individual” 
to choose their job (ibid.). It is in this feminist, egalitarian, and individualistic 
interpretation that a sex worker is seen as the “not-quite-subject.” This denial of 
prostitutes as subjects manifests a sense of shame and baseness that is inscribed in 
both the representation of yinfu Pan Jinlian and the licensed prostitutes, rendering 
these occupations the least desired in a gender egalitarian nation like Taiwan. Under 
this interpretation, agential strategies for yinfu to survive or to be wealthy are not 
perceivable by the anti-prostitution supporters. Hence the feminist impasse: 
“universalist liberatory claims and progressive policy-plans are made in the name 
and discursive positionality of the intellectual-professional good woman (liángjiā 
fùnǚ) without attention to the historicity and class-status boundaries of where we 
have come to stand, today” (ibid., 451). In this impasse exists the affective hierarchy 
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that renders women intellectuals as subjects or good women and yinfu-prostitutes as 
not-yet-subjects or bad women.  
 
In other words, the “positional superiority” (a term borrowed from Ding) is 
established through rescuing the “victims,” such as the child prostitutes, on the one 
hand and illegitimating yinfu and abolishing the licensing of prostitutes in present 
Taiwan on the other. Undertaking this positional superiority, the egalitarian 
progressivism echoes with the “orientalist” imagination by radical feminist writing in 
the Western context, as Ding has already criticised, “as if feudalism remains most 
intransigent only and primarily in Asian patriarchy, and as if through abolition and 
reform, disavowal and foreclosure, such hierarchic structures of feeling could be 
exorcised once and for all in newly modernised houses, nations and bodies” (ibid.,  
460). This also illuminates the discursive dilemma that women in the third world 
face. In the next chapter, I discuss the formation of what I call “yu subjectivity” 
through reading Japanese scholar Mizoguchi Yūzō’s study on the transition of yù 
(desire) in the Ming dynasty. Highlighting yù subjectivity provides a new theoretical 
framework for this research to understand the subject of yinfu-prostitute, those who 
are seen as “not-yet-subject” and “not-quite-subject” in the particular context of cold 
war feminism, in the courtesan novel Haishanghua liezhuan.       
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CHAPTER 2 DESIRE AND SUBJECTIVITY 
The exportation of Western modernity in a form of universal modernity in the 
eighteenth and nineteenth century had exemplified the way our desires are to be 
imagined. That is, the process of receiving and implementing the universalised 
modernity in countries in the Global South consolidates a narrative system in which 
women’s bodies and labour are interpreted and examined as such. Cold war 
feminism perpetuated such language, including the accusation of human trafficking 
and sexual exploitation and the acknowledgement of women’s involvement in the 
middle-class family as wife or mother instead of live-in domestic worker, sex worker, 
or concubine. This questioned the alleged end of the cold war and the concept of 
“post-cold war period” while articulating the era of the new cold war in East and 
Southeast Asia from the 1990s onward. Third world feminists and postcolonial 
feminist scholars had problematised the adoption of particular research approaches 
without asking how the questions are formulated and knowledge is produced 
(Constable 1997; Ding 2015; Ho 2016; Jayawardena 2016; Kempadoo 2004; Law 
2000; Niranjana 2000; Niranjana 2011; White 1990), while pro-sex work scholars 
and anthropologists call attention to the nuances of the experiences and desires of the 
hostesses, sex workers, streetwalkers, entertainers, strippers, and call girls through 
ethnography (Agustín 2002; Bernstein 2007; Cheng 2011; Faier 2007; Hoang 2015; 
Parreñas 2011; Zheng 2009). In this dissertation, I use the term “cold war sexual 
labour” through which I understand women’s experiences and desires through a 
different perspective. That is, I propose the narrative in which the subjectivity of 
being a woman who is engaged in sex-related commerce is illuminated. In this 
chapter, therefore, I will work on the issue of desires and subjectivity through 
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reading three kinds of texts, including Japanese scholar Mizoguchi Yūzō’s study on 
the re-narration of yù in the Ming dynasty, the analyses of late Qing novel 
Haishanghua liezhuan and, lastly, I will analyse the representation of the courtesans 
and their daily activities with clients in Haishanghua liezhuan.   
 
In this chapter, I ask what illuminates desire in the context of China? In what ways 
do the pursuit of desire and virtue consolidate the ethos of ji in the brothels? How do 
we situate the life of prostitutes in the fiction in relation to not only social and 
economic conditions but also cultural implications? How are the games of money 
and love mediated in the brothels and how are they important to our understanding of 
yù? Apart from the dichotomy between “victim” and “wanton woman” suggested by 
modern feminists in the space of the new cold war in East Asia, how can we listen to 
the voices of sex workers? In discussing the concept of yù, I pay attention to Taiwan 
and mainland China in the cultural context of Chinese society and the shared history 
of the two Chinas.  
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Yù Subjectivity: A Different Approach to Desire 
To establish an alternative theoretical framework in the context of China, I propose 
yù (desire) subjectivity and “the ethos of ji” (ji, prostitute in Chinese) in the first part 
of this chapter. Yù illustrates the social rather than individualistic imagery of desire in 
the late Ming period. Yù subjectivity sheds light on the way personal desire (rényù) is 
entangled with Heavenly Principle (tiānlǐ) rather than divided from it. In other words, 
yù provides a socio-economic perspective in studying desire. I trace the narrative of 
yù from late Ming in detail in this section. In doing so, I incorporate Japanese scholar 
Mizoguchi Yūzō’s study on how yù is re-narrated by Chinese scholars in the Ming 
dynasty. Secondly, I coin “the ethos of ji” to delineate the relationship between 
“doing business” (zuoshengyi) and the game of love in the brothels in HL.  
 
Yù Subjectivity 
In Chinese, there are two characters of yù that are similar but not identical in 
meaning. The first yù-慾, according to the Revised Chinese Dictionary compiled by 
the Minister of Education (ROC), is a word describing sensational desire (qíngyù, 情
慾) or sexual desire (xìngyù, 性慾); another yù-欲 represents wishes, yearnings or 
will in general, such as “yearning for food” (shíyù, 食欲). McMahon (2010) 
translates yù as sexual desire, representing the first kind of yù (慾). In the discussion 
about yù in this dissertation, I refer to the second kind of yù (欲) in order to highlight 
the broader imagination about yearnings and will. Yù is about yearnings and will 
encompassed by and encompassing broader social milieu: Tian, or Heaven (天). 
Through understanding yù, the social and cultural construction of desire in the 
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context of China, I build “yù subjectivity” as an analytical approach in reading 
representation of prostitution in HL. Yù subjectivity sheds light on the ways our 
grasp of desire is shaped in relation to social conditions and cultural manifestations 
in China. Yù subjectivity provides the ground of desire so that we can further ask: 
What shapes the boundaries between personal desire and public good? Given that yù 
is the social form of desire, how do we understand feelings and yearnings as such? 
What is the relation among individual desire, social order, and tianli or Heavenly 
Principle (天理)?  
 
The Re-Narration of Yù in the Ming Dynasty 
Looking at Chinese history and its own change instead of understanding it in 
accordance with the axis of European modernity, Mizoguchi Yūzō (2016) stresses the 
process of historical transition of how yù is perceived during the Ming dynasty in the 
sixteenth century. The most apparent transition in late Ming was the new narrative of 
political philosophy on the one hand and yù on the other. How is the transformation 
of political philosophy connected to the re-narration of yù? First of all, the 
transformation of political aspects illustrated a different explanation about the roles 
and relationship between the emperor and the people (ibid.). It aims at pursuing a 
new political ideal in which the emperor is no longer the one who is in control of all 
resources and power, rather, it is the people who are the subjects or holders of 
political power (ibid.). In this light, the differentiation between sage and commoner 
is also questioned, as Wang Yangming discussed with his pupils in Chuanxilu 
(Instructions for Practical Living), the “sage is everywhere” (見滿街都是聖人) 
(Mizoguchi 2011b, 56). As such, no one should be privileged by his social status nor 
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should one be subject to the social order.  
 
This was possible in the transition from Ming to Qing because an ideal rule was 
imagined. In line with the transition, the definition of people’s rights and assets and 
the understanding of the concept of private and public were modified so that the 
people were engaged in the new imagination about equality. Similarly, in terms of 
social order, people’s desire was no long subject to Heavenly Principle. Under 
Heavenly Principle, anything in relation to private desire or “self” was seen as evil 
until the transition in late Ming (Mizoguchi 2016). At the transition moment, the 
thought of “yù” was adopted to reconsider the new relationship between personal 
desire and Heavenly Principle, sī (private, 私) and gōng (public, 公) (Mizoguchi 
2011b). This new relationship, as Ming scholar Li Zhi points out, illuminates that yù 
is part of Heavenly Principle. That is, yù portrays how the concepts in this dichotomy 
between one’s personal desire and social justice are complementary and interwoven 
instead of divided and opposite (ibid.). The transition, therefore, sheds light on a new 
subjectivity in terms of political philosophy (the emperor and the people) and social 
order (personal desire and Heavenly Principle) that highlights the interwoven nature 
of both.  
 
Trueness and the Child Mind 
In reading Ming scholar Li Zhi, Mizoguchi notes the appearance of the subject of wo 
(我) or self when a person’s hunger or other cravings are satisfied (ibid.). Mizoguchi 
explains, when Li Zhi was having some cereal after desperate hunger, he discovers a 
new self that gave rise to what I call yù subjectivity in which the category of the 
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cereal he had is redefined. Through this, Li Zhi posed questions on the given orders 
and categories in society. Referring to Li Zhi’s realisation of a new self through the 
experience of hunger and desire, Mizoguchi notes that this new subject/self has the 
potential to question or transcend even one of the most important categorisations in 
China, that is, the categorisation of three religions, Confucianism, Taoism, and 
Buddhism (ibid.). This breakthrough during the satisfaction of desire echoes with the 
idea of “trueness” (zhēn, 真) in which “child mind” is the practice, according to Li 
Zhi’s argument in Tongxinshuo (the Theory of Child-Mind) (Mizoguchi 2014). The 
trueness of a child-like mind, like the sheer feeling when a person’s desire is fulfilled, 
has its radical effect in not only transcending the discipline of social order but also 
constituting yù subjectivity. This trueness, similarly, poses threats to given ideologies 
and institutions that control our behaviours and yearnings such as social norms, 
moral discipline, and Confucian doctrines (ibid.). This way, the narrative institutions 
are seen as “falseness” as people’s yù is restricted and sometimes suppressed in the 
pursuit to become a sage according to Mencius and The Analects. In other words, a 
sage who has no yù to fulfil or whose yù is suppressed is a “fake” person while the yù 
subject is a person who practises trueness and asserts her or his longings and needs 
despite Confucian indoctrination.  
 
Yù: The Public Face of Personal Desire 
It is at the transition moment in the late Ming period that the hierarchical difference, 
such as the difference between sage and commoner, is problematised and the 
recognition of “self” is rendered possible. Yù, in this sense, as Mizoguchi continues, 
is no longer seen as personal and individualistic but social and public, and has 
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functioned to facilitate the “unity” of the then divided ideas such as Heavenly 
Principle and personal desire, gong and si (2011b). Yù, the public face of personal 
desire, therefore, makes possible a new perspective in understanding the debate 
between desire and virtue, self-containment and the power of qing, mentioned by 
David Der-wei Wang and Keith McMahon, respectively. To grasp how yù sheds light 
on the ways brothels in both fiction and reality are spaces where feelings and desires 
are a major part of the business for the clients and the prostitutes, I now focus on the 
analyses of different forms of desire in the context of Chinese literature, after which I 
will present my analysis of the text in HL.   
 
Reading Desire in Chinese Literature 
Yù subjectivity surfaces in the late Ming calls for attention to the new definition of 
Heavenly Principle and sage in that these were no longer the representations of the 
highest power. The new definition highlighted an ideal principle of practicing yù. The 
way yù is “properly” practised can be observed through the representation of 
interactions and conversations in the brothels. Before reading HL through the 
discussion on yù subjectivity, I investigate analyses by Keith McMahon and David 
Der-wei Wang on the narrative of passion, love, desire, and virtue in Ming and Qing 
novels respectively. 
 
In his research on Chinese literature from the Ming dynasty to the end of the Qing 
dynssty, Keith McMahon (McMahon 2010) focuses on the essential role of qing, or 
sublime passion, in mediating gender and social imagination in China. The assertion 
of qing highlights the transformation of ideology in China including philosophical 
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perspectives, gender imagination, and national modernity (ibid.). Firstly, qing is in 
line with the transformation of the understanding of “subjectivity.” As McMahon 
noted, the ideas of mind (xīn) and desire (yù) are projected by Ming scholars Wang 
Yangming, Li Zhi, and others in order to pay attention to the agential elements of a 
subject instead of abandoning them like in the philosophy of Laozi and Zhuangzi 
(ibid.). In McMahon’s words, the narrative about mind and desire shifts the literati’s 
concentration on philosophical thoughts from the external environment (such as the 
society and material conditions) to the internal core, or from “canonical text” to 
“qing enthusiasm” (ibid., 18).  
 
Secondly, McMahon argued that qing is radical since it allows for the challenging of 
the boundaries between social hierarchies and, therefore, individuals could be freed 
from the restrictions of their circumstances (ibid.). Furthermore, qing configures the 
“radical subjectivity” in which the subject is not bound by social norms and 
regulations (ibid.). For example, the “remarkable woman” in Liaozhai manifests 
radical subjectivity as she acts beyond social restrictions and gender norms (ibid.). 
McMahon analyses how the “remarkable woman” disturbs the given gender and 
social characterisation about women in the Qing dynasty: she shows up as a heroine 
who protects and saves the man; she guides him on the knowledge of sex; she 
appears and disappears as she wants; she is decisive while he is unmindful (ibid.).  
 
Thirdly, McMahon points out how the narrative of qing is transformed in 
representations in tandem with the political imaginations at different stages in China. 
Instead of portraying a feminine and spineless man such as Jia Baoyu in Dream of 
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the Red Chamber, new narration of qing sheds light on the masculine master or 
polygynist who shows his passion not only in terms of heterosexual relationship but 
also national power, such as Wen Suchen in An Old Man’s Radiant Words (ibid.). 
This transformation highlights a national sentiment that China needs a heroic male 
who not only marries several wives to assist his enterprise, but also deploys his 
masculine power to defeat the aliens and secure the country (ibid.). As such, the 
transformation of qing risks losing its radical capability to intervene in the social 
hierarchy (ibid.).  
 
Moreover, the excess of sè (lust) and yù (sexual desire) portrays the negative forms 
of qing (ibid.). When there is an excess of sè and yù, the male protagonist tends to 
search for endless sexual encounters despite moral doctrines highlighted in 
Confucianism (ibid.). If the remarkable woman embodies the radical qing 
subjectivity, yinfu, the wanton woman in Naifei Ding’s analysis of the Ming novel 
Jinpingmei (Golden Lotus) embodies the excess of sè and yù (ibid.). Nevertheless, 
the remarkable woman and yinfu enact similar qing effect through which man departs 
from the Confucian doctrines and joins the world of lust (ibid.). These women are 
capable in accomplishing “the same dissolution of the man by making him explode 
from within,” which is apparently portrayed in Jinpingmei where Xi Menqing dies 
for the exact reason of having unrestricted sex with the wanton woman Pan Jinlian 
(ibid., 19).  
 
The Paradox Between “Desire and Virtue”  
Through reading HL, Taiwanese scholar David Der-wei Wang (1997) noted the 
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paradox between “desire and virtue.” On the one hand, the two concepts are 
antagonistic since virtue is displayed through the control of desire, however, on the 
other hand, the greatest desire of the protagonists in the novels, Wang observed, is 
virtue. One’s inadequacy motivates desire while the desire is constrained by virtue. 
In comparison with other depravity novels, Han Bangqing, the author of HL, was 
able to address the stories between the courtesans and clients beyond the discourse of 
desire and virtue and establish narrative space in which “desire can be seen as much 
in one’s drive to break away from social and ethical taboos as in one’s fervour to stay 
within a closure subordinated to virtue and artifice” (ibid., 92). The contest between 
desire and virtue echoes with the pursuit of “self-containment” in moral and 
economic systems that McMahon observed in Chinese fiction (McMahon 1988, 10).  
 
Self-containment portrays the similar paradox between desire and virtue mentioned 
by Wang that moral values and social disciplines are desired as much as discarded. In 
other words, self-containment is desired as much as it is abandoned. Discussion 
about desire in Chinese fiction, therefore, delineates both tension and entanglement 
that exist in the accomplishment of desire and virtue within the realms of narrative as 
well as society. This paradox between desire and virtue sheds light on how they are 
both needed by people. This echoes with the transformed relations between personal 
longing and public good discussed by Mizoguchi Yūzō. 
 
Who are the clients and courtesans in late Qing courtesan novels? According to 
McMahon, the clients portrayed in HL, in many cases, are spineless (or “blank,” in 
McMahon’s words) men while the courtesans are the remarkable women (McMahon 
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2010, 23). The history of such representation of men and women in fiction such as 
Liaozhai zhiyi in China is seen here as the narrative milieu where courtesan novels 
became popular in the late Qing period. The remarkable woman was portrayed in Pu 
Soling’s Liaozhai zhiyi, which was revised during the 1670s and around 1711 (ibid.). 
In Liaozhai zhiyi, a novel about supernatural encounters with all sorts of ghosts, 
fairies, goblins, and goddesses in which the male protagonists are usually represented 
as vulnerable and spineless males waiting to be saved by various kinds of heroines, 
including “the female immortal, the fox, the ghost, the woman warrior or female 
knight-errant, or the shrew” (ibid., 23). The remarkable woman is the leading 
character in the fiction, she is the one who makes decisions, who appears and 
disappears on her own terms, and shows great confidence in her decisions (ibid.). 
The male character is usually the “blank man” who is silent and ignorant most of the 
time. He has no idea how and why the remarkable woman showed up and has no 
control over her attachment and detachment; all he can do is try to join her journey, 
seek her protection, and gain advantage from her (ibid.).  
 
On the other hand, in the representation of the brothels, the clients are still useless 
men who are either opium addicts or non-smokers with integrity (ibid.). In the 
courtesan novels such as HL, the remarkable woman is no longer the mystery fairy 
but the talented courtesan who now waits for her client to visit her in the brothel. 
When he comes, she will tell her miserable life stories so that he can show his 
sympathy through supporting her business (ibid.). She sometimes treats her client as 
her subservient “son,” a male consort or the foolish master to be fleeced (ibid.). In 
this section, I delineate how women and men are represented in fictional works from 
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the Qing dynasty such as Liaozhai zhiyi and HL through the observations of Keith 
McMahon and David Der-wei Wang. 
 
The Ethos of Ji 
The ethos of ji (prostitution in Chinese, 妓) is the practice of yù subjectivity 
particularly in the context of the brothels in HL. It highlights how personal desire is 
integral to the Heavenly Principle in the context of prostitution since brothels in HL 
are portrayed as where private desire and public good not only coexist but also 
intersect with each other. Both aspects shape the narrative of “love” as well as “doing 
business” in the brothels. Through depicting “the ethos of ji,” “love” and “doing 
business” are inseparable since they fulfil, on the one hand, the client’s need for 
leisure and, on the other hand, the prostitute’s need for “dressing and eating” or other 
provision for survival. Furthermore, yù subjectivity is manifested through everyday 
conversation between the clients and the hostesses in HL as it implicates the ways in 
which a courtesan’s survival strategy is part of public goods. The narrative of yù, in 
this light, can be mobilised by the courtesan in convincing the clients to support her 
business: to support her business is to help not only her but also others’ livelihoods. 
In other words, to support a courtesan’s business is usually understood as a display of 
the clients’ benevolence in the brothels.   
 
The Dilemma Between Love and Doing Business 
Both love and business are essential in brothels and the protagonists in HL are 
expected to find the balance of the two. Irrational love and dishonest business are to 
be avoided despite not every character following the expectation. Reading the 
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passionate brothel lovers Li Shufang and Tao Yufu in HL, McMahon delineates the 
dilemma between love and doing business in the brothel. For example, when Tao 
Yufu cries all the time in mourning his lover Li Shufang after her death, his overt 
expression of emotions becomes inappropriate. Yufu’s brother has to stop him from 
crying in front of crowds several times. Excessive love, in this case, leads to bad 
outcome (ibid.).  
 
Love and doing business (through certain patronage) are too highlighted in 
non-fiction such as guidebooks in the late Qing and early Republican eras. The 
guidebooks provided instructions and advice to clients on how to enjoy their leisure 
time in Shanghai brothels during the early twentieth century. In the aspects of “love,” 
as American historian Gail Hershatter (1997) notes, the guidebook provides 
suggestions for the clients on how to develop mutual love between customers and 
courtesans. Although a client’s financial and social circumstances are highlighted as 
a precondition for frequenting the brothels, love provides the “flavour” in these 
encounters, the guidebook points out (ibid.). When a client succeeds in building a 
romantic relationship with a courtesan, his experience will be “full of flavour” (ibid., 
111). “Love” is highlighted as a priceless experience since it cannot be easily 
purchased (ibid.). To earn a prostitute’s admiration, the client has to accommodate 
“small” and “leisure”: he has to pay attention to “small” details, for instance, he is 
advised to help the courtesan put on her coat and, moreover, he should spend enough 
“leisure” time with the courtesan so that she can discover his efforts on the “small” 
(ibid.). Appropriating how “love” is performed and received by the courtesans and 




In other words, it would be meaningless to simply divorce “business” from love. 
Money and other forms of favour are not antagonistic to emotions and feelings such 
as love; on the contrary, the former and the latter together determine the “flavour” in 
the brothels. Similarly, a relationship between the courtesan and the client without 
love has no “flavour.” This entanglement of love and business manifests “the ethos 
of ji.” Love and business both determined the encounters in the brothels. The 
relationship between love and “doing business,” therefore, projects the entanglement 
of personal desire and Heavenly Principle in the context of prostitution. 
 
Yù: The Virtue of Desire 
In a similar light, instead of the division between desire and virtue, the discussion 
about “yù” provides a discursive resource in describing “virtue of desire.” Yù 
subjectivity provides a new perspective in understanding prostitution in the context 
of Chinese society, including mainland China, Hong Kong, and Taiwan. Coining the 
term “yù subjectivity,” this research intends to interfere in particular discourse about 
gender and power relations highlighted in cold war feminism, such as the narrative of 
female victims in sex trafficking and the universalisation of the discourse, as I have 
mentioned in Chapter 1. In this light, yù subjectivity aims to interfere in the process 
of the cold war feminist narration through raising questions from the perspective of 
the collective of yinfu, including bondmaids, concubines, and prostitutes in literary 
representation and of today’s sex workers and live-in domestic workers. As such, yù 
subjectivity serves in this dissertation as an approach in which the given paradigm 
derived from the West works to universalise the subjects on gender and sexuality in 
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the non-Western world such as East Asia will be problematised.  
 
Some questions will be discussed in this chapter: Given that love and doing business 
are both crucial to life in the brothels, to what extent do the clients find frequenting 
the brothel appealing? How does the ethos of ji project both doing business and love 
in relation to the fulfilment of pleasure in the brothel? How do the courtesans depict 
their stories so as to facilitate business? Why would the clients support them? In the 
next section, I incorporate the discussion on yù subjectivity and the ethos of ji in 
reading the text of HL.  
 
About the Novel Haishanghua liezhuan 
Despite the intention to question the conventional imagination about prostitution, as 
Wang points out, the realism of Han’s writing in HL consequently popularised 
romance between clients and courtesans as in the novel among real-life clients and 
the courtesans (Wang 1997). Wang delineates the ambiguities manifested in the 
contrast of “desire and virtue” in HL and Han sets the pursuit of the former in line 
with the latter (ibid.). The two seemingly opposite ideas (desire is to break from 
restriction and to fulfil one’s imagination while virtue is to be obedient to orders and 
rules) are desired by both the courtesans and clients so much so that the courtesans 
would fake virtue to satisfy the clients’ desire for it (ibid.). This renders some 
courtesans in HL as “players with desire in the name of virtue” (ibid.). Moreover, as 
desire and virtue become more confused through the courtesan’s “faking” and 
“playing,” a display of virtue can be a game for temptation while excessive 
performance of virtue is the prelude of transgressing it (ibid.). Wang, therefore, 
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concludes that HL “ventures to mix virtues with temptations in a truly dialogical 
way” (ibid.).  
 
The renowned novelist Eileen Chang translated the conversations in Wu dialect in 
Han’s version into Mandarin and the whole book into English (1983; 2005). While I 
read three versions (Wu dialect and Mandarin and English translations by Eileen 
Chang) of the novel, the text I refer to in this dissertation is from the original writing 
of Han Bangqing. I cite English text from Eileen Chang’s English translation and 
modify them when needed.  
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The “Fate” of Being a Prostitute  
The abduction of young girls who will then be forced to work at brothels is one of 
the many trajectories that lead women to prostitution, as I discussed in Chapter 1. 
However, rather than discussing the actual process in order to identify whether or not 
women are forced into the occupation, in this section, I focus on the narrative of the 
“fate” (mìng, 命) of becoming a prostitute in the prostitutes’ self-portrayal.  
 
The term “fate” illustrates the inevitable and uncontrollable arrangement by Heaven, 
the debt from a previous life or the encounter determined by the stars. In other words, 
one’s fate is usually predetermined and will not be affected easily by one’s effort. It 
is usually not under a person’s control. The inevitable aspect in the narrative of fate 
in many ways questions the agency one has in terms of making her or his own life 
decisions. In doing so, the narrative of fate embeds individual decisions in the 
context of the broader environment such as family, society, and Heaven. Highlighting 
how a prostitute’s fate is narrated, I illuminate in this section the ways in which the 
discourse works to break the boundaries between good women and bad prostitutes 
and create more space to do business.  
 
Referring to the Ming scholar Chen Que, Mizoguchi Yūzō notes that when personal 
desire is “properly” placed, it is not only the fulfilment of one’s personal needs but 
also the practice of Heavenly Principle and the engagement of public affairs (2011a, 
3). Also, he stresses the inseparability of yù and society in that “yù exists when it is 
encompassed by Heavenly Principle” (ibid.). Meanwhile, as Mizoguchi notes, the 
purpose why yù and sī (the private) are highlighted in late Ming was not because 
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they are the pursuits of the development of political autonomy through overturning 
the imperial rule, nor that in reckoning them one sought the right of private property 
and the establishment of “citizenship” (ibid.). On the contrary, the narrative about yù 
and sī at the time dealt with the “social conditions” required to assert personal 
longing (ibid.).  
 
Here I give three examples to delineate how the ethos of ji and the pursuit of virtue 
and desire help us to understand the conversations between the clients and the 
prostitutes, and sometimes other facilitators of the business such as the madams and 
the servants.  
 
I. Zhu Shiquan: A Story About Her Bad Fate 
Zhu Shiquan, a streetwalker (yějī, 野雞) who belongs to the lowest rank in the 
occupation, shows up in chapter 16 of HL to seduce the old client Li Shifu to pay for 
her madam-mother’s new business of buying a young prostitute (tǎorén, 討人). 
After their first night together, Shiquan’s madam Third Sister Zhu conducts a “play” 
with Shiquan in front of Shifu about how Shiquan’s “bad luck” and miserable 
encounters had let to her becoming a streetwalker. In the story, Shiquan is depicted as 
a respectable wife who is not supposed to sell her body in the streets, but Shiquan 
lost a set of expensive jewellery from her husband’s store the day before a relative’s 
wedding at her uncle’s place. Failing to find the jewellery, her uncle and his family 
were scared and about to kill themselves by taking raw opium. To avoid this, 
someone proposed that if Shiquan tries her luck in doing business as a prostitute then 
she will probably find a generous client who would like to help. Third Sister Zhu 
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says that Shiquan is a “bitter-fated girl” (Han and Jiang 2018, 147) who will be saved 
along with another seven to eight lives in the family with a good client’s support. The 
result of this “play” by the two women is that Shifu lands three hundred dollars to 
Third Sister Zhu who later uses the money to buy a young prostitute to facilitate the 
business.  
 
The description of Shiquan’s encounter by the madam uses her bad luck of losing the 
jewellery and bitter fate of involuntarily becoming a prostitute to justify the reason 
for borrowing three hundred dollars from the client. However, the request is accepted 
by the client Shifu. Although as readers we do not know what would have happened 
were the three hundred dollars asked for by the madam directly, it is important to 
acknowledge how the madam and the prostitute formulate a story for the specific 
reason of providing the client an opportunity to show his good deed while actually 
being fleeced. On the one hand, addressing the bad luck connects the prostitute’s 
personal encounter to her destiny arranged by Heaven. On the other hand, noting the 
bitter fate of being a prostitute transforms her position from a lower-class woman 
into a respectable woman who sacrifices herself for others’ sake. This story suggests 
the deployment of the narrative of yù in prostitution, that is, doing business as a 
prostitute is not against Heavenly Principle. On the contrary, as suggested in the 
narrative given by the two women, it is a proper appropriation between personal 
desire and Heavenly Principle. In doing so, her choice of becoming a prostitute is 
narrated as a person who pursues the common good rather than just earning more 




II. Li Shufang: The Goddess and a Prostitute 
Another example of the ways “fate” is used to highlight a woman’s yù subjectivity is 
found in chapter 37 when a client mentions Li Shufang’s trajectory in becoming a 
prostitute.  
 
Li Shufang and Tao Yufu are known as the romantic couple in the brothel. Tao Yufu 
is portrayed as a blank man who promises to marry Shufang but never found a way 
to keep his word. This blank male protagonist is under the surveillance of not only 
Shufang but also the brothel during most of his presence in the fiction that wherever 
he goes he is accompanied by either Shufang’s prostitute sister Yuanfang or other 
senior maids and is not allowed to do anything against Shufang’s will. Shufang is a 
remarkable woman who suffered both physically and mentally from tuberculosis and 
the rejection of being the first wife by Yufu’s family. She eventually dies from both 
mental and physical illness.  
 
The ways Shufang is remarkable are associated with Yufu being a subservient client 
who has no control over this woman he loves. Yufu does everything to fulfil 
Shufang’s wish; he takes care of her and her sister; he pays for the expenses in the 
brothel as well as the funeral with family income; he is extremely sentimental the 
days before she dies and falls apart when she dies; and he has no power over his 
relatives’ rejection of his marriage with her as first wife while he fails to convince 
her to become his concubine. Shufang’s superpower is implied in the representation 
of her being a dying woman who, nevertheless, still asserts her influence over the 
submissive client. Her influence retains beyond her death; Shufang dies in chapter 42 
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and yet her presence continues during the funeral, the seventh day ceremony, and 
other occasions such as when Yufu sentimentally thinks about her in chapters 43, 44, 
45, 46, 47, 53, 54, and 62.  
 
Han Bangqing justifies Shufang’s presence as not only a remarkable woman but, 
more importantly, a remarkable prostitute. This can be observed through a client’s 
narrative about her unlucky fate of having “no choice” but to become a prostitute 
after her biological mother opens a brothel (ibid., 330). The client laments, even 
though “she had never wanted to be a courtesan in the first place and in reality had 
never worked as one, yet everybody called her a courtesan, and could she have 
denied it? Her illness came from the pent-up anger”3 (Han and Jiang 2018, 330-331). 
What is suggested here is, again, that there is no difference between a respectable 
woman and a prostitute if her “fate” renders her as such. Although Shufang actually 
has clients other than Yufu, the circulating image is of her being a filial daughter and 
a respectable woman who had only one client until her death. Moreover, Shufang is 
the older sister who appears to have a strong connection with the young prostitute 
Yuanfang in the same brothel even though they are not related by blood. She not only 
takes care of Yuanfang but also cherishes her to the extent that she asks Yufu to 
marry Yuanfang as a concubine after her death so that the young girl’s future will be 
settled.  
 
All these elements praising Shufang’s virtue while bemoaning her inevitable 
“unlucky fate” craft her as a remarkable woman who performs yù not just properly 
 
3 Translation by Eileen Chang (Han 2005, 303) 
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but also extraordinarily. In other words, Li Shufang, the heroine, is never just a 
prostitute, she is a filial daughter, a respectable woman, a loving sister, and a loyal 
lover. Shufang is mourned during the memorial by the most prestigious character in 
the novel, the elderly Chinese official Qi Yunso, her lover Tao Yufu, and other clients 
along with their favourite prostitutes. Shufang, therefore, becomes a legendary 
representation whose “unlucky fate” renders her not only a prostitute but also a 
goddess.  
 
Indeed, Shufang is a goddess and a prostitute. All her sage-like portrayal has to be 
understood in relation to her role as a prostitute: the narrative of her “unlucky fate” is 
not to deny her identity as a prostitute, rather, it is to highlight the socio-economic 
conditions under which she becomes a prostitute.  
 
III. Huang Cuifeng: A Succesful Businesswoman 
“But why not? We’re doing business so we can’t help it,”4 says Huang Cuifeng to 
her client Luo Zifu when he questions why, as a client, he is allowed to have only 
one courtesan while she can have more than one client (Han and Jiang 2018, 86, 
emphasis mine). In response, Huang Cuifeng says she would not mind if her business 
is monopolised by Zifu, as long as he can afford the expense, “If you’re willing to 
secure my business for a whole year, all three seasons of it, then I’d drop all other 
clients. I can assure you that’d make me very happy”5 (Han and Jiang 2018, 86). 
Unlike the two prostitutes discussed above whose life trajectories are narrated in 
 
4 Translation by Eileen Chang, with “in this business” replaced by “doing business” (Han 
2005, 74) 
5 Translation by Eileen Chang (Han 2005, 74) 
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relation to “bitter fate,” Cuifeng has never been portrayed as a virtuous woman. 
Instead, she is admired by her clients as a “respectable prostitute” as well as a 
remarkable woman. What’s more, Cuifeng is a businesswoman who is good at doing 
business: she buys her freedom from the madam and opens her own brothel with two 
clients’ help; she knows how to set clear boundaries with her clients so that she 
remains available to new clients; her clients have no control over her will; and 
money or gifts from the clients will not be accepted if she does not acknowledge 
them.  
 
A few incidents shed light on Cuifeng’s respectable figure as a prostitute. To begin 
with, she is known as a tough courtesan who has “quite a temper”6 (Han and Jiang 
2018, 58) so that even her madam dares not control her. Cuifeng swallowed raw 
opium when she was a young prostitute at which the madam “knelt down and 
kowtowed” to her and promised “from now on, I won’t dare to offend you in any 
way”7 (Han and Jiang 2018, 59). Secondly, Cuifeng rejects the golden bracelets 
gifted by Zifu:  
I may be a courtesan, but I can’t be bought. Even ten pairs of bracelets are 
nothing to me, not to say just one pair, so please take your bracelets back. If 
you want to give them to me, any day will do. But tonight I won’t let you 
look down on me and think that I have taken a fancy to your bracelets.8 (Han 
and Jiang 2018, 73, emphasis mine)     
She continues to challenge his opinion, 
 
6 Translation by Eileen Chang (Han 2005, 47) 
7 Translation by Eileen Chang (Han 2005, 48) 
8 Translation by Eileen Chang (Han 2005, 59-60) 
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It’s hard for you to figure out how I think. You should know that if we’re 
together, you mustn’t set too much store by money. When I have need for 
money, I may ask you for a thousand or eight hundred, and you shouldn’t 
think of it as too much. But when I don’t need it, I won’t even ask you for a 
cent. If you want to give me presents, say, give me bracelets, I’d accept them 
as a token of your feelings. But even if you go and get me a brick, I’d 
appreciate it just as much. Once you’ve figured me out, everything will be 
fine.9 (Han and Jiang 2018, 73, emphasis mine) 
Although in chapters 7 and 8, the title implies the intentions in Cuifeng’s explanation 
of herself in front of Zifu as a “vicious trap”10 and “dark designs,”11 what is noted 
here is how the narrative legitimises itself through “the ethos of ji.”  
 
The ethos of ji is the Heavenly Principle of doing business in a brothel, as I have 
pointed out. It suggests that the satisfaction of a courtesan’s needs (si) in the business 
has to do with a broader understanding about gong, or the public. A courtesan’s 
income covers not only the expense in the brothel, including meals, drinks, rental, 
and other maintenance, but also at least eight people’s salary including a senior maid, 
a junior maid, two male servants, rickshaw drivers, the madam, and sometimes a 
cook. She is the breadwinner for a group of people and is associated with larger 
development in the entertainment industry, which is relied upon by musicians and 
opera performers for livelihood. Moreover, the existence of prostitution facilitates the 
business of nearby restaurants, teahouses, opium houses, and gambling houses. In 
some circumstances, it contributes to national power through the improvement of the 
economy (Carroll 2011). This social and economic backdrop manifests a prostitute’s 
 
9 Translation by Eileen Chang (Han 2005, 60) 
10 Translation by Eileen Chang (Han 2005, 50) 
11 Translation by Eileen Chang (ibid., 58) 
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public influence, which is made possible through her management of the client’s 
desire.  
 
Since they are mainly responsible for the business, the ethos of ji encourages the 
prostitutes to become businesswomen or a yù subject, while discouraging “selfish” 
behaviours that benefit only herself and her clients. For example, Cuifeng once 
furiously condemned the prostitute Zhu Jinhua for earning only one dollar in a month 
and the only client she has is her old lover. In this case, Cuifeng questions, “D’you 
want your mother to eat shit?”12 (Han and Jiang 2018, 333). If a prostitute is not 
making money for the brothel, it can lead to an issue of “dressing and eating,” which 
means that not only the madam but also all other facilitators in relation to the 
business will encounter financial difficulties. The ethos of ji, therefore, does justice 
to the prostitute’s behaviours that aim to “fleece” her clients for good business. The 
same logic also explains why Cuifeng replies to Zifu’s doubts about her “unequal 
treatment,” which restricts him from having other courtesans as his company, by 
challenging the implied “equality” in his question. “But why not? We’re doing 
business so we can’t help it”13 (Han and Jiang 2018, 86, emphasis mine).  
 
Cuifeng’s explanation about herself, such as “I may be a courtesan, but I can’t be 
bought,” and her despise for the bracelets as if they were nothing more valuable than 
a “brick,” suggests that in fleecing the client and making good money, the courtesan 
who adopts the narrative tactic as such is displaying both virtue and desire, love and 
 
12 Translation by Eileen Chang (Han 2005, 305) 




doing business. In displaying her virtue as a courtesan who “can’t be bought,” 
Cuifeng is doing good business through her client’s temptation of the virtuous 
prostitute. In other words, he loves her not because she will marry him, give up her 
business, and become a concubine in his harem, but because she is a “respectable” 
prostitute whose “virtue” is best displayed by doing business as such. In doing so, 
Cuifeng becomes extremely admirable to Zifu, who spends a significant amount of 
money for her new business and is later scammed out of even more money with a 
“vicious trap” that she secretly designed.  
 
The narrative about Cuifeng’s outstanding figure as a courtesan in effect challenges 
the given image of a prostitute and problematises the division between a prostitute 
and a respectable woman; for example, if a prostitute like Cuifeng can afford to run a 
brothel, to what extent is she not “respectable”? It is through the challenge of the 
definition of “respectable woman,” in this sense, that renders Cuifeng a remarkable 
woman, a respectable prostitute, and a successful businesswoman. 
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Shame and the Resistance  
The encounters among Zhao Erbao, her brother Zhao Puzhai, and their uncle Hong 
Shanqing construct the major plot line in HL, which starts with Zhao Puzhai’s arrival 
in Shanghai and ends with Zhao Erbao’s dream about being a first wife. The similar 
trajectory shared by the siblings is that they are both captivated by Shanghai’s 
modern scenes the moment they arrive. Meanwhile, their presence in Shanghai 
makes their uncle feel ashamed because of their occupation: Puzhai becomes a 
rickshaw driver and Erbao a courtesan. In this section, I analyse the ways in which 
the sense of shame is enacted and what it has to do with the positional superiority of 
urban modernity and the uterine family (borrowing from Maria Jaschok and Margery 
Wolf). In the first part of this section, I delineate the sense of shame in accordance 
with urban modernity and the imagined boundaries between rural and urban space. In 
the second part of this section, I focus on the sense of shame in relation to the 
formation of a moral device that reinforces the superiority of the uterine family with 
reference to Maria Jaschok’s study14. Moreover, the heroine Zhao Erbao’s resistance 
against the sense of shame imposed on her will be illuminated in the second part. 
 
 
14 I thank Professor Naifei Ding who raised a question about how Margery Wolf’s book 
chapter “Uterine Families and the Women’s Community” is related to this dissertation 
during our discussion. Although I refer to mostly Maria Jaschok’s study in discussing how 
the hierarchical feelings of shame are in relation to the structure of the uterine family and 
outsider-women in this dissertation, Wolf’s discussion on ostracism (Wolf 1972, 35) is 
especially useful in understanding how mainlanders are perceived by Taiwanese people as 
“different.” According to Wolf, the former is seen as “untrustworthy” to the latter for they 
have different familial experiences of being excluded from the family. On the one hand, 
ostracism highlights how a woman is seen as an outsider by both her and her husband’s 
family until she builds her own “uterine family” through raising and educating her son. On 
the other hand, ostracism explains how women’s community in rural Taiwan worked as a 
mediation of power between family and village, private and public spaces. While I could not 
fully address how ostracism helps me understand the relationships between the mainland 
Chinese hostesses and Taiwanese clients and hostesses in this dissertation, I believe this 
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I. Shame and the Rural-Urban Division  
Zhao Erbao, Zhao Puzhai, and their mother Lady Hong are a family from the 
countryside who settled in urban Shanghai due to complicated reasons. On the one 
hand, the siblings are obsessed with what is happening in Shanghai, a space where 
Western culture and commodities mingled with the development of China in late 
Qing, the transition point between the empire and the modern nation. On the other 
hand, their poor economic conditions make it difficult for them to move back and 
forth between urban and rural areas; for example, the reason they cannot return to the 
countryside is that they run out of traveling allowance after staying in Shanghai for a 
while. In light of the rural-urban register, David Der-wei Wang (1997) noted the 
“naturalist quality” (96) related to the representation of the Zhao family in the fiction. 
He delineates how Shanghai, in the latter half of the nineteenth century, was the most 
fruitful city with countless cultural and economic activities and various forms of 
entertainment (ibid.). Erbao is fascinated by the special atmosphere in Shanghai and 
never returns to the countryside as we can see in the fiction.  
 
Their uncle, Hong Shanqing, is a business facilitator who provides opinions and 
advice to prostitutes, madams, and clients when they encounter conflicts and scams. 
He runs a ginseng store in Shanghai, but he earns money mostly through helping 
clients and prostitutes resolve their problems and controversies. Therefore, Hong 
Shanqing has a crucial role in the novel of putting different stories and characters 
into one connected thread. Puzhai and Erbao’s trajectory from the countryside to 
Shanghai, where they both end up taking disgraceful jobs, makes Shanqing, the 
 
discussion will lead me to a future elaboration in new research projects. 
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father figure in the family, feel ashamed. I discuss three scenarios in which the sense 
of shame manifests in different ways. One is when Puzhai arrives in Shanghai; the 
second moment is when Erbao becomes indistinguishable from the prostitutes; and 
the third moment is when Shanqing refuses to visit his sister, the Zhao siblings’ 
mother, when she is ill. 
 
Upon his arrival in Shanghai, Zhao Puzhai, the protagonist from the farm-land, is 
ridiculed by author Han Bangqing when the former encounters the story-teller, a 
character representing Han Bangqing himself, called “Huaye Liannong” (literally 
means “even blossoms feel pity for me,” 花也憐儂). In the beginning of the story, 
Huaye Liannong has a dream and, in the dream, he bumps into Zhao Puzhai after he 
falls into the “sea of flowers” and Huaye Liannong realises that he is in Shanghai. 
Due to this accident, Puzhai falls “smack on the ground, splashing mud all over 
himself”15 with his fine costume, “a golden brown box jacket of glossy Nanjing silk, 
under which was an off-white cotton archery gown”16 stained by mud (Han and 
Jiang 2018, 3). After “shouting and cursing wildly”17 at Huaye Liannong, Puzhai 
grumbles to a Chinese policeman who comes to question them about what just 
happened and insists that Huaye Liannong “should pay for it!”18 (Han and Jiang 
2018, 3). Trying to clean the clothes before he meets his uncle right after, Puzhai 
borrows a towel and some hot water from a teahouse, “He wrung the towel dry and 
wiped his jacket carefully, until not a trace of mud was left” (ibid., 4). Puzhai, the 
 
15 Translation by Eileen Chang (Han 2005, 1) 
16 Translation by Eileen Chang (ibid.) 
17 Translation by Eileen Chang (Han 2005, 1) 
18  Translation by Eileen Chang, with “he’ll have to” replaced by “he should” to be 
approximate to the original tone in Zhao Puzhai’s response (ibid.) 
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spineless man from the countryside to Shanghai who failed to find an appropriate job 
or run a small business in the city, later will be tricked by a prostitute and lose all his 
money, have quarrel with others and be beaten by them, which results in him waiting 
in a hospital for his uncle’s help. Finally, after he becomes penniless, he becomes a 
rickshaw driver.  
 
His bitter fate in Shanghai is implied when he arrives. His arrival is ridiculed, in a 
sense, by the incident that leaves dirty stains on his clean and fine clothes. The image 
of the stained clothes provides a glimpse of the sense of shame inscribed in his rural 
origin, the dirty, muddy, and barbaric past in the farmland that has to be cleaned up 
and gentrified before he becomes part of the urban subject. Furthermore, the contrast 
between mud (dirt) and Puzhai’s fine clothes resembles the boredom of the 
countryside vis-a-vis the spectacle of the city. The material and sentimental register 
of dirt haunts Puzhai and his sister Erbao throughout the novel. The dirt on the 
clothes is easier to wipe while the shameful feeling of their later “downfall” only 
becomes stronger. Later, after Puzhai’s money is tricked from him by prostitutes in 
Shanghai, he becomes a rickshaw driver. Having a nephew who works as a rickshaw 
driver humiliates the prestigious businessman, their uncle, Hong Shanqing. After 
Shanqing accidentally calls a rickshaw and realises that the driver is Puzhai, he wants 
to keep Puzhai in his store so that Puzhai cannot go out and do anything shameful 
again. To get rid of any circumstance that may humiliate him again, Shanqing finally 
writes a letter to his sister, Lady Hong, the mother of the siblings, and asks her to 




II. A Courtesan and a Businessman: Who is the Shameful One? 
After receiving the letter from Shanqing, despite the shock, Lady Hong and her 
daughter Zhao Erbao discuss how to bring Zhao Puzhai back home. Knowing this is 
her only chance to visit Shanghai City, Erbao decides to look for her brother. In 
doing so, Erbao takes the chance to visit Shanghai with her neighbour, Zhang 
Xiuying. Erbao is described by Han Bangqing as a remarkable woman who makes 
decisions for the family because not only is her brother a philanderer, her mother is 
also an indecisive and weak woman.  
 
With the same excitement as her brother, Erbao is fascinated by her trip in Shanghai. 
Like Puzhai, who is obsessed with leisure life including the banquets, the drinking 
and the gambling activities in the restaurants and the brothels, Erbao is drawn by the 
spectacle of the prostitutes who are well-dressed with luxury accessories. In 
comparison with the trendy looks that the prostitutes present, Erbao begins her 
Shanghai journey sensing how her simple clothes make her look like a “beggar.” 
Before Erbao feels comfortable to join activities in Shanghai such as taking a 
carriage ride, she changes her old dress and wears a nice dress. To change her look 
into an appropriate Shanghai style, Erbao adopts the prostitutes’ makeup, hair style, 
and dress. Through this, a new subjectivity appears, Erbao is no longer the rural girl 
she used to be; more than that, she actively abandons the respectable role she 
embodies in the countryside.  
 
After moving into a house owned by Shih Ruisheng, a relative of the neighbour 
Zhang Xiuying, in Tranquillity Alley, a famous district for prostitute houses, Erbao 
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and Xiuying start to dress up like courtesans and occasionally join a few drinking 
parties organised by Ruisheng. Erbao has become more and more indistinguishable 
from a courtesan. Erbao was not aware of her role as a courtesan-to-be until her 
uncle comes and scolds her. The uncle learns that his relatives now live in a house in 
the brothel district, and so he visits them in a state of rage. He shows up in the house 
and condemns Erbao for her new look: “Go to look at yourself in the mirror. What 
have you turned into? Shameless little hussy”19 (Han and Jiang 2018, 278, emphasis 
mine). Being reproved as “shameless,” Erbao blushes and steps aside to cry by 
herself. This is the second scene in which Shanqing finds his good reputation in the 
brothels at stake because of his niece and nephew’s “shameless” behaviours. 
However, after this, Erbao starts to show her resistance against the accusation of 
being “shameless” for what she does for the family. A while after being humiliated 
by her uncle, Erbao starts her own business as a prostitute. When Shanqing learns of 
the news, he laments. In her resistance to humiliation and accusation, Erbao’s 
business “flourished” and she became one of the most popular courtesans in 
Shanghai. Erbao’s good business solicits clients to arrange more than one mah-jong 
and drinking party every night. Erbao enjoys the fame of good business.  
 
Erbao continues her resistance throughout the novel. As a courtesan, she resists 
accepting the given fate that it is impossible to marry a respectable and wealthy man 
as a first wife. When the wealthy official, Third Master Shi, shows up as a client who 
claims to want to marry Erbao as his “first wife,” no one takes it seriously apart from 
Erbao. She never accepts any kind of “fate” that is arranged for her, be it as the poor 
 
19 Translation by Eileen Chang (Han 2005, 256) 
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and respectable woman from a rural area or the courtesan who should never dream of 
“love” or “being a first wife.” On the contrary, Erbao takes her opportunities to 
dream, despite others’ disagreement. However, Erbao’s dreams turn out to be just 
dreams. The romantic imagination about the client triggers Erbao’s failure in doing 
business. Since Erbao rejects the client’s payment for his brothel entertainment, uses 
her own credit to buy a lot of luxury clothes as her dowry, and stops doing business 
while waiting for him to come back and marry her, she loses everything she has 
earned in the business. It is at the moment that Erbao disobeys the ethos of ji and the 
importance of doing business that her dreams begin. However, it is also the pursuit of 
dreams that makes the business fail. This manifests how both personal desire and 
Heavenly Principle have to be accommodated in order to achieve the ethos of ji.  
 
Nonetheless, the fiction provides space for its protagonists to imagine the 
possibilities regardless of their given socio-economic restrictions. The distinct 
realism of HL, as such, lies in the ways Han Bangqinq insisted to construct a story 
where the protagonists’ various failures present the importance of the dialectic 
between personal desire and Heavenly Principle. Although Erbao’s dream only 
turned out to be a dream that will never “come true,” Han Bangqing encourages the 
heroine to not only dream but also ridicule and mock authority—the moral authority 
her uncle represents, to be specific. 
 
Moral Devices in Contest: The Realm of Business and Family 
After discovering that Erbao had started her own business as a courtesan, Shanqin 
completely stops interacting with the whole family. Even when his sister was very ill, 
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he refused Puzhai’s request for him to see her. When Erbao learns that her uncle 
rejected Puzhai’s invitation to visit their critically ill mother, she despises him and 
says, “A store owner like him is not much different from us courtesans who run 
brothels”20 (Han and Jiang 2018, 568). What’s more, when Erbao asks Puzhai to 
pawn her jewellery in order to buy some ginseng to cure their mother, knowing that 
their uncle runs a ginseng store, Puzhai suggests that they should ask their uncle for 
some free ginseng. With rage, Erbao spits at Puzhai and rebukes him for his 
spinelessness. Since Erbao is a remarkable woman who is capable of making 
decisions, solving problems, and doing business to bear the livelihood of the whole 
family, the spit is to not only give her spineless brother a lesson, but, more 
importantly, it ridicules and humiliates her uncle from afar, the man whose business 
is “not much different from us courtesans.” Her uncle, in this light, is no less 
“shameless” than a prostitute while a prostitute like Erbao is no less respectable than 
him. Through spitting, Erbao becomes the subject who “spits” and both Puzhai and 
Shanqing the objects of the “baseness” and humiliation of the spit. Now I want to 
reflect the discussion about shame and baseness through Maria Jaschok’s study on 
concubines and bondmaids in the early twentieth century in order to unpack the 
layers in which the structure of feeling is constructed.  
 
In her study about the social history of concubines and bondmaids in the early 
twentieth century, Maria Jaschok remarks that there exists the fear of these women’s 
“corruptive influences associated with the polluting ‘baseness’” in their ambiguous 
past (1988, 67). The fear still prevailed after the practice of buying and selling 
 
20 Translation by Eileen Chang (Han 2005, 520) 
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bondmaids was outlawed after the 1920s, making it impossible for the former 
bondmaids to join the status of free women (ibid.). They are “corruptive” for they 
have to participate in the game in which men are granted with economic and 
symbolic powers (ibid.). In other words, these women are seen as intruders who have 
to survive through taking as many resources from a household as they can. In light of 
this culture and the way power is divided, women were “powerful through men, but 
by themselves enjoying no access to authority,” therefore, “outsiders were feared and 
the former mooi-jai would always be mistrusted” (ibid., 68). The bondmaids and the 
concubines are the “outsider-women” who are dangerous to the women “inside” the 
household as part of the “uterine units”(ibid., 67).  
 
Referring to the work of Margery Wolf (1972), Jaschok describes the “uterine 
family,” where women assert their power as mothers in their “sons’ households,” 
which means, Jaschok continues, that the ways women survive is through their 
ability to accumulate power of “sex” (Jaschok 1988, 67-68). This delineation about 
the entanglement of mother power, sex, and survival strategies illuminates the ways 
the fear of concubines and bondmaids, namely the outsider-women, is reinforced. It 
is the fear of their “base position” (which urges them to do anything to survive) of 
being the outsider-woman that renders them the equivalent of corruption and 
pollution. This base position as the outsider-woman echoes with the trajectories of 
the prostitutes in the fiction in the sense that the former exemplifies how joining a 
“uterine unit” is a possible way to climb the social ladder. However, as I pointed out 
earlier, “doing business” as a prostitute is broadly reckoned in the brothels according 
to the ethos of ji: the prostitute is the remarkable woman and businesswoman who 
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makes money for not only herself, but also other participants and facilitators in the 
business. If so, let me distinguish one ideology from another.  
 
On the one hand, the realm of family exists as a “moral device” through which the 
fear is produced in order to secure the “uterine units,” the “son’s households,” and 
the superior position of inside-women such as the “wives.” On the other hand, the 
realm of business mobilises the ethos of ji in which doing business is the only 
Heavenly Principle in the brothels. It is important to note that in each value system 
the definition of shame varies. The moral device of the family produces feelings of 
“shame” to secure the domain of “uterine family.” In the domain of uterine family, 
the ethos of ji fails to exercise its narrative power as much as in that of business 
while in the brothels the discourse of shame lies in whether or not a prostitute is 
doing good business. One device works to secure mother power while the other 
pursues business in the brothels and recognises prostitutes as the yù subject. And yet, 
as the boundaries of family is porous and can be easily challenged through “sex,” the 
fear towards outsider-women and the narrative of shame prevails. They prevail 
because they function to secure the “insiders” of the household, be it the women or 
the male masters, through imposing the sense of shame on the intruders. The effect of 
shame is most apparent when the authority of the “insiders” is in danger. By saying 
“insiders,” I mean not only the wives but also the male masters at home whose 
prestige and self-esteem, as Jaschok noted, rely on how their women are presented in 
the public (ibid.). An example is Hong Shanqing, the male insider of a household, 
whose prestige is based on how “respectable” his female relatives are. Therefore, he 
loses his temper and calls Erbao “shameless” when he realises that Erbao is no 
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longer a respectable woman. Erbao is not shameful just because she is a prostitute 
but because she disobeys the rule of family, the authority of her uncle, and, therefore, 
brings shame to the household of the male master.  
 
It is exactly the baseness and shamelessness that Erbao is associated with that depicts 
her as a base prostitute whose display of virtue—as a filial daughter, a loyal lover, a 
well-behaved woman, and a remarkable woman—still does not make her an ideal 
woman. Instead, Erbao is ridiculed as a girl from the countryside who dreams about 
being the first wife of a wealthy client. Nonetheless, Erbao rejects the shame that is 
supposed to exclude her, the outside-woman, from entering the realm of family, 
through (1) dreaming about “being a first wife” in the beginning and (2) spitting at 
her brother to show her disrespect to him and their uncle near the end. If Erbao’s 
desire of being the first wife, in this sense, presents an “agential subjectivity” (Ding 
2002a) through the resistance to her “base” role as a prostitute and a “shameless 
niece,” how would other prostitutes respond to the temptation of becoming an 
insider-woman? In the next section, I discuss the ways prostitutes in HL deal with, 
negotiate, long for, ridicule, make use of, and despise the idea of the “first wife” in 
order to exercise the ethos of ji in the brothels.  
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The Prostitute and the First Wife 
In this section, I discuss the emotional, symbolic, and material entanglements 
between the roles of the prostitute and the first wife through reading (1) the anecdote 
named “three first wives” in the brothels in HL, and (2) the humiliation of the first 
wife, Mrs. Yao, by two prostitutes. 
 
The prostitute is the yù subject who understands the necessities of negotiating or 
resisting the narrative of shame imposed onto them by the moral device of the uterine 
family. Meanwhile, she adopts the narrative of the ethos of ji in order to justify her 
business in the brothels. In HL, the onlookers make fun of three prostitutes who 
fantasise about being the first wives of their clients. They are: (1) Li Shufang’s 
romantic relationship with her client Tao Yufu. (2) Zhou Shuangyu, who makes use 
of her client’s commitment of marrying her as the first wife to swindle him out of 
money. With the money she took from the client, Shuangyu buys her freedom from 
the brothel. (3) Zhao Erbao, who dreams of marrying the wealthy official Third 
Master Shi. The longings to become a first wife, however, do not suggest their 
naivety nor that they are unaware of the “baseness” their occupation embodies, rather, 
it sheds light on the ethos of ji and a process in which they perform the yù 
subjectivity through the narratives of marriage and commitment. Meanwhile, the 
strategies mobilising marriage vary in different circumstances. Adopting different 
strategies in arranging marriage portrays the courtesans’ desires: Zhao Erbao’s 
rejection to the given position of a prostitute; Zhou Shuangyu wants to make a lot of 
money so that she can leave the business; insisting on marrying the client as only the 




In the second part of this section, the ways two prostitutes, the changsan (highest 
ranked courtesan) Wei Xiaxian and yaoer (lower ranked prostitute) Ma Guisheng, 
ridicule and humiliate Mrs. Yao, their client Yao Jichun’s first wife, will be discussed. 
In this part, I focus on (1) when an insider-woman is presented in the brothel—the 
realm of business—and how her positional superiority not only fails to speak for her 
but also embarrasses her, and (2) how the ethos of ji is at work in dealing with an 
unusual client—the first wife of a client.   
 
I. Three First Wives 
In the brothels in HL, marriage is not always desired, instead, many courtesans want 
to open their own brothel such as the remarkable Huang Cuifeng. What Zhao Erbao 
does, stopping her business and borrowing money with her own credit to prepare the 
dowry and rejecting a client’s payment just because he promises to marry her, was 
against the morality of doing business in brothels. The ideal model is to become like 
one of these successful courtesans: Huang Cuifeng, who maintains a close 
relationship with more than one client who are devoted to her business; Shen 
Xiaohong, the prostitute who would rather continue her life as a prostitute and enjoy 
free access to public space than become a concubine of her client; and Tu Mingzhu, 
the old and rich courtesan who has prestige, assets, and respect from her clients 
despite her age. Therefore, although the idealised marriage (including the first wife 
of a lower-class or poorer man or the concubine of a prestigious man) remains 
desirable for some prostitutes, it is not necessarily the same case for everyone to 
marry someone and end the business. This is exactly the reason why there are 
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different versions of stories in relation to the imagery of the “first wife” in HL.  
 
1. Li Shufang 
Li Shufang is the remarkable woman whose role, as mentioned earlier, represents 
both the prostitute and the Goddess through her control over her client Tao Yufu. In 
their circumstances, Yufu, the client, is the one who insists to marry Shufang as his 
first wife in the first place. Yufu is from a wealthy family that is unlikely to accept a 
prostitute as their daughter-in-law. After his relatives furiously argue against the 
marriage, Yufu changes his mind and asks if Shufang wants to move out of the 
brothel and become his concubine. Shufang rejects this offer to be his concubine and 
keeps doing business so that she has not only Yufu as her client but also other “old 
clients,” who are now accompanied and entertained by her adopted sister, Li 
Yuanfang, after her sickness. As a courtesan, her business goes well even when she is 
sick. Moreover, she can execute power over Yufu’s socialisation in all brothels. The 
proposal that Yufu gave, in Shufang’s understanding, becomes nothing but a 
commitment of love since they can never get married. However, the dispute over the 
marriage by Yufu’s family eventually worsens Shufang’s illness.  
 
Shufang’s illness signals the sentiment that a prostitute should not yearn for a 
position monopolised by the respectable woman. On the other hand, her resistance to 
becoming a concubine sheds light on her yù subjectivity and the privilege of freedom 
as a prostitute. This delineates the contradiction, complexity, and continuity in terms 
of the roles that women play in the household and the brothel. Moreover, the fact that 
both Yufu’s family and being a concubine in a boudoir for Shufang are obstacles to a 
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desired life questions the given hierarchy between family and business in the brothel. 
In this sense, becoming part of the family is not necessarily a better choice in 
comparison with staying in the business as an outsider-woman. The ways women’s 
roles are decided according to their circumstances in various aspects also question 
the dualistic argument in contemporary debates on this subject matter that women are 
either free or forced into prostitution. Shufang is a not-quite-subject and an 
outsider-woman according to the moral device of the uterine family while she is a 
proud courtesan in a brothel. This desire of marrying a client as the first wife, which 
proved to be impossible, and of remaining a courtesan both complicate Shufang’s 
choices and consequences in life. Shufang, as such, suffers from the denial of the 
institution of family while enjoying the privileged freedom of being a courtesan.    
 
2. Zhao Erbao 
In previous sections I discussed the trajectories by which Zhao Erbao, a respectable 
woman from the countryside, becomes a courtesan; how she resists the given “fate” 
of a prostitute; and her “talking back” in response to her uncle’s humiliation of her 
“downfall.” In this part, I focus on the meaning and implications behind Erbao’s 
intention to become the first wife.  
 
The main subject in the fiction that Erbao is dealing with is the sense of shame and 
the resistance to it. As I have already mentioned, ever since Erbao was rebuked by 
her uncle as a “shameless hussy” when she dressed and behaved like a prostitute, 
Erbao bore the shame of her own relative looking down on her. Later, she becomes a 
prostitute. When the client Third Master Shi, who promises to marry her as the first 
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wife, appears and proposes the marriage after they spend some intimate time together, 
“she had set her mind on marrying him”21 (Han and Jiang 2018, 493). Feeling 
embarrassed by her rural background including her vulgar mother and spineless 
brother, Erbao carefully reminds them to behave properly so that she will not lose her 
face in front of the rich and respectable master. That is, Puzhai should not go to the 
master’s residence and cater to his needs otherwise “it’ll be so humiliating when he 
(Puzhai) becomes a brother-in-law”22 (Han and Jiang 2018, 343, parentheses mine). 
What Erbao is trying to avoid here is not unlike what Jaschok calls “corruptive 
influence” in relation to the bondmaids’ “polluting ‘baseness’” (Jaschok 1988, 67) 
with baseness here related to the elements representing the rural area, namely 
degradation, poverty, and barbarism. On the one hand, it is the degraded image of the 
countryside that Erbao and her family embody while, on the other hand, Erbao bears 
the sense of shame as a prostitute despite how often it is highlighted by the clients 
that she looks like a respectable woman (rénjiārén, 人家人). Therefore, to be the 
first wife, Erbao also retrieves her look as a respectable woman.  
 
On the day Third Master Shi leaves, Erbao “wakes extremely early. She performed 
her toilet in the centre room and dispensed with all makeup and jewellery. She then 
changed into clothes with subdued colours.”23 When the master wakes up, Erbao 
asks him “Do I look like a respectable woman?”24 (Han and Jiang 2018, 491). 
Moreover, Erbao rejects the master’s payment for his expenses in the brothel, saying: 
 
21 Translation by Eileen Chang (Han 2005, 502) 
22 Translation by Eileen Chang (Han 2005, 316) 
23 Translation by Eileen Chang (Han 2005, 451) 
24 Translation by Eileen Chang (ibid.) 
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“Since you regard me as a wife, I won’t regard myself as a prostitute”25 (你既視我
為妻,我亦不當自視為妓) (Han and Jiang 2018, 492). At this moment, Erbao has 
given up the business and devoted herself to her role as a respectable wife-to-be. 
Another reason Erbao is obsessed by the idea of marrying Third Master Shi as the 
first wife or concubine is that this is a way for her to redeem her reputation as a 
respectable woman again, especially in relation to her uncle’s opinions, as she says: 
…people in my home village have been bad-mouthing me. Now you say 
you're going to make me your wife, but these people won’t believe it; they’re 
laughing at me. If this falls through, the shame will be so great, I’ll have 
nowhere to hide.26 (Han and Jiang 2018, 490, emphasis mine) 
Erbao worries about being humiliated by her relatives if the marriage fails, given that 
it looks unlikely a wealthy official from a respectable family will marry a prostitute 
as the first wife. Unsurprisingly, Third Master Shi’s commitment never becomes real. 
Knowing it is unlikely, Erbao still rejects her fate as a prostitute who rarely becomes 
the first wife of a well-off family. She asserts the resistance through daydreaming 
about her marriage in the beginning and having a nightmare of the same wish in the 
end. 
 
After Erbao bitterly accepts the fact that Third Master Shi has married someone else 
and will never return to her, she reopens the business. The first client she entertains is 
another Third Master—Third Master Lai. Third Master Lai’s visit is to ridicule Erbao 
since, at the time, Erbao is known as one of the protagonists in the anecdote 
 
25 Translation by Eileen Chang with “Second Treature” replaced by “Zhao Erbao” and 




circulated in the brothel district named “Three First Wives.” More importantly, he is 
there to humiliate Erbao about her failed dream to become a first wife. The 
humiliation is manifested through the unpleasant and rude attitude when the client 
interacts with Erbao (he also sexually harasses her). Erbao becomes reluctant in 
entertaining him. Turning angry after he was ignored, Third Master Lai beats Erbao 
and destroys everything in the brothel.  
 
Feeling exhausted, Erbao falls asleep and has a dream. In the dream, she hears the 
news that Third Master Shi has returned to her. The servants tell Erbao that Third 
Master Shi is now a county prefect of Yangzhou and he is waiting for Erbao to “go 
there at once.” When Erbao eagerly goes downstairs she bumps into her neighbour 
Xiuying who comes to congratulate her. Knowing that Erbao is going to meet Third 
Master Shi, Xiuying says, “Third Young Master Shi died a long time ago. Didn’t you 
know that?” The novel ends with Erbao’s daydream-turned-nightmare: 
Zhao Erbao thought for a moment, and it seemed to her that Third Young 
Master Shi was indeed dead. She was just going to question the menservants 
when they turned into monsters and jumped at her. The fight made her shout 
with all her might. She woke up covered in a cold sweat, her heart 
palpitating.27 (Han and Jiang 2018, 574)      
 
II. The Shame of the First Wife 
In this part, I analyse the ways two prostitutes, namely Wei Xiaxian and Ma 
Guisheng, respond to the narrative in which Mrs. Yao, the wife of Yao Jichun, uses 
 
26 Translation by Eileen Chang (Han 2005, 450) 




her first-wife subjectivity to scold and examine their relationships with her husband. 
Wei Xiaxian, the higher-class courtesan, ridicules the narrative constructed by Mrs. 
Yao through humiliating her as a “married lady in a brothel” whereas Ma Guisheng, 
the lower-ranked prostitute, follows the ethos of ji and treats Mrs. Yao as her 
“client.” Through this, they both challenged and transformed the “positional 
superiority” (Ding 2015) embodied by the middle-class first wife.  
 
1. Wei Xiaxian 
In the Chapter titled “A Young Girl Overhears Things Said Behind Her Back, and a 
Jealous Wife Courts Insult in a Brothel,” Mrs. Yao, the wife of Yao Jichun, pays an 
uninvited visit to the courtesan house, intending to catch her husband and bring him 
home. Upon encountering Mrs. Yao’s arrogant questions about her husband’s 
whereabouts, “Stop playing fool! Second Young Master is my husband and you’ve 
cast a spell on him. Do you know who I am?”28 (Han and Jiang 2018, 209, emphasis 
mine), Wei Xiaxian, a courtesan in the brothel, replies with no shame: 
If you want to find your husband, you should look for him in your own house. 
Did you ever entrust him to our care, so as to give you the right to come and 
look for him here? This sing-song house has never sent someone to your 
residence to invite our client over, yet you’re here now in search of your 
husband; isn’t that a joke? We’re a house open for business; anybody who 
walks in is a client. What do we care whose husband he is? Is there a rule 
saying that if it’s your husband, we’re not allowed to see him? Let me put it 
to you straight: Second Young Master may be your husband at home, but 
when he is here, he’s our client. If you’re smart, you should keep a close eye 
on your husband. Why did you let him out to have fun in sing-song houses? 
 
28 Translation by Eileen Chang (Han 2005, 187) 
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When he’s already in a sing-song house, d’you think you can drag him out? 
Go and around; is there such a rule in these foreign settlements? It so happens 
that Second Young Master isn’t here, but even if he were, would you dare 
scold him or box his ears? You can bully your husband all you want, but be 
careful you don’t bully a client of ours. Second Young Master may be afraid 
of you, but we don’t know you, lady.29 (Han and Jiang 2018, 209-210, 
emphasis mine) 
It is the moral device that secures the superior position of “wife/mother” in the 
uterine family that entitles Mrs. Yao to ask the question “Do you know who I am?” It 
is also this device that grants Mrs. Yao the privilege to accuse the prostitute (the yinfu, 
the outsider woman, and the base object) who casts a spell on her husband with her 
evil superpower. Rather than taking the “shame” imposed through the first wife’s 
positional superiority, Wei Xiaxian eloquently talks back.  
 
First of all, she distinguishes business from family, brothel from household, as she 
stresses “We’re a house open for business; anybody who walks in is a client.” That is, 
anyone who is in the brothel has to obey the ethos of ji that doing business is 
Heavenly Principle. In this light, although the ethos of ji and the moral device of the 
uterine family are always in contest in relation to different narrative conditions, in 
the context of brothel, the courtesan, rather than the respectable wife/lady, is the 
subject. This echoes with what yù subjectivity calls attention to: the survival strategy 
and desire to live a decent life make no difference between an ordinary person and a 
sage, a courtesan and a goddess. Hence, Yao Jichun is and only is a client instead of 
someone’s husband in the courtesan house, as Xiaxian argues, “Second Young 
Master may be your husband at home, but when he is here, he’s our client,” and “You 
 
29 Translation by Eileen Chang (Han 2005, 187-188) 
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can bully your husband all you want, but be careful you don’t bully a client of ours.” 
The ethos of ji, therefore, serves the discursive power for Xiaxian to claim her 
subjectivity and ridicule the superiority Mrs. Yao represents as a first wife by 
dis-recognising her, “but we don’t know you, lady.”30 It is also implied here that the 
hierarchical structure of feeling (Ding 2002a) that Mrs. Yao’s narrative and position 
rely on can be overlooked by a courtesan in her realm of business. Furthermore, 
Xiaxian deploys exactly the same moral device discriminating prostitutes against 
Mrs. Yao, the respectable woman in a brothel:           
Now you’re a lady. Perhaps you're so bored with being a lady, you have come 
to a sing-song house to have some fun, too? It’s a pity we don’t have clients 
for a tea party just now. Otherwise, I’d tell them to hold you down and rape 
you. How would you face people back home then? Even if you sue us at the 
new yamen, sex in a sing-song house is nothing out of the ordinary.31 (Han 
and Jiang 2018, 210, emphasis mine)  
Home is where the moral device of the uterine family functions the best. Therefore, it 
is also where the feeling of shame is registered. If a respectable woman is raped in a 
brothel, not that she is ashamed here for “sex in a sing-song house is nothing out of 
the ordinary,” but she will be ashamed at home. After Mrs. Yao is humiliated by 
Xiaxian’s courtesan “talking back,” she is frightened and “started wailing and 
moaned and cursed in a muffled voice as she got into her sedan chair to go home”32 
at which Xiaxian ridicules her by concluding “A married lady coming to a sing-song 
house to drag a client off, well, she beats even the streetwalkers”33 (Han and Jiang 
2018, 210-211).  
 
30 Translation by Eileen Chang (Han 2005, 187-188) 
31 Translation by Eileen Chang (Han 2005, 188) 




2. Ma Guisheng 
After Mrs. Yao’s shameful encounter in Wei Xiaxian’s courtesan house, she orders 
Yao Jichun to not visit Xiaxian anymore. However, knowing that her husband’s 
business relies on drinking and dinner parties with other clients in the brothels, Mrs. 
Yao recommends another yaoer, the lower-ranked prostitute, Ma Guisheng, for her 
husband. In chapter 56, Yao Jichun is drunk and therefore forgets to obey Mrs. Yao’s 
rule of returning home before midnight, he sleeps overnight at Ma Guisheng’s yaoer 
house. In the morning, Guisheng receives a lunch call by Mrs. Yao, ignoring Jichun’s 
concern about his wife, she dresses up and departs for the restaurant.  
 
In HL, most clients understand that the lower-ranked prostitute like yaoer, given that 
their capability as a prostitute is less competitive than the courtesans in terms of 
appearance or talents, they are more willing to cater to the clients’ needs (bǐjiào bājié, 
比較巴結). In this light, Guisheng, a yaoer, deploys the same strategy that she used 
to cater to her clients’ needs to deal with Mrs. Yao’s possible jealousy after her 
overnight encounter with Jichun. The different reaction between the two prostitutes, 
Wei Xiaxian and Ma Guisheng, sheds light on their business as higher-class 
courtesan and lower-ranked prostitute. Courtesans in Shanghai brothels are popular 
and some of them are extremely rich so they do not have to cater to their clients’ 
needs as much as the lower-ranked prostitutes. What’s more, their clients have to, 
like what the guidebooks suggested, pay attention to details to ensure their 
courtesans always feel cherished (Hershatter 1997). Strategically speaking, the yaoer 
 
33 Translation by Eileen Chang (ibid.) 
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caters to the clients who seek cheaper service and more profitable enjoyment. As a 
yaoer, Guisheng treats Mrs. Yao not as a first wife who is giving her a lesson, but as 
a client who is here to be “entertained.”  
 
First of all, Guisheng provides details about last night for Mrs. Yao: how Jichun, the 
client, organised the dinner in the brothel with other guests; how he got drunk after 
the drinking party; how she and the senior maid both helped to put him in bed; and 
how he woke up this morning with surprise and annoyance since he is not supposed 
to stay overnight. Then, Guisheng listens to Mrs. Yao’s complaints about Wei 
Xiaxian; she tells Mrs. Yao about her “bitter fate” of becoming a prostitute; and, 
lastly, Guisheng proposes to sing songs for Mrs. Yao at which the latter is 
embarrassed and departs right away.  
 
The embarrassment of Mrs. Yao after Guisheng offered to entertain her via singing 
songs, a standard activity for cheering up clients in brothels in Shanghai (Zhu 2011), 
is registered through Mrs. Yao’s instant rejection. This is also a denial of Mrs. Yao’s 
identity as a respectable wife; she is merely another client of Guisheng. The ways 
Guisheng entertains Mrs. Yao as a client throughout the lunch are subtle and not until 
she offers to sing for Mrs. Yao that the latter realises she is treated indifferently as a 
client. This is the moment when Mrs. Yao detects the similar shame she encountered 
last time in the courtesan house, in this sense, she is either a streetwalker or a brothel 
client and none of these represent her as a respectable woman. Meanwhile, 
Guisheng’s yù subjectivity is apparent to the extent that she keeps Mrs. Yao satisfied 





The two chapters in Part I analyse historical texts, including academic writing, film, 
and literary representations, in order to build a different approach to desire. That is, 
instead of adopting the universalised discourse on gender equality that fails to pay 
attention to the historical formation of gendered subjectivity, I focus on the debate on 
women’s bodies, labour, and desires in the context of Chinese modernity. 
Furthermore, I highlight the debate on “yù” during the Ming dynasty in China 
discussed by Japanese scholar Mizoguchi Yūzō so as to draw on the social and 
economic background of desire.    
 
In Chapter 1, I traced the debate on women’s bodies and labour in the context of 
China and modernisation through academic works. In doing so, the discussion sheds 
light on how the formation of Chinese modernity has relied on the discourse in which 
women were distinguished as old and new, good and bad, prostitutes and the goddess. 
For example, in the abolition of footbinding, some women disobeyed the 
governmental verdict on foot liberation through running away from or binding their 
feet again after the unwanted “liberation.” In the early twentieth century, the 
revolutionary agenda on “new women” during the early Republic also waged an 
ideological war on women’s social roles, bodies, sexuality, and labour. During the 
late twentieth century, the “cold sex war” between the campaign of pro-sex work and 
anti-prostitution in Taiwan witnessed how the discourse about national boundaries, 
the cold war, and ideas in modern society, such as feminism, freedom, and gender 




In Chapter 2, I focus on building the discussion on “yù,” or desire in the context of 
China. With this, I further propose the term “yù subjectivity” through which I 
understand the conversations, strategies, and interactions between courtesans and 
clients in brothels in the late Qing novel Haishanghua liezhuan in relation to the 
social and economic conditions. As such, I propose the “ethos of ji” to delineate the 
ways the ethos of prostitution is conformed to by the courtesans in the brothel; in 
doing so, these courtesans are not ashamed of who they are and what they do, but can 
be ashamed for being a courtesan who has poor business. On the one hand, yù 
subjectivity reveals the subjectivity of being a respectable courtesan while, on the 
other hand, the ethos of ji sheds light on the conditions to be a respectable prostitute 
in the realm of business, or the brothels. Hence, I argue that there are two ideological 
spheres contesting with each other, the realm of family and the realm of business. 
Within the two realms, the understanding of shame and virtue varies. For example, 
the implied baseness and immorality in the question related to sex work given by 
feminist scholars and participants in women’s movements in late 1990s Taiwan of 
“why [given poverty and illiteracy] did you not choose street cleaning instead?’” 
(Ding 2002a, 463) become either meaningless or ridiculous_ according to the “ethos 
of ji,” which dictates that doing business is the only Heavenly Principle.   
 
Part II of the dissertation focuses on my observations through ethnography in erotic 
teahouses in Taipei. Through portraying everyday conversation, activities, and 
culture, such as “returning the table,” the spirit of sharing, and karaoke songs, I 
discuss what are “our voices and modern life” in contemporary Taiwan, a place 
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where these mainland Chinese hostesses and their Taiwanese clients meet and build 
intimate communities together. In Chapter 3 and 4, I pay attention not only to life 
under the influence of the history of war in East Asia, but also the ways the 
memories of colonialism and the cold war shaped our feelings and emotions. 
Through this dissertation, I ask (1) what “cross-strait relations” mean when the states 
impose political agendas at the expense of people from the two sides, and (2) what is 
the daily life of the same group of people like? For example, what songs do they 
choose to express their feelings?  
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OUR VOICES AND MODERN LIFE 
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CHAPTER 3 INTIMACY AND BUSINESS IN THE TEAHOUSE 
The FS (Flower Street, abbreviated) district in Taipei, Taiwan is crowded during 
weekends and holidays as the temples, historic buildings, and night markets provide 
the “traditional” flavour of a kind of Chinese culture promoted as part of the city’s 
project for foreign and local tourism. In 2019, the year I conducted fieldwork in FS 
district, I noticed how teahouses were broadcasted differently in the cultural 
imagination of the city’s tourist project. A few times, when I arrived at the MRT 
station next to this district, my attention was caught by the TV screens in the station 
that displayed both train information and an advertisement for Taipei City’s tourism. 
In this two-minute clip, Taipei City is portrayed as a place where traditional customs 
were cast as the cultural face of the modern city. Through juxtaposing a series of 
images—such as a man practicing Tai-chi and a man dancing freely on the street; 
rituals in a temple and a street view of busy traffic and high-rise buildings; street 
food and fine cafes; local food and international cuisine; and the protagonist, a 
French male, enjoying tea by himself in a high-class teahouse and him drinking beer 
with a group of friends—the clip broadcasts a very different city image compared to 
the erotic teahouses, karaokes, massage parlours, and drinking parlours across the 
narrow alleys in the same district. The two images portraying the teahouse in 
different contexts explore the international representation of the “art of tea” in which 
the cosmopolitan figure promotes tourism, while the actual place where people from 
all classes could go and socialise on a daily basis does not cater to the same image 
the authorities desire to promote in front of its global guests. The teahouse of the 
latter, which is where the fieldwork is conducted for this research, sheds light on the 
uncivil and barbaric history that the cultural representation of the modern “art of tea” 
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in the government marketing of tourism can be distinguished from. 
 
As I briefly mentioned in the introduction, the teahouse and the hostess were 
mobilised to facilitate the colonial enterprise such as the most important good, the 
sale of tea, during the Japanese colonial period (Shen 2009). A certain kind of 
Chineseness was imagined through the process of producing and marketing tea that 
includes the involvement of the colonised: the Chinese labourers in the plantation, 
the traditional Chinese leisure spaces, namely the teahouse, and the hostesses with 
their bound feet. Before the establishment of the Republic, the teahouse was a public 
place for people to conduct all sorts of personal affairs; for example, it serves as a 
comfortable and affordable place to take a nap or pass time, albeit the daily scenes of 
conflicts and fights also happened among the clients, including harassment by the 
local bandits (Wang 2003). There were teahouses for middle- and upper-class 
customers while poorer people frequented the teahouses in small alleys targeting 
“wheelbarrow pullers, sedan-chair carriers, and other working-class people who were 
struggling for their livelihood” for “between jobs, a teahouse is the only place for 
them to kill time and rest” (ibid., 168). 
 
Throughout the twentieth century, however, the meaning of the teahouse changed in 
tandem with the revolutionary pursuit of cleanliness, modern civility, and other 
constructions in gentrifying the cities in the modern nation. In the late twentieth 
century, after the economic reform and the lifting of the Martial Law in mainland 
China and Taiwan, the elites of both sides sought to revive the nation in accordance 
with the ways in which “China” and “Chinese culture” were imagined. For example, 
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the travel of the art of tea from Taiwan to mainland China in the 1980s projected the 
historical and cultural entanglement of Chinese traditions, Japanese aesthetics, and 
Taiwanese elements in the region (Zhang 2017). However, one of the elites in Taiwan 
and mainland China, who at the time promoted the art of tea as a way to portray their 
own idealised “China,” wanted to associate the cultural practices in the refined 
teahouse with erotic entertainment. The modern teahouses in Beijing, for example, 
distanced themselves deliberately from the practices of the old forms of teahouses in 
the late Qing dynasty. There are no longer opera performances, gambling parties, or 
mah-jong gatherings for the patrons of today’s Beijing teahouses (Zheng 2004). 
Instead, folk art is performed in these modern teahouses, catering to the tourists from 
Hong Kong, Taiwan or the West who want to experience the “old Beijing teahouse 
tradition” (ibid., 211).  
 
The erotic teahouses, with hostesses who provide entertainment and various kinds of 
services such as cooking for and massaging their clients, have an uncanny 
resemblance to the teahouses of the pre-modern era. Meanwhile, they also serve as 
spaces of intimacy, business, and daily life for the mainland Chinese hostesses and 
their Taiwanese clients. In this chapter, I discuss in detail how “business” is 
conducted in relation to the idea of intimacy by the hostesses through highlighting 
the culture of “return the table.” 
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Teahouse: The Erotic and Leisure Site 
The teahouse Golden Phoenix where I conducted fieldwork is located in FS district 
in Taipei, Taiwan. In FS district, the streets are rather old, judging from the 
deteriorated walls and faint words on the neon signs that are not very appealing in 
soliciting the passerby’s attention—or perhaps they do not need to do so. The local 
restaurants in FS district are known as “old shops” and the popular ones are usually 
full during dining hours. Many shops continue business based on their good 
reputations after decades of effort in running their business. For example, some 
furniture stores are without a facade and do not look like a store; the only way to 
make sure you can go in is the openness of the entrance (there is no wall nor door) 
and the furniture sets inside. Nonetheless, these shops have their regular customers.  
 
The Culture of Yìdàn in Taiwan 
What was the erotic and leisure space like during the late Qing and Japanese colonial 
periods in Taiwan? Near to the main harbour of Tamsui River in Taipei, FS district is 
one of the earliest developed districts in the port. The history of erotic teahouses in 
Taipei is in tandem with the history of leisure in this city. It can be traced from the 
development of prostitution in the trade port, institutionalisation during Japanese 
colonisation, and urban development after the 1980s. 
 
In the Qing dynasty, Taiwan was forced to open to Western merchants for trade 
through the ports on the island under imperial intervention by foreign powers. The 
trade and merchants brought commercial activities near the ports. Therefore, various 
entertainment and leisure spaces mushroomed to cater to the growing number of 
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fishermen and sailors. Close to the establishment of Fujian-Taiwan Province in 1887, 
the elite class including the officials and literati started to gather in Taiwan and their 
habits transformed Taiwan’s leisure space accordingly. For example, more drinking 
parlours (jiǔlóu, 酒樓) and brothels were opened to fulfil the literati’s refined taste 
(Chan 2017; Tseng 2011). In these sites, courtesans from Shanghai constituted the 
early image of sing-song girls who then were named “yìdàn” (藝旦) during the 
Japanese occupation (Chan 2017; Wu 2009). Yìdàn’s experience sheds light on the 
complexity of both Taiwan and mainland China’s past. Yìdàn not only inherited the 
culture of the courtesan in late Qing but was also influenced by the practice of geisha 
during the colonial period (Chan 2017).  
 
During the colonial period, to prevent the spread of venereal disease among the 
Japanese soldiers who frequented prostitution in the colony, the colonial government 
institutionalised “jiǎnfān” (check points, 檢番) in which the prostitutes not only paid 
part of their income as tax, but were also subjected to regular examination. (ibid.; Wu 
2009; Chang 2013). Throughout the colonial period, the appearance of the city and 
the leisure space changed accordingly. In the first two decades of the occupation, the 
newly established Japanese and Western “liàolǐdiàn” (料理店 ) or restaurants 
provided food, beverages, and entertainment such as drinking games and 
performances for their Western and Japanese clients, while the drinking parlours 
catered to Han Chinese literati and officials from mainland China with 
companionship and performances provided by courtesans (Tseng 2011).  
 
The development of the red-light district in Taipei was designed in accordance with 
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the projects of urbanisation and modernisation specifically during Japanese rule and, 
later, the Republic of China (2009). In the early twentieth century, the drinking 
parlours and Japanese and Western restaurants were replaced by commercial spaces 
such as dance halls, teahouses, cafes, bars, and other kinds of drinking places where 
“nugei” (waitress) sat with the clients to not only perform table service such as 
helping the clients order their food and cleaning the table, but also to create a 
romantic atmosphere through chatting with and cheering up the clients (ibid.; Liao 
2010). FS district, as one of the ports where the leisure space bourgeoned from the 
late Qing to the Japanese rule (1895-1945), is constructed with multiple facets due to 
the influences of mainland China, the West, and Japan. With the construction of rails 
and Taipei train station, the colonial government shifted the project of urban 
development towards the inland part of Taipei City while the ports were maintained 
as locations for red-light districts (Wu 2009).  
 
Under the influence of Western modernity in foreign settlements in Shanghai and 
elsewhere in China, more women worked as “nuzhaodai” (waitress, 女招待) in 
teahouses and restaurants in the early twentieth century (Chin 2006). A lot of clients 
were attracted by the ambiguous role that the waitresses played in the erotic cafes 
and bars in colonial Taiwan. They were sometimes a girlfriend, a female companion 
or a sex worker. As such, the erotic cafes and bars were so popular that commentators 
highlighted this period as “the time of waitress” (nugei shidai, 女給時代) (Liao 
2010, 72-73). As such, more working-class women were seen in the streets. 
Historical documents recorded scenes in which hostesses chatted in the street after 




The hostess who does business in today’s Taiwan still entertains her clients through 
chatting, singing karaoke songs, and providing erotic games in the teahouse and 
drinking parlours. Now I will illustrate the teahouses, the streets, and the district 
where the fieldwork of this research was conducted from 2018 to 2020. 
 
The Geography of the Leisure Site 
Various kinds of transactions are conducted implicitly and explicitly in the bustling 
area where FS district is located. FS district is the destination of many clients who 
are looking for some tender or familiar company. Areas of lively commercial 
activities surround the FS district. 
 
A Client, Brother Liao’s Daily Life in the FS District 
One early evening, as I was accompanying Brother Liao, a client I befriended in the 
teahouse, to place a bet on the underground lottery, I noticed how busy the area was 
as we passed through the temple. There was a mixture of businesses along the streets. 
Since taking a hostess out of her house is usually known as taking her on “a call,” the 
client should tip her for the time she spends. Without asking him to tip me, Brother 
Liao did his best to introduce me to the surrounding area such as a grocery where he 
finds cheap snacks that he sometimes buys for the tea parties he joins. He asked me 
to buy some snacks on our way back too and kept them with other food he prepared 
for his leisure evening in a big plastic bag.  
 
The streets, I noticed while waiting for Brother Liao to place his bet, looked 
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colourful because of all sorts of vendors and shops along them. There were, only to 
name a few: herb tea shops; many food vendors selling sweet potato, rice noodle, 
Chinese sweet soup, and Taiwanese cold noodles; a few vendors selling “home 
collections” such as used phones, clothes, electronics and appliances, presumably 
evicted from their household; and last, vendors who sell cheap antiques. Here I also 
found a coffee shop located in an old building at the corner. Later I knew that this is a 
well-known coffee shop chain opened in a historical building that has existed for 
nearly 100 years and used to be a courtesan house (yidan jian, 藝旦間) frequented 
by Chinese elites and literati during the Japanese colonial period, as recorded by 
local historical and cultural groups. The pattern carved onto the top of the pillars on 
the third floor shows its Western architecture aesthetics while the Chinese couplet 
decorating the door on the second floor manifests Han Chinese tradition. There is a 
balcony that extends from the door of the second floor where the yidan used to stay 
to enjoy the cool air on summer evenings while waiting for clients, it is said. Now 
the building is covered partly by the logo of the coffee chain and partly its air 
conditioner. The awkward combination of modern and traditional, as this coffee shop 
presents, sheds light on the coexistence of the historical face, on the one hand, and 
the commercial utility, on the other hand, of not only the building but also the district 
as a tourist spot. Moreover, the temples, parks, and night markets, like other 
downtown areas in different parts of Taiwan, contribute to facilitating both tourism 
and social activities in the everyday life of the local residents.  
 
After Brother Liao had placed his bet through the underground lottery bookmaker, he 
told me that he will come to visit me in the teahouse in 15 minutes, since he now had 
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to play video games in a store where many elders gather to play these games that cost 
only $0.3 (10 TWD) each time. “This is my life,” Brother Liao told me as we walked 
together, “every day after work I come here to play video games to relax my mind, 
and then I go for a cup of tea. Around 10 p.m., I go home.” When I asked if he likes 
this life, he asked me back, “Why not? Isn’t it good?” With the snacks and fruit he 
carefully purchased and carried, I knew he was going to spend another leisure day in 
the teahouse with his friends.   
 
Shopping with Xiaomei 
Xiaomei, the hostess I have been working with from 2015 when I first visited the 
teahouse, is in her sixties so when we hang out in this neighbourhood people take us 
as for mother and daughter, and Xiaomei would argue that “Yes, I can definitely give 
birth to her, my son is older than her!” (她我生得出來啦，我兒子比他還大咧). One 
winter evening before Lunar New Year, there was no business in the teahouse and 
Xiaomei suggested we go shopping. She wanted to ask another hostess, Lingling, to 
join us. Realising that Lingling was serving clients, we went by ourselves. This was 
the first time I went shopping with Xiaomei properly since last time we only went to 
a few cloth shops near the teahouse but did not stay long.  
 
This area is famous for its textile business as well. There are shops that sell clothing 
wholesale, so we walked across the streets and took a look in quite a few cloth shops. 
There are small shops where they provide simple but different kinds of knitwear and 
when I tried on a pale-blue cardigan, Xiaomei praised, “A lovely person makes 
everything look beautiful on her!” She tried a light-yellow knit pullover and decided 
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to buy it right away after she made a deal on the price with the shop-keeper. Then, 
she showed me the place where she bought her short skirt with a colourful 
geometrical pattern. After we both tried on a few skirts and found them not as 
appealing, Xiaomei randomly chatted with the shop-keeper and asked her for some 
water to drink. The shop-keeper seems to be rather well-acquainted with Xiaomei, 
judging from how they chatted with each other and how the skirt Xiaomei was 
wearing that day was bought in the shop. The shopkeeper gave me two paper cups 
and I returned to Xiaomei with the cups filled with drinking water.  
 
Later, we went to another shop where they sell coats made with chemical fibre and 
look elegant to wear while the price is not expensive. Xiaomei immediately 
appreciated a coat with a leopard pattern highlighted by the grey and white base 
colour. She tried the coat on and stood in front of the mirror checking the size and 
how it looks on her. She looked like a proud silver fox with snow on its shoulder. The 
length of the coat was above the knees and, with the interesting combination of 
leopard pattern and silver fox colour, the overall design was eye-catching and elegant. 
The price, which was $68 (TWD 2,000) to begin with, but Xiaomei bought it for 
only $58 (TWD 1,700) after Xiaomei bought it at bargain. Having previous 
experience as a cloth shop owner, Xiaomei was quite sensitive to the difference 
between the cost and the price of a piece of clothing so she knows how to bargain 
and made a deal that she and the shop-keeper were both happy about. “You need to 
allow people to earn $6.8 (TWD 200) at least,” she told me after we left the shop. 
The shop-keeper and Xiaomei both agreed that it was important to buy a new winter 
coat before Lunar New Year. Xiaomei directly wore her new coat as we left and 
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returned to the teahouse district. The journey led by Brother Liao and Xiaomei 
illustrate what this district is like and how people’s lives are integrated in it. 
 
The Teahouse District and Its Borderless Nature  
Walking along the streets of FS district, apart from the local restaurants and a few 
cafes targeting younger clients or older coffee lovers, there are cloth shops, beauty 
salons, and massage parlours that project the quality of business here. Different from 
other commercial areas where retail chains, big shopping malls and taller buildings 
occupy the street view, in FS district, especially close to where the erotic teahouses 
(chádiàn, 茶店) and small drinking parlours (yǐnjiǔ diàn, 飲酒店) are located, the 
buildings and shops cater mostly to elders, working-class people, and sometimes 
vagrants. However, the teahouse district also attracts, although not as regularly, 
younger guys, white-collar workers, and businessmen who need relaxation. From 
time to time, curious young couples visit the street with their hand held tightly—they 
usually pass through in a hurry, looking quite nervous but curious and excited, and 
yet not interested in any actual business. 
 
As I walk towards the erotic teahouses and drinking parlours, I notice more elders in 
the streets than younger ones under their thirties. After passing a small coffee shop 
where the three outdoor tables are occupied by clients aged between 50 and 60 who 
are either chatting with other clients or reading the newspaper while enjoying their 
coffee, I come upon another night market street where the vendors sprawl along the 
street to the other end. Things coexist without clear boundaries here. Tables and 
chairs extend the space of a coffee shop directly to the road in front of it—mingled 
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with nearby cooking equipment owned by the vendor—while passersby have to go 
across the barriers made by tables and chairs in order to reach the shops located in 
the arcade building. No one seems to feel disturbed by this chaotic street disposition. 
There are two vendors who sell pornography such as Japanese porn DVDs featuring 
different types of role playing and a few erotic magazines with a woman on the cover 
sending hints of temptation through her eyes, gestures, and nearly naked body. 
Usually two to three male customers aged between 50 and 70 stand by the stand 
filled with DVD collections searching for their desired items; I never saw any 
women at these vendors. There is a piece of paper that says “under age 18 is 
forbidden” with the number “18” slashed in a circle placed randomly above one of 
the DVD collections.  
 
1. Pimpstress, Streetwalker, and Hostess  
Near the pornography shop, streetwalkers and pimpstresses casually stand at the end 
of the street, waiting for possible business. When one encounters these women, she 
or he should realise that it is close to the most bustling erotic leisure space in FS 
district. The passionate glance projected by these women and the hospitality they 
show when interacting with potential clients are part of the business of this space. 
These women dress differently compared to other women over age 50, so I was told 
when I interviewed a clerk who works in a nearby telecoms retail. He told me his 
understanding of the teahouse district and the hostesses from mainland China, as 
many of them come to the telecom shop to register new phone numbers. When I 
asked him how the mainland Chinese hostesses are “different” from other women, he 
pointed to a woman across the street who was wearing a long t-shirt with a pair of 
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pedal pushers all in dark and brownish colours, and said, “that is how usual women 
in their sixties dress.” Moreover, from my observation, the working women in this 
district usually wear fitted tops, short jackets, short skirts or sexy shorts, stockings, 
and high heels or boots to highlight their body figure.  
 
Their ways of dressing and talking imply their roles as hostesses, streetwalkers, or 
pimpstresses. It is the aesthetics of their working outfit. For example, the short 
leather jackets or lined short coats they wear during the cold days accentuate the 
length of their legs and curvy bodies. Red is the most popular colour to wear here, 
followed by purple, orange, and yellow, and sometimes their tops are decorated with 
shiny beads and sequins. Xiaomei always says that black is the worst colour for 
women her age. Apart from these, some wear casual outfits like striped t-shirts or 
t-shirts with colourful flower patterns that bring a sense of lively charm. The 
feminine look is especially popular among hostesses and pimpstresses from mainland 
China. In comparison, Taiwanese hostesses prefer a casual and more comfortable 
look in which their bodies are covered by relatively loose t-shirts and long skirts, 
trousers or full-length jeans. Generally speaking, most of the hostesses have their 
eyebrows and sometimes eyeliner tattooed; a few of them wear makeup daily; and 
some wear fake eyelashes to lift their sagging eyelids. 
 
2. The Erotic Teahouses and Small Drinking Parlours 
Seeing pimpstresses who passionately solicit clients or just any male passerby who 
has no female company signals that one is not far from the erotic teahouses and small 
drinking parlours. Passing through the alleys where women await customers, one is 
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gradually surrounded by the sound from the stereos of karaoke rooms in each 
teahouse: old Minnanese and Mandarin songs sung by hostesses and clients. The 
pimpstresses, sounds, ambiance, and bustling environment where clients walk back 
and forth from one end of the street to another in search of their favourite hostesses 
constitute this leisure area and these people’s everyday lives. Similarly, the 
boundaries between each teahouse and drinking parlour, individuals, and different 
industry categories are blurred. Sometimes these sectors and individuals compete 
with each other in terms of business while other times they cooperate with each other. 
Here, even body boundaries are unclear. A random man can talk to a hostess standing 
by her working house to ask about the rule of business in the house just as a hostess 
can randomly approach any man who passes by and ask if he wants to drink some tea. 
There are no boundaries between strangers either. When I wear a fitted dress with a 
small handbag while walking in the area, it is easy to identify me as a hostess. Once, 
an old man who was waiting for his dinner at the outdoor table of a street vendor 
asked me which teahouse I work for. Another time, as I was wandering in the street 
while there was no business in the teahouse where I was conducting fieldwork, a 
vendor approached me trying to figure out my “price” and what service I provide. He 
said, “Hey Miss, do you do ‘that’ (an implicit way to say sex transaction)? How 
much?” In response, I told him that I help other hostesses serve tea in the teahouse. 
Probably feeling embarrassed, he told me that he was asking for his friend.  
 
Because of the unclear boundaries, people here are open to various kinds of 
connection. The street is mobile because connections are happening all the time. For 
example, there are street vendors who peddle home-made steamed sweet corn, pork 
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buns, and sauced fowl along the street whereas some of them directly peddle the 
food in the teahouses and drinking parlours. Once, I was sitting alone in the teahouse 
as there was no table for me to join. A lady who sold home-made steamed sweet corn 
entered the front door to peddle the corn in the teahouse, “Please, all you kind ladies, 
help me out. After I sell out these I can go home.” She drew everyone’s attention and 
the hostesses started to buy the sweet corn. A Taiwanese hostess bought some sweet 
corn and distributed them to the hostesses who were sitting at the same table as her. 
She was proud of her behaviour of helping the vendor go home earlier and, when she 
was going to pay, her client gave her the money. On another occasion, a client of 
Xiaomei did the same thing; he bought a lot of sauced fowl from an old lady who 
peddled through each teahouse in this area to help the lady’s petty business.  
 
The fluid and mobile nature of this leisure area allows everyone to connect with each 
other through patronising someone’s business. In this light, patronage is highlighted 
as a reciprocal process than profit-making. It is more about the exchange of face and 
favour than money and commodity, as we can see above. The ways people are 
connected are part of the business. By saying this I do not mean that the commodity 
is merely replaced by feelings or emotions. Rather, I stress that the satisfaction 
provided by patronising someone’s business is itself the meaning of “doing 
business.” It is the devotion of both the seller and the buyer that constructs the act. In 
other words, in this area, the morality of “doing business” is how the participants 
both actively engage in the process of giving and receiving not only money and 




Pěngcháng: The Business of Face and Favour 
“Pěngcháng,” or to patronise (peng, 捧) someone’s business (chang, 場), is the term 
that people in the erotic teahouses use in describing the patronage. For example, once, 
Xiaomei wanted to solicit an acquainted client who had hesitations in patronising the 
hostesses. Knowing that I have had no clients at all that afternoon, Xiaomei held the 
client’s arm and told him, “Why don’t you patronise (pěngcháng) our younger sister, 
she hasn’t earned even a cent today!” (來給我們妹妹捧場一下嘛，她今天一分錢都
還沒賺到). Encouraging him to patronise me, Xiaomei did not ask the client to pay 
for my service explicitly, instead, she asked the client to help me with my poor 
business. The reasons why Xiaomei passionately asked the client to patronise me 
were, firstly, it is unusual for a hostess to earn nothing all day since, in this case, the 
hostess wasted a day awaiting clients. Moreover, the hostess wasted her effort on 
putting on makeup, dressing up, and dealing with the traffic. In addition to that, 
Xiaomei earns more money if the client patronises both of us, thus Xiaomei gains 
opportunities to do business. 
 
All Hostesses Share the Same Fate  
This process stresses a shared fate among hostesses when “doing business” in the 
teahouse. Also, the client acknowledges how the business is shared by all hostesses. 
Very few businesses can be done by only one hostess. Therefore, the client is aware 
that if he patronises me, he patronises Xiaomei as well. Doing business on one’s own 
without cooperation with or helping the others is not welcomed here. Although some 
hostesses serve clients who want to patronise no one else but her, these clients are 
seen as “useless.” The hostesses treat these clients with little respect and, sometimes, 
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the hostesses scold the clients after they have paid and left. Good clients are aware of 
the necessity of patronising as many as he can. For example, if a client is holding a 
party with five hostesses around dining hours, both will ask each other about their 
dinner plan to see if they should prepare food for each other. Then, both of them will 
probably politely reject the offer. Finally, either the client or the hostess who is in 
charge of this table will eventually order some food for the sake of the other’s needs.  
 
One evening, I hosted a tea event in the teahouse through which I learned how the 
participants mobilised the concepts of favour (rénqíng, 人情) and face (miànzi, 面
子) throughout the interaction. Little Liu was the client who paid for the table and he 
allowed five hostesses to join, including me as the host. We ordered a sweet and sour 
fish despite no one expressing intentions to eat. We ordered the fish since we all 
thought others should eat something during dinner time. When Little Liu arrived, it 
was around 8 p.m. and most of us already had our dinner. When he asked us if we 
have had dinner we all replied that we had. Nevertheless, interpreting Little Liu’s 
question as “he wants to eat something,” Xiaomei asked him “What do you want to 
eat? We can order for you.” Meanwhile, Feifei recommended fish and Yingying 
rushed out to buy the fish, “I know a famous fish shop, I will order for you!” The 
client then said, “See how much it is, I will pay!”  
 
When the fish was ordered, the hostess Yingying had helped the business in the fish 
shop; the client had gained face for paying for the fish and cheering the hostesses up; 
and Xiaomei, similarly, arranged some food for us all to enjoy. When the dish was 
served, none of us wanted to eat first; all we did was to ask the client to eat while he 
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did the same. After a few minutes of excusing ourselves from eating the fish, Feifei 
finally took one big piece of fish and put it in Little Liu’s bowl. Later, the rest of us 
started to get our share and eat. In this process, no one pursued their own interest first, 
yet all of us had some fish and the shop owner who cooked the fish had earned 
income. The fulfilment during this process is not so much about the fish itself nor the 
money Little Liu had paid but the face and favour that are being exchanged.  
 
“Bànzhuō”: Hosting a Banquet 
Similar ideas are discussed in the study on “bànzhuō” (辦桌), the process of 
preparing and hosting a banquet, in Han society in Taiwan in the Qing dynasty 
(Tseng 2010). One function of bànzhuō I am highlighting here, as Tseng points out, 
is the way “social relations” (社會關係) and “reputation” (社會聲望) are built 
through the cooperation between the host and the guest. Tseng contextualises 
bànzhuō in the historical and geographical backdrop of Han society in Taiwan and 
argues that, as an immigrant society, bànzhuō plays a crucial role in constructing the 
collective feelings of members from different communities, such as the descendants 
of early immigrants from different origins in mainland China (ibid.). 
 
How was it accomplished through bànzhuō? First of all, to prepare a big banquet, the 
household in charge of it has to mobilise not only all family members, but also 
relatives and close friends to cooperate with the cook they hire. Secondly, through 
hosting the banquet, the family members expand their network through inviting 
guests. As such, hosting a banquet helps to concretise social relations between 
different but associated groups of people (ibid.). Thirdly, holding a banquet and 
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showing hospitality were seen as a way to help the host gain good reputation (ibid.). 
In comparison with the regular meal regular Han immigrant families in Taiwan have, 
such as rice cooked with sweet potato and water, the banquets usually contain large 
amounts of meat (ibid.). In preparing excessive food and drinks for the guests, the 
host shows hospitality. Moreover, reciprocity is highlighted when the banquet is for 
celebrating or mourning a person’s life events, such as a birthday or death. In these 
events, the guests are requested to bring gifts or money to appreciate the effort made 
by the host (ibid.).  
 
To sum up, the ways a banquet is held represent the reputation and the “face” of the 
host. In other words, the host gains valuable “face” when more guests join the 
banquet and more food was consumed. In this light, ordering a sweet and sour fish 
resembles the fulfilment of hospitality and the related social codes between the hosts 
and the guests. It is never just the food and drink. As we take social relations and the 
issues of “face” into consideration in the erotic teahouse, the fulfilment of hospitality 
and management of reputations, therefore, give rise to the desire of dining rituals 
among both the hostesses and the clients. Following the discussion on face and 
favour in the context of the interaction in the erotic teahouse, in the next section I 
will introduce the culture of “return the table” (huántái wénhuà, 還檯文化) that 
played a crucial role in the constitution of both intimate and business relationships 
between the hostesses and the clients.   
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Return the Table 
“If you don’t return the table, then don’t come to work.” (不還檯喔？那就不
要來上班了啦) — Interview with Boss Tian, client in the teahouse, 2020, 1 
Only in my fourth year doing participant observation in the teahouse I came to 
realise how the culture of “return the table” is practised in the teahouse. After 
Xiaomei and Pearl, who shared their table with me, realised that I did not know how 
to return the table to them, they both were disappointed in me. Their disappointment 
then gave me a shameful feeling that spurred me to learn how to return the table and 
return the favour. In the winter of 2019, when I visited the teahouse, I focused on my 
role as a business facilitator as well as a hostess. I dressed up like the hostesses, put 
on proper makeup, and wore contact lenses instead of glasses. Despite the 
embarrassment I felt since I am not sophisticated in soliciting the clients, I did my 
best to solicit them on the streets, I flirted with them, cheered them up, learned how 
to sing karaoke songs, danced when they sang, and facilitated a romantic atmosphere. 
Above all, I became acquainted with a few clients and they came to patronise me 
from time to time.  
 
Overall, I devoted myself to the business because I wanted to earn Xiaomei and 
Pearl’s respect back as a better hostess. I finally returned the table to whom I am in 
debt, and the glorious feeling of doing so helped me to understand that doing 
business in the erotic teahouses is a process of helping each other and sharing 





1. Table (Pronounced as Fān): Material and Spatial Basis of the Business. 
“Fān” (番) is a Japanese loanword in Taiwanese, referring to the “table” or “space” 
of the party in the context of drinking culture in Taiwan. “Table” is the central 
concept of a tea or wine party in the teahouses and the drinking parlours. A party 
where people drink tea instead of wine or beer is a “tea party,” which is named as 
just “fān,” symbolising that the general idea in the teahouses is to enjoy tea, unless 
the clients or the hostesses have other preferences. For instance, some of them only 
drink hot water while some wine. A tea party served with Gaoliang, one of the most 
popular liquor made in Taiwan, or beer is named as “jiǔ-fān” (wine table, 酒番). In 
the district where I conducted the field work, there are only fān and jiǔfān, and 
hostesses are distinguished according to their preferences in drinking. For instance, if 
a client intends to find company who will drink liquor with him and his guests during 
a party, he could ask the hostess “are you good at drinking?” (你會喝嗎？) or “do 
you do jiǔfān?” (你有在做酒番嗎？) in advance.  
 
There is always only one table in a party. All participants sit around the table to form 
a circle. If there is only one client, he sits at the centre of the circle. When there are 
many clients, each of them will be surrounded by two hostesses next to them. The 
size of the table is to fit all participants in a party. A small table could fit a small 
group of people, usually from two to six participants. A big round table contains a 
big group of people, presumably eight to twenty. All kinds of entertainment happen 
around the table, including drinking, gambling, chatting, flirting, dining, massaging, 
gaming, so on and so forth. Fan, or table, is the material and spatial basis of the 




2. Table (Pronounced as Tái): The State of Income and Business 
The number of tables is an indication of a hostess’s daily income, which is calculated 
as “tái” (table, 檯). More tái signifies better income and business. Everyone talks 
about the amount of tái in daily conversation. Clients talk about tái as they discuss 
what activities they join in the teahouses. Similarly, hostesses discuss with each other 
about how many tái they have to shed light on the state of her business. A client may 
ask a hostess “how many tái do you have so far?” to imply his interest in patronising 
her. Moreover, table fee (táifèi, 檯費) is the minimum fee when a hostess sits with a 
client while a tip (xiǎofèi, 小費) is extra to the minimum fee and a client can decide 
whether or not to tip a hostess and how much. Two of these together are how much a 
hostess is able to earn for serving a client.        
     
3. Zhuǎntái (轉檯): Hostess’s Mobility Between Tables  
A popular hostess can serve several tables simultaneously because she can circulate 
among different tables. When business is good, a hostess can serve three to five 
tables at the same time. If a hostess has more than one table at the same time, the 
clients all share the service time within one session (two to three hours) with other 
clients. Sometimes a client complains when the hostess spends relatively little time 
to provide service for him since she is too busy accompanying other clients. 
Otherwise, the client supports the hostess and feels happy for her as she is doing 
good business. If a hostess wants to show her respect to a client, she spends more 




All clients and hostesses in the teahouse follow the rule of zhuǎntái since it is how a 
hostess earns more by serving many tables at once. A client can ask before he decides 
to patronise someone if she is serving other tables. Knowing how many tables a 
hostess is serving, the client can predict how long the hostess can possibly stay at his 
table. More importantly, zhuǎntái provides the flexibility and mobility to the hostess 
so that she can share her table with her fellow sisters even if they have their own 
tables. Furthermore, zhuǎntái helps to facilitate better business through increasing 
the tables a hostess can serve at the same time.  
 
4. Aiyīxiàzi: Doing Business on Call  
The business is not confined to the teahouse a hostess works in. Rather, it follows the 
hostesses to different teahouses and drinking parlours. When the hostess provides 
service in other teahouses, it is known as āiyīxiàzi (literally means “lean for a short 
moment,” 挨一下子). In the novel HL that I discussed in Chapter 2, in a similar vein, 
the prostitutes go to places other than her own brothel such as restaurants or 
teahouses upon a client’s “call” (chūjú, 出局). However, doing business on call is 
never the best option for the prostitutes. Prostitutes make more income if they hold a 
wine party in their own brothel and, moreover, they gain face by keeping the 
business in their own brothel. In the contemporary erotic teahouses, a client usually 
asks a hostess to “āiyīxiàzi” if he is already having a party in a different teahouse 
with no intention to hold another one in the hostess’s teahouse.  
 
Calling a hostess to provide services in other teahouses, a client asks the hostess to 
join the session. After the session, the client pays her the minimum table fee and, 
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sometimes, an extra tip. Although the hostesses do not usually refuse this kind of 
invitation since it is quick income with less effort, one should limit her participation 
in such sessions so that the client knows the full service only comes with sessions in 
her own teahouse. When a hostess is called to do so, she sits with the client only 
twice in the regular three hours session, each lasting for only 15 to 20 minutes. After 
the two short sessions, she gets the table fee before returning to her own teahouse. 
After all, taking calls is just to “lean on the client for a short moment,” without good 
business nor fine reputation.  
 
5. To Share the Table 
In the discussion of bànzhuō, or holding a banquet, the host performs hospitality by 
satisfying the guests with excessive food. The more guests show up and enjoy the 
banquet, the more successful a banquet is, and the host gains good reputation and 
face. In a similar vein, a hostess who hosts a tea party under a client’s behalf can 
invite other hostesses to join the party, which is known as “sharing the table” with 
her fellow hostesses. When a hostess can persuade her client to consent to inviting 
more hostesses to join the session, it manifests her ability and reputation of doing 
good business. Although the size of a table is restricted, the hostesses do not have to 
remain in their seats all the time and one seat can afford more than one hostess. As 
such, the total number of hostesses at one table is not necessarily restricted by the 
number of the seats. Which means, sharing the table with other hostesses is made 
possible in relation to their mobility. Moreover, sharing the table allows the 
host-hostess to recruit more guest-hostesses to share the labour in entertaining the 
clients as they cooperate with each other. Each client receives more attention through 
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this arrangement too. This is why “sharing the table” is a popular practice in the 
teahouse: the labour is distributed and diluted while all the hostesses still get same 
the amount of tips and table fee.  
 
Lingling, Xiaomei, and Yuanyuan are three of the mainland Chinese hostesses in the 
teahouse who have good business. They seldom serve clients who do not allow them 
to share their tables with other hostesses. Méiyòngde (沒用的), or the “useless” ones, 
is how the hostesses mock the clients who do not conform to the rule of “sharing the 
table” behind their back. Although Lingling prefers to serve larger tables in which 
she can invite others to join, she still accepts the “useless” clients. When Lingling 
entertains the “useless” clients she does it quickly by giving the clients what they 
want, having them pay, and ending the session. Doing so, she earns some quick 
money without giving much time or labour.     
 
6. To Return the Table 
After one accepts the favour from the hostess who shares the table with her, she has 
to “return the table” as soon as she can. To the hostesses who practise these ethics 
strictly, they take notes to remind themselves of who they should “return the table.” 
Good hostesses usually return the table within two days. To those strict practitioners, 
when they cannot return the table within two days, they return what they had earned 
to the host-hostess. To return the table is a way to show one’s gratitude to those who 
once did her favour. When the host-hostess decides how many guest-hostesses she 
intends to include at the table, she has to negotiate with the clients. If the client 
rejects to pay all of them, the host-hostess, in some circumstances, pays the rest by 
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herself—which is known as “dàotiē” (倒貼), or to lose money.  
 
If a hostess who once accepted other’s help, however, fails to persuade her client to 
help her return the table, she is seen as problematic. One way of encouraging clients 
to help the hostesses to return the table would be to reject the business of the former 
who never patronises more hostesses. But how should one persuade a client to 
patronise other hostesses when he has no interest in them? Pearl taught me some 
strategies. Firstly, the hostess needs to be gentle when she expresses her wish to 
return the table in case the client rejects her. Secondly, the hostess can deploy the 
need of maintaining “face” in front of fellow hostesses to pressure the client. For 
example, as Pearl showed me, the hostess can say, “Big Brother, could you give me 
some face? You see, the only reason I could survive here is because of all the sisters. 
They had helped me out by sharing their table with me. If you don’t return the table 
for me, I will be so ashamed!” Through asking the client to patronise others who 
helped her, Pearl transforms money into “face.” When the client agrees to do so, 
Pearl earns face and good reputation because of the selfless behaviour. Being selfless 
justifies the hostess’s request: asking on other people’s behalf, the hostess should 
have no shame in requesting the client to pay more. If the client wants to impress the 
hostess he likes, he should not hesitate to agree with her request, otherwise he 
becomes the useless one by not preserving her face. 
 
What motivates the hostess to first share her table with others and then wait until the 
others return the table to her? Why do they not entertain their own clients and earn 
more tips from them instead? Pearl’s answer to the necessity of “returning the table” 
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was that it helps “do the business”: “I don’t have clients every day so I just ask them 
[to join the party]. If a client is here and he agrees to have seven to eight more 
hostesses under my behalf, these seven to eight hostesses are returning the table to 
me tomorrow. This is the only way to make money!” The more Pearl shares with her 
fellow hostesses the more they will be indebted to her and, therefore, the better the 
business. On average, a hostess can be a host-hostess three times a day and, for the 
rest of the day, she will rely on random clients and her fellow hostesses who share 
their tables with her or return the table to her. Through the process of sharing and 
returning each other’s tables, one can have around ten sessions a day. Her daily 
income of ten tables equals a minimum of $68 to $102 (TWD 2,000 to 3,000), 
depending on the kind of session she joins (enclosed rooms cost $10 per hostess; 
tables in the hall area cost $6.8 per hostess).  
 
7. The Useless Hostess 
When a hostess does not return the table, she will be seen as ungrateful and selfish. 
This shameful feeling urges every hostess to conform to the ethics of sharing the 
business, instead of doing only her business or accepting others’ favour without 
returning them. I explain the process of being a “useless” hostess when I could not 
return the table to the hostesses who helped me by addressing my experience of 
doing participant observation in Golden Phoenix.   
 
In contrast to the good hostess who is supported by her good patrons, there are also 
“useless” hostesses who have no good clients and “useless” clients who would not 
support the hostess in sharing the table. After I could not return Xiaomei’s table, I 
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became one of the useless hostesses and she stopped interacting with me for a while. 
Pearl, a Vietnamese hostess in Golden Phoenix who also befriended me, started to 
share her tables with me. However, I disappointed her again when I failed to 
convince a client to return the table for me. This was when Brother Gao came to 
patronise me. Since he did not accept my request to allow Pearl to sit with him, I 
noticed a kind of peer pressure from other hostesses and felt ashamed about my 
failure. I illustrated the feelings in the fieldnotes:  
I feel very unsettled while I eat this Vietnam-style French bread because Pearl 
now has no client and I am sitting with Brother Gao by myself. I tried again 
to ask Brother Gao to “give me a face” since I feel very guilty knowing that 
Pearl has no tables at the moment. I point to Pearl who just entered the front 
door and told Brother Gao that she is the Vietnamese hostess I am talking 
about. Brother Gao asks me why I became more acquainted with her. I 
answer him that when Xiaomei seldom interacts with me Pearl does me a 
favour by interacting with me. And when I have quarrels with some of the 
mainland hostesses, she also speaks up for me. I am trying to highlight the 
relationship between Pearl and I, hoping that Brother Gao will allow me to 
invite her to join the table. Nevertheless, he rejected my request. I notice that 
with no table to sit Pearl is about to leave so I chased her out, wanting to 
return the $3.4 (TWD 100) to Pearl for this was given by her client to me 
earlier at her request. Earlier that day, I stood outside in the evening with 
Pearl when her client delivered her dinner (her favourite Vietnam-style 
French bread). Out of kindness, Pearl asked this client “What about my 
younger sister? Why don’t you buy one for her?” Following Pearl’s 
instruction, the client gave me $3.4 so I can buy bread as well. I felt 
embarrassed and wanted to return the money while Pearl gave me a wink 
suggesting I use it for the dinner. Pearl rejected my money and drove the 
scooter home. (Fieldnotes, 2018, 8) 
Although most of the hostesses I know are aware of my role of doing observation for 
the sake of research in the teahouse, Xiaomei and Pearl would rather include me in 
their sessions so that I do not seem too bored doing nothing all day. For one thing, 
hostesses have more fun with their best friends at the same table. Still, they can help 
their fellow hostesses earn some tips. More importantly, being able to help others 
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gives the hostesses “face.” Being a “useless” hostess, I felt ashamed because not only 
could I not help Pearl or Xiaomei to earn more tips but I was also seen as a very 
selfish person, sitting with the client by myself. Through being more engaged in the 
business with the ambition of being a “good hostess,” I came to realise how 
reputation and “face” facilitate the business.  
 
Apart from the ideas about face, hospitality, and “doing business” as a group, the 
culture of “returning the table” also shapes how desire and pleasure are mobilised 
between the client and the hostess. In other words, a hostess may find the client 
desirable as he is willing to share and return the table for her, while a client may be 
attracted by the hostess because of her good reputation and generosity in sharing her 
wealth with others. Meanwhile, the guest-hostesses sometimes steal the good clients 
from the host-hostesses. Stealing others’ clients is seen as unethical and, yet, it 
happens all the time in the erotic teahouses. Hostesses have serious fights with each 
other over the issue of stealing or snatching clients. In the next section, I delineate 
how intimacy and business are entangled in relation to the culture of “returning the 
table” and the boundaries of “sharing” the resources.  
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Intimacy of the Business  
In this section, I delineate the risk of sharing a table with the hostesses and the ways 
it shapes the imagination of relationships in the context of the teahouse business. The 
enactment of a hostess-client relationship happens when a client sees someone he 
likes, he thereby invites her to sit with him, chats with her, and gets to know her. 
After three to four times sitting together, if the client is interested in developing their 
relationship to the next stage, he has to show his determination. In the erotic 
teahouses, the most acknowledged way to show one’s seriousness about the hostess 
is to help her share or return the table. Conversations such as “do you have to return 
the table here?” and “how many tables do you owe?” are the equivalent of romantic 
action. When the hostess is offered with his sponsorship of “returning the table,” she 
considers (1) if she is willing to devote to this hostess-client intimacy or not and, if 
she is, (2) how much effort he should make in return. For example, a hostess named 
Xiaoli once told us that she had sex with a client after he had “patronised all” for 35 
times in a row. Now I will begin with explaining “the fluidity of hostess-client 
intimacy,” then I will delineate the highest pride in the teahouse and drinking 
parlours: the practice of “quánpěng,” or to patronise all. Finally, I will shed light on 
the discussion on the boundaries of “sharing” the business through illuminating the 
circumstance in which a hostess “steals and snatches” others’ good clients.  
 
The Fluidity of Hostess-Client Intimacy 
What kind of intimacy does a hostess and a client build when the client’s patronage 
is to be shared instead of monopolised as in the realm of a monogamous relationship 
or marriage? Although the key feature of “returning the table” is about the spirit of 
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sharing, the hostess simultaneously risks losing her clients. Through sharing the table 
with other hostesses, the client is always approachable and the hostess-client 
relationship is never stable. It is known that the ambitious hostesses try to steal or 
snatch others’ clients. It shows “the fluidity” of hostess-client intimacy. It is not an 
enclosed relationship, but a relationship in which the resource is shared by the others. 
In other words, through sharing and returning the table, the intimate relationship 
between the hostess and the client is not exclusive but fluid and porous.   
 
In the discussion on the moral device of family and the realm of business, I argue 
that moral accusation towards the “outsider-woman” or yinfu, including the prostitute, 
the concubine, and the bondmaid, is merely a manifestation of how the moral device 
of uterine family works. The same accusation loses its legitimacy in the realm of 
business. In the realm of business, how a prostitute solicits and fleeces the clients in 
order to earn more money for the brothel is the only Heavenly Principle. Therefore, 
whether or not a hostess is respectable depends on her practice of returning the table. 
Sharing and returning the table, therefore, is the Heavenly Principle in the erotic 
teahouses. What framed the fear towards outsider-women in the realm of family 
similarly frames the host-hostess’s fear of being replaced by the ambitious 
guest-hostess in the context of doing business. This configures a race in which the 
guest-hostess competes with the host-hostess through providing extra services at a 
lower rate to the good client, intending to snatch him from her.  
 
Since the boundaries of the hostess-client relationship are unstable and fluid, it is 
difficult to protect her client-boyfriend from being stolen or snatched. As such, the 
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only thing a host-hostess can do is to morally condemn the invader. However, all the 
hostesses prioritise the morality of “doing business,” although sometimes reluctantly, 
they cooperate with each other when they have to. In other words, these hostesses are 
both each other’s economic enemy and business comrade. Only through cooperation 
and solidarity in fleecing the client, can these women survive better together, like the 
client A-Yan once said, “Hostesses belong to one community” (你們小姐是共同體). 
 
Quánpěng: To Patronise All 
Quánpěng (全捧) means patronising all hostesses in the teahouse. It is highly praised 
when a hostess is able to convince her client to do so. It sheds light on the aspect of 
solidarity in the teahouse because everyone will be benefited when one hostess is 
capable of doing this. In some drinking parlours, such as Floral Capital, each hostess 
requires her client to “patronise all” every time. Sometimes, according to Yezi, a 
hostess from Floral Capital, the host-hostess will pay extra money for or lend money 
to the client who cannot afford to patronise all. Through the rule of “patronising all,” 
hostesses can easily earn the table fee for more than ten tables a day, which provides 
a good income.   
 
Most of Yuanyuan’s clients and some of Xiaomei and Lingling’s clients patronise 
almost all hostesses in Golden Phoenix. Among them, Yuanyuan’s clients are the best 
patrons. It is not easy to have even one client who would patronise all for the hostess 
he likes, let alone have many of them to do so. How does Yuanyuan do this? Through 
my observation when I was in Golden Phoenix, Yuanyuan is the youngest hostess 
there and has a very good reputation in the area as a generous and selfless hostess. 
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She always shares her table with more than ten hostesses in the teahouse. I did not 
get to interact much with Yuanyuan since she is always doing business, but I had 
chances to sit at the same table as her. Yuanyuan’s strategy, not many hostesses could 
do the same, is to be the one who puts other people’s wants before her own. For 
example, we joined a karaoke session hosted by Lingling once and, after a few 
rounds of drinking, the client was almost drunk and started to tip all of the hostesses 
in the room. Lingling sang a song and Yuanyuan tried to make the client tip Lingling 
$17 (TWD 500). The client tipped only $3.4 (TWD 100) after Lingling’s 
performance. Yuanyuan pulled out $17 from her own purse and put it on top of the 
$3.4 from the client, then she said to the client, “I tipped her $17 (TWD 500), so now 
it’s your turn. You should tip no less than me!” With Yuanyuan’s challenge, the client 
could do nothing but tip Lingling another $17. What’s more, after the session, when 
Lingling intended to return the $17 to Yuanyuan as it was a show for encouraging the 
client to tip more, the latter refused, “If I give money to someone, I won’t take it 
back so you better keep it.”  
 
Pearl has similar observations about Yuanyuan, she told me that Yuanyuan is very 
good at “zuòrén” (做人 ), or maintaining good personhood, referring to her 
sophistication of interpersonal skills and virtue of selflessness: 
Yuanyuan is very good (hěnlìhài, 很厲害). She is good at zuòrén (做人). 
That’s why the clients come to visit her. Because when she sits at the table, 
she will, well, buy a bottle of beer and gift it to the client. Moreover, she buys 
fruit for the clients to eat. Even though she could lose money, she still spends 
[for the clients]. The clients feel guilty so that’s why they come to see her. 
Yuanyuan is very good, she knows how to make the clients like her. I know 
because I work there too. She buys a medium size of Gaoliang (Taiwanese 
liquor) that costs her $17 (TWD 500) while she only earns $10 (TWD 300) 
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[for the table fee]. [She] treats the clients. Despite losing money, she still 
treats the client. Therefore, the client says, “This hostess is not bad, [I will] 
come to see her still.” (Phone interview with Pearl, 2020, 2) 
Pearl also commented that though Yuanyuan is relatively young (she is in her forties 
while most of her clients are in their eighties) and pretty with a curvy body, the key 
to her success of recruiting good clients is how she behaves when she serves the 
table: being selfless. Being selfless, Yuanyuan prioritises other’s needs instead of 
hers. For example, despite earning only $10, she spends $17 to buy Gaoliang for the 
clients. She also spent her own money to encourage the client to tip Lingling more. 
Another time, to cheer up the clients, she challenged one client to drink a 500 ml 
glass of liquor mixed with Gaoliang (58% alcohol) and water. After Yuanyuan drank 
the whole glass of liquor, the client had to do the same. Everyone in the room was 
excited by the drinking challenge.  
 
Yuanyuan’s personality is strong; she is never polite or gentle, but decisive and 
compelling when she interacts with the clients. She acts with no hesitation nor 
embarrassment. This is what makes Yuanyuan a respectable hostess recognised by 
most people in the teahouses. As Pearl puts it, “It is always Yuanyuan’s clients who 
call the most hostesses, at least ten to fifteen, usually more than ten [hostesses].” Not 
every hostess could have done what Yuanyuan had done, so some of them look for 
different means to gain better business, such as stealing others’ good clients, 
especially the rich and generous ones.  
 
The Quarrels  
Who Can Be Invited? 
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Baobei, a hostess I met when I went on a call, complained to me about her cousin 
who had a serious fight with her. This fight urged her to leave the drinking parlour 
where they used to work together and came to work at Honey, her current drinking 
parlour where I met her. What they argued about was related to the practice of 
“sharing the table.” Baobei excluded a hostess who is her cousin’s “bestie” (hǎo 
jiěmèi, 好姐妹) from a session she hosted: 
In our house you have to patronise ten [hostesses] (pěng shígè, 捧十個). It 
would have been easier if my client came and was willing to patronise all—I 
wouldn’t have to pick [which hostess to join]. However, my client was not 
that rich and I had to pick ten [hostesses]. I took a look and picked [ten]. 
When the hostesses entered [the karaoke room], my cousin was angry 
because she couldn’t find her friend. [She] asked me why I didn’t include her 
friend. I told her that you are acquainted with her, but I am not. It is fair for 
me to invite you, why would I invite her? Besides, she changes her bestie all 
the time. Last time she was close to that one, then they were no longer close, 
so she changed to this one. What is this to do with me? (Participant 
observation, Baobei, 2018, 7) 
It is the imagination of the collective that mobilises these hostesses to have a strong 
sense of commitment towards her close friends. It is easier when a client is able to 
“patronise all” so that she does not worry about including someone and excluding the 
others as everyone can join. However, when the number of hostesses is limited, she 
has to judge who has given her more favour and who is better connected with her. 
Usually, in the erotic teahouses, a “cousin” plays an essential role among the 
mainland Chinese hostesses. With a cousin who already resides in Taiwan, one can 
apply for a visa to visit her relatives and stay for three months. Moreover, a cousin is 
closer than other fellow villagers. When a hostess intends to invite another hostess to 
her table, she can mobilise their relationship as “cousins” in order to convince the 
client. To sum up, if a hostess has a cousin in the same house, she seldom excludes 
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her from her invitation list. However, a cousin’s friend would be a problem. To 
Baobei, when the number of hostesses that she could invite was restricted, she had to 
be selective. The priority usually follows the rule of “returning the table” in which 
the ones who have helped her will be included first. Therefore, she invited hostesses 
based on her own connections rather than that of her cousin.  
 
Who is the Host-Hostess? 
Another kind of quarrel that happens all the time in the erotic teahouses is that 
sometimes it is difficult to tell who the host-hostess is when a client knows most of 
the hostesses in a teahouse. Under this circumstance, the hostesses will fight with 
each other over the power of being a host-hostess. When I started to pursue my own 
clients, I realised the importance of being the “host-hostess.” Being a host-hostess is 
appealing since she can choose anyone to be her guest-hostesses. Doing so, the 
host-hostess earns a good reputation and face. Moreover, she is seen as selfless and 
altruistic. All these make hostesses fight for their right to be a host-hostess. Here I 
depict an incident that happened between me and Lingling, when both of us thought 
we were the host-hostess. 
 
One evening, I met a client called Little Liu who came to visit me once five days ago. 
I bumped into him on the street, so I asked him to take a rest and have some tea in 
Golden Phoenix. He followed me to the teahouse. Little Liu is a client who lingers in 
the teahouse district every day until he gets drunk enough to go home. Every hostess 
knows him quite well. When we arrived at the teahouse, a hostess Xiaoai approached 
Little Liu, trying to earn herself some table fee by sitting with him. Most hostesses 
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know that Little Liu is very kind and indecisive, so he does not reject their 
requirements. The hostesses sometimes leverage that and squeeze as many hostesses 
as they can in Little Liu’s session. To avoid this, since I have promised Little Liu that 
I am going to invite only three hostesses to our table, I settle Little Liu in a middle 
room to avoid unnecessary contact with other hostesses. 
 
I was about to call Lingling to join the session since she always asks me to do 
business with her. Lingling is very efficient in soliciting clients. If she finds that the 
client is more interested in younger women, she asks me to be the “younger one.” 
Under Lingling’s passionate solicitation, the clients usually patronise us for a session. 
Therefore, I always include Lingling in the sessions I host. Before I could even call 
Lingling, she already showed up in the hallway, coming from another room she was 
serving. She greeted me and then directly walked into the room where I just settled 
Little Liu with Xiaoai. I realised that Lingling had taken my role as the 
“host-hostess” and appointed Xiaoai as one of the guest-hostesses. I was upset but 
couldn’t do anything. Lingling ignored my objection about her being the host-hostess 
and insisted that Little Liu was there because he “promised” to do so a few days ago. 
Our quarrel was then settled by Xiaomei, the oldest hostess among us. 
 
I invited Xiaomei to join the session where two hostesses thought they were the 
host-hostess, me and Lingling. Twenty minutes later, Xiaomei arrived. Learning 
about the confusion of “who is the real host-hostess,” Xiaomei acted as a negotiator 
and arbitrator. After explaining the situation in front of the client and other hostesses 
in the room, Xiaomei asked the client if it was Xiaobai (my name in the teahouse) 
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who brought him here today. The client acknowledged that I should be the 
host-hostess of this session. Xiaomei successfully settled this dispute. At the end of 
this party, Little Liu asked me to “get the bill,” a task that belongs only to the 
“host-hostess.” He gave me money for the total expense including each hostess’s 
table fee. After I paid the bill, I returned to the room and distributed the table fee, 
completing the role of the “host-hostess.” Distributing the table fee to the 
guest-hostesses is a crucial role a host-hostess plays in this party. Although the 
money is from the client, she is the one who has the power to decide who receives 
the money. Upon receiving their table fee from the host-hostess, the guest-hostesses 
appreciate the host for sharing her table (also her wealth) with them. Through 
constantly repeating the act of distributing money that the hostesses collect from the 
clients’ pockets, I think of the revolutionary motto by the Communist Party of China 
that Xiaomei sometimes chants with passionate tone and hand gestures, “Overthrow 
the local despots and distribute land! Distribute land! Distribute land!” The client 
may not be a local despot or landlord, but the hostesses for sure are here to 
“distribute” his wealth.     
 
Quarrels and disputes are common in the erotic teahouses. After the quarrel with 
Lingling, I stayed at home to try and make progress of taking fieldnotes for another 
two days. One evening, Xiaomei called me to ask if I am going to the teahouse. 
Learning that I am staying home, she started her complaint. Earlier, Little Liu went 
to the teahouse again and, since he could not find me, he asked Xiaomei to host a 
party for him instead. Xiaomei then asked Min-er to accompany him to the karaoke 
box first. Min-er snatched Little Liu and too the power as the host-hostess. Min-er 
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invited another hostess without Xiaomei’s consent. Xiaomei called me just so she 
could complain about the incident to me. However, when we are in the teahouse, as 
the business goes, we will cooperate with each other again no matter how many 
times we are annoyed with each other. The competition for host-hostess happens 
when the client is not in a relationship with a hostess, as in the case of Little Liu. 
When a hostess snatches someone’s client-boyfriend, the conflict escalates.   
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Dàodǐngei: The Client-Boyfriend 
When a hostess builds a long-term relationship with a client, he becomes her 
“dào-dǐng-ei” (相處的  or 一起的 , Minnanese pronunciation) or companion. 
Dào-dǐng, a term in Taiwanese Southern Min, means to do things together and, in 
some circumstances, comradeship. Dàodǐngei, on the other hand, refers to the person 
who does things together with another. Dàodǐngei can be used to describe a partner 
in a non-marital or extra-marital relationship. Since dàodǐngei merely describes 
people who “do things together,” it often appears when a person wants to avoid 
having the relationship be regarded in legal, monogamous, and romantic terms. 
However, this term suggests sexual intimacy in the relationship, as hinted by “doing 
things together.”  
 
In the context of the erotic teahouses, dàodǐngei is a combination of a client and a 
boyfriend. A dàodǐngei provides resources for her business. He is either very 
generous and rich or widely connected to potential clients who are rich. Dàodǐngei is 
the facilitator of her business or her biggest patron. The hostess pays respect to her 
dàodǐngei if he can take care of her business well. By highlighting the dàodǐngei’s 
role as business facilitator or as the biggest patron himself, I do not mean that there is 
no admiration or anything romantic in this hostess-client relationship. On the 
contrary, dàodǐngei is both a client and a boyfriend. When other hostesses try to lure 
someone’s client-boyfriend, jealousy causes serious confrontations among all parties 
(the client, the hostess-girlfriend, and the other hostess as the third person).   
 
For most hostesses I know, if they have a dàodǐngei, it is also monogamous. While 
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the hostess may secretly have sexual liaisons with other good clients, she claims only 
one client as dàodǐngei. This depicts the responsibility a dàodǐngei affords: he has to 
play the role of both the client and the boyfriend and, if he cannot do anything to 
help the business or fulfil his role to maintain their long-term relationship, he will not 
be qualified as a dàodǐngei but only a good client. Therefore, the existence of a 
dàodǐngei is the source of good business. Brother Gao describes how a dàodǐngei is 
different from a usual client through another client’s experience.  
 
The client has been joining his friends’ tea sessions as a guest-client (when clients 
share their table with each other, similar to the hostess, the host-client is in charge of 
designating the host-hostess and paying the cleaning fee to the shop owner while the 
guest-clients pay for the hostesses who sit with them) in two teahouses. In teahouse 
A, the hostess cooked for him but in teahouse B, no one cooks for him. He 
complained to Brother Gao about the hostess in teahouse B whom he never visited 
again. However, when Brother Gao had a chance to talk to the hostess in teahouse B, 
knowing that Brother Gao is a friend of the client, she mentioned the change of their 
interaction and tried to clarify. Brother Gao told me that, according to the hostess, the 
reason why the hostess in teahouse A cooked for them is because of a client whose 
hostess-girlfriend was in teahouse A. The client shared the table with the one who 
complained, and the former’s girlfriend cooked for them. Which means, in teahouse 
A, the client benefited from his friend’s special treatment provided by his 
hostess-girlfriend. However, without a certain relationship and “privilege,” no one 
provided any special service to them in teahouse B. Brother Gao refers to the 
sarcastic remark by the hostess in teahouse B, “Have you lost your mind? How much 
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do I earn by sitting with you? Two to three hundred [Taiwanese dollars only]! Why 
would I cook for you?” Then Brother Gao made his own point: 
No wonder. They (the hostesses) only earn two to three hundred dollars so 
who do you think you are? Am I right? You are not my dàodǐngei, if you were, 
I’d have cooked a lot of fish and meat for you every day and felt it is never 
enough. [Do you think] it is easy to be a dàodǐngei? You have to spend 
money! If you spend money, not a problem, I will cook for you. This guy, he 
only sees what is on the surface. (Interview with Brother Gao, 2019, 1) 
Pointing out that the client only sees things “on the surface,” in Brother Gao’s 
opinion, what the client failed to see is how much it costs to be a dàodǐngei. This 
sheds light on the special position that a dàodǐngei occupies in the hostess-client 
relationship. Unlike the regular clients who spend two to three hundred dollars to tip 
the hostess, a dàodǐngei has to “spend money” in a different way. This suggests the 
key role a dàodǐngei plays as either the business facilitator or the biggest patron in a 
long-term relationship.  
 
Dàodǐngei: The Business Facilitator 
Little Huang, Lingling’s dàodǐngei, acts as Lingling’s business facilitator through 
introducing rich friends from his personal network who are interested in drinking and 
entertainment. Little Huang is a short and small man in his early sixties, earning him 
the “shorty” from the hostesses behind his back. Lingling is one of the most popular 
hostesses in the teahouse whose business is usually good. Little Huang is diligent and 
devoted to Lingling’s business. He always invites friends to hold a tea or wine 
session in Golden Phoenix and has Lingling as the host-hostess so that she can share 
the business with many hostesses. When Little Huang invites friends who are rich, he 
and Lingling work together in providing the best service to these clients. The client 
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will be given the best seat at the table and, moreover, Lingling introduces the best 
hostess she can find to cheer him up. These clients, thus, became an important source 
of Lingling’s business. As a facilitator, Little Huang always tries to help Lingling and 
the hostesses to “fleece” his friends. To do so, he also caters to their needs, 
sometimes doing most things a hostess would do, apart from flirting and other 
sexual-related activities. He drinks with them and sings the first song with a hostess 
to warm up the audience. Furthermore, he cooperates with Lingling and other 
hostesses to make his friends patronise more. 
 
Little Huang is Lingling’s only dàodǐngei that I know of since I started doing field 
work in 2018 and I have joined four sessions that were arranged with his help. When 
Little Huang’s friends request for someone “younger” in the session, Lingling will 
persuade me to join. When a dàodǐngei introduces his friends to his hostess-lover, he 
is risking being replaced if the hostess finds someone better for her business. 
Although not many hostesses in the erotic houses replace the dàodǐngei if they are 
doing their job, there are cases where the hostess manages to get the client’s contact 
without her dàodǐngei’s help and she hereafter interacts with the client in her own 
terms. For example, Brother Shi, a client introduced to Lingling by Little Huang, 
later became Lingling’s client. A while after one session in which Brother Shi was 
the major client who patronised all hostesses, he came to this area by himself again 
to look for Lingling. Since he was introduced by Little Huang, he couldn’t locate 
Lingling by himself. He was then caught by Xiaomei in the street when he was 
wandering around looking for possible encounters. Recognising him as the client of 
Lingling, Xiaomei approached and asked for his phone number. Xiaomei gave his 
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number to Lingling so that Lingling could invite him to visit her without Little 
Huang’s help.  
 
Why did Lingling not just ask Little Huang for Brother Shi’s contact? Because it 
preserves no “face” for Little Huang if Lingling shows her interest in other clients in 
front of him. After all, being a dàodǐngei, Little Huang is not only a client but also a 
boyfriend; even if it is for the business, it is still important to maintain his “face.” In 
other words, the ways Lingling gets in touch with the clients without Little Huang’s 
involvement manifest the imagination about intimacy in a hostess-client relationship. 
Without Xiaomei’s help, Lingling’s liaison with Brother Shi would not happen so 
easily. In return, when Brother Shi finally came to visit Lingling, she invited 
Xiaomei to join the table in order to appreciate her selfless behaviour (Xiaomei could 
have stolen Brother Shi from Lingling since she found him in the street by herself, 
but she did not). Again, this emphasises the importance of cooperation between 
hostesses in this business. The essential role a dàodǐngei plays in the business 
contributes to irreconcilable conflicts that arise when a hostess steals someone’s 
dàodǐngei. By saying steal, I mean when another hostess, knowing the client is in a 
relationship with a hostess, still has sex with him. This causes, sometimes, the 
termination of the hostess-client relationship and the partnership between two 
hostesses.  
 
Hostesses always fight and make peace with each other when they do business 
together. Usually, they fight over money, such as the miscalculation of tip or table fee 
so someone was not paid what she deserves. However, according to Lingling, she 
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had never forgiven Min-er after the latter had sex with the former’s dàodǐngei six 
years before. Lingling once vented her anger about Min-er on a client who, not 
knowing the old quarrel between the two, invited Min-er to join a session hosted by 
Lingling. That was an insignificant and short tea session in the hall area.  
 
That afternoon, Lingling solicited two clients in the streets through promoting me as 
the younger hostess. The client agreed with her request to hold a tea session. At the 
table was Lingling, Xiaomei, and I with the two clients. One of the clients 
surprisingly found that Min-er, the best friend of his former hostess-lover, was 
working here as well. Due to their old friendship, he invited Min-er to join the table 
without Lingling’s permission. Although reluctant, Lingling did not stop Min-er from 
sitting with us. However, when Min-er left our table, Lingling scolded the client by 
saying, “I don’t interact with her. Brother Chen, I am the host-hostess of this table, I 
would not allow her to join us if it were not for you!”  
 
After this party, Lingling told me why she was offended when Min-er joined our 
session. “Do you know? She snatched my client! That was my dàodǐngei who came 
to spend ten thousand dollars each time. [What she did] is rob my money! You 
wouldn’t want to interact with people like her. [Someone who] snatched another’s 
[client]. Just like Qiqi, who snatched Xiaoli’s client (also Xiaoli’s dàodǐngei) and 
fucked him.” Lingling continued, “This is about a hostess’s morality—you can’t fuck 
another’s client! …It is normal that we always fight with each other, but for what she 
did, I will not forgive her.” In Lingling’s narrative, both Min-er and Qiqi are the 
licentious hostesses who snatch others’ clients. The outsider-woman, in this context, 
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refers to someone who puts others’ relationship and business in jeopardy, and 
therefore are morally condemned by the hostess-girlfriend.  
 
Friendship: Hostess-Client Relationship 
It is not uncommon that the clients support the hostesses unconditionally in the erotic 
teahouse. By saying unconditionally, I mean that the clients do not necessarily ask 
for anything in return for the favour they give the hostesses. Sometimes they do so 
because the hostess once helped him, they had a former relationship, or they are 
close friends. The relationship between a client and a hostess is usually reciprocal 
even though the effort may not be the same. This sheds light on friendship between a 
hostess and a client. Moreover, friendship between a hostess and a client highlights 
the importance of perceiving the business as exchanging favour and face, instead of 
just money and products. 
 
Recent research on contemporary sex work challenges the dichotomy between 
relational and recreational perspectives about sex and intimacy (Bernstein 2007; 
Constable 2009; Hoang 2011). In doing so, these research studies shed light on the 
blurry boundaries between intimate relationships and transactions. For example, 
Bernstein coins “bounded authenticity” (2007, 6) in delineating how intimate 
feelings are not exclusive from the exchange of physical pleasure in the context of 
the West. Hoang complicated the relations between intimacy and market economy 
into economic, relational, and intimate exchange in accordance with the different 
economic and social backgrounds of the sex workers in Ho Chi Minh City (2011). In 
my observations in the erotic teahouses, not only does the idea of “exchange” not 
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explain the interaction between the hostess and the client, but also intimacy alone 
fails to grasp the hostess-client relationship. This can be perceived through the 
multiple roles the clients play. First of all, a client is a dàodǐngei, or a 
client-boyfriend, as already discussed. Secondly, in the friendship between a hostess 
and a client, the clients are regarded as “best friend” (hǎo péngyǒu, 好朋友) and 
“buddy” (xiōngdì 兄弟 or gēmén 哥們). Thirdly, the “useless” clients are those 
who do not get much attention from the hostesses.   
 
Little Liang, a client of Xiaomei, is seen as one of her “best friends.” Comradeship 
and friendship best depict their hostess-client relationship. Below I depict Little 
Liang and Xiaomei’s interaction before Lunar New Year: 
Today, Xiaomei called me because Little Liang is going to visit her in the 
afternoon, and she wanted me to sit with him. He was chatting with a few 
hostesses at the door when I arrived at the teahouse. We both felt quite happy 
reuniting with each other after half a year since the last time we met. I held 
his hand as we walked back to his table in the teahouse lobby. It was the 
second table near the shrine. The only hostess who was sitting there by 
herself left the table when she saw us walking towards the table to spare the 
seats for us. After we sat at our table we chatted about my study and what I 
will do after graduation, just like how I chat with my friends. Three 
Taiwanese hostesses and a mainland hostess joined us. I learned only later 
that Little Liang asked Xiaomei to invite all the hostesses who had no 
business at the moment to join the party. In two hours, Little Liang spent 
$170 (TWD 5,000) for the 16 hostesses. Xiaomei asked me to bring Little 
Liang to her massage parlour for early dinner while she goes back first to 
prepare the food. 
During our chat, I asked about Little Liang’s recent job state. He responded 
that he has changed his company twice while remaining in the same position: 
he is in charge of cleaning in a residential construction. Little Liang told me 
about his life too. He mentioned his five cats and how he helped his daughter 
who recently purchased a house to pay the mortgage. I was reminded of our 
conversation last time when he told me that he sent $509 (TWD 15,000) to 
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his former mainland wife who returned to mainland China eight years ago. I 
asked him about his mainland Chinese wife. Little Liang said that he doesn’t 
contact her and will not pick up her calls in case she needs more money. As 
we finished the tea party in the teahouse and walked towards the massage 
parlour, Little Liang was quite nervous about being solicited by the hostesses 
he knows in this area. “That’s why I don’t come here very often, if they ask 
me to patronise them, I wouldn’t refuse,” he told me while he glanced around 
worrying that someone he knows may show up and catch him for business. 
He was right. He got caught by a vendor when we crossed the street of the 
night market. The coconut-water vendor knows both Xiaomei and Little 
Liang. Also, he knows that Little Liang will support his business by buying 
Xiaomei a pack of coconut water. He stopped Little Liang, advising him to 
buy one pack of coconut water for Xiaomei. Little Liang complained that the 
price has gotten more expensive these days. The vendor guaranteed Little 
Liang that, “Since this is for Xiaomei, I always charge only $6.8 (TWD 200)” 
as he transfers the liquid from a coconut to a plastic bag. I thought of 
Xiaomei who doesn’t like it when Little Liang spends unnecessary money. 
“You will be scolded by her later if she finds that you spent money 
unnecessarily” I said after we walked away from the vendor. To my surprise, 
Little Liang told me that he had Xiaomei’s permission to do some shopping 
for her today. He had brought cherries and other fruit earlier today that were 
approved by Xiaomei. What’s more, Xiaomei didn’t argue against Little 
Liang’s idea to buy some flowers for her the next day.   
In the massage parlour, Xiaomei told Little Liang that he spent $174.5 (TWD 
5,000) today for tipping 16 hostesses, “Sixteen [hostesses], do you know 
that?” Xiaomei grumbled. I also asked Little Liang why he invited so many 
hostesses today and he answered with his usual smile, “Alas, it’s New Year!” 
I find his relationship with Xiaomei very unique because Xiaomei told me 
that on Lunar New Year Eve she is going to invite Little Liang to join the 
lunch in her massage parlour. Moreover, since Little Liang has to work that 
night, she will prepare a dinner box for Little Liang to carry with him after 
lunch. How Xiaomei takes care of Little Liang explains why Little Liang 
does so much for Xiaomei. (Fieldnotes, 2020, 1) 
In a Chinese society like Taiwan, Lunar New Year is one of the occasions in a year 
when people go back to their hometown and reunite with their family members to 
have dinner. Especially on New Year’s Eve, each household prepares an excessive 
amount of food to treat the family members who join the New Year’s Eve banquet. 
Different rituals are practised in different households according to their family origin 
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and what ritual is usually practised in the family. Little Liang is known as a good 
client in the teahouse district because of his “selfless” behaviour. However, Little 
Liang is also known as a client whose finance is precarious. First of all, his job is not 
always stable; from what he told me he has changed jobs twice. Secondly, he never 
keeps money for himself; either he spends in the teahouse and other occasions of 
socialising or he pays for his daughter and his former mainland Chinese wife. Thirdly, 
it is difficult for Little Liang to say no to people who ask him to patronise their 
business, such as the vendor of coconut water and hostesses from the erotic houses. 
His precarious financial state makes Little Liang hide from these people he knows 
and could not easily refuse. What makes Little Liang’s patronage possible is 
Xiaomei’s support. Xiaomei lends him money each time when he visits her in the 
teahouse. That is why she grumbled about the $174.5 (TWD 5,000) Little Liang had 
spent in the teahouse; that was her money too. Taking credit is a usual practice 
between close hostesses and their clients for facilitating the business. She does him 
the favour of lending him money while he patronises her frequently to show his 
appreciation.  
 
The practice in which clients “get credit” first and pay the sum only after their 
business income has been collected before holidays was normal for the brothels in 
the late nineteenth century (Henriot 2001). In contemporary erotic teahouses, 
allowing the client to pay on credit is also common. However, Xiaomei not only 
allows Little Liang to pay on her credit (she pays the hostess and the teahouse owner 
all expenses first), she lends money to Little Liang when he asks for it. One time, I 
saw Xiaomei call someone and ask if he was coming to her massage parlour that day 
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to return her $102 (TWD 3,000). Later I found out it was Little Liang. Xiaomei 
sometimes complains about how her income has turned out to be “everyone’s 
money” (gongjiade, 公家的) since a lot of clients borrow money from her. Pearl 
once commented that the reason why Xiaomei has lost some of her clients is because 
of her kindness in lending money to them. These clients do not want to return the 
money they owed so they stopped visiting Xiaomei in Golden Phoenix. Little Liang 
is not one of those clients and, although he owes Xiaomei money all the time, he 
returns the money when he receives his salary each month. Xiaomei scolds him when 
he spends unnecessary money because when he is broke, she is the one who has to 
help him out. To return Xiaomei’s favour, Little Liang constantly patronises her and 




In this chapter, I introduced the history and geography of the teahouse and how 
intimacy between clients and hostesses is entangled with “doing business.” Sharing 
and returning tables is seen as the central practice in relation to the accomplishment 
of business and intimacy. The entanglement of business and intimacy gives rise to 
jealousy and confrontations among hostesses and clients although it is still subject to 
the broader ethics of doing business. The harmony of business will be disrupted 
when one hostess snatches another hostess’s client-boyfriend. The serious conflict 
between the hostesses and the clients highlights how intimacy and business are 
inseparable. Snatching someone’s client-boyfriend is not only against the loyalty 
between hostesses, albeit it is overlooked in some circumstances, but also against the 
rule of sharing one’s wealth. This eventually causes direct impact to the relationship 
between the hostesses and, therefore, the business. Nevertheless, the hostess, whose 
client-boyfriend is snatched, can do nothing about it but morally condemn such 
behaviour. This sometimes undercuts the reputation of the hostess who snatched 
someone else’s client-boyfriend but, eventually, the hostesses will cooperate with 
each other for the sake of business.   
 
Doing business in the erotic teahouses relates to the exchange of favour and face, 
instead of only money and commodity. For example, the friendship between Xiaomei 
and Little Liang manifests that the connection between them is not about money and 
Xiaomei’s service. Rather, it is about how they help each other when they are capable 
and return each other’s favour in various ways. Instead of with family members, 
Xiaomei and Little Liang spend their New Year Eve lunch together in Xiaomei’s 
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massage parlour. Xiaomei prepares food for her guest Little Liang. In the next 
chapter, I will discuss the life trajectories and memories of hostesses and clients 
through analysing the songs they sing or the songs that I observed during fieldwork. 
What is the historical formation in which Xiaomei and Little Liang both find the 
erotic teahouse a place they can “return” to everyday? How do we understand when 
Xiaomei and Little Liang talk to each other in Mandarin in their own accent? How 
do we understand the encounters between a woman who was born in 1960s PRC and 
grew up in the age of Cultural Revolution and a běnshěng rén male who speaks 
Minnanese most of the time?  
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CHAPTER 4 REIMAGINE CROSS-STRAIT INTIMACY 
When one of the mainland Chinese hostesses Min-er sang the Minnanese song “Dijiu 
yuetai” (Platform Nine), Little Liu, the client we were sitting with, commented, 
“This is odd, the people from the mainland like to sing the Taiwanese songs (táiwān 
gē) while we [Taiwanese] old people like to sing Mandarin old songs such as 
‘Xiaochou’ (The Clown).” Another mainland Chinese hostess Qiqi replies to him 
playfully, “That kind of Mandarin song we seldom sing nowadays.”  
 
In this Chapter, I discuss the songs that are remembered and sung by the clients, the 
hostesses, and both groups to illuminate the historical formation of “Taiwan-ness,” 
mainlander, and cross-strait relations. In this chapter, I argue that the act of singing 
and the emotions and memories evoked through the songs challenged the given 
boundaries between Taiwan and mainland China. Singing and listening to each other 
made possible the conversations, frustrations, resistance, and recognition among 
people from the two sides across the sexual and national differentiation. It confirms 
the roles arranged for the clients and the hostesses as who they are (a Taiwanese man 
and a mainland Chinese woman), while simultaneously questioning or denying the 
identity. Through analysing the songs in the teahouses, I shed light on the possibility 
of reimagining cross-strait relations and cold war intimacy. 
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The Formation of “Taiwan-ness” and Masculinity  
The Clown, a popular Mandarin song from the 1980s, describes a sorrowful man 
who makes a living through making fun of and humiliating himself in order to cheer 
up audiences. What sexual and national subject is imagined when Little Liu 
remembers this song as one of the songs he has always loved to sing in Mandarin, 
despite he speaking Minnanese in daily life? In the first part of the discussion, I focus 
on the formation of “Taiwan-ness” and masculinity through reading the 
representation of films and music in the post-war Taiwan and singing performances 
by clients in the contemporary erotic teahouses.   
 
The Chinese Civil War in 1949 brought about a large amount of immigration from 
mainland China to Taiwan. Taiwanese scholar Kuan-Hsing Chen discusses the 
emotional and psychic state of běnshěng rén, the earlier generation of migrants, and 
wàishěng rén, who migrated during the war, in his book Asia as Method: Toward 
Deimperialization. Chen describes the ordinary male in post-war Taiwan through 
analysing the representation of male protagonists in Taiwanese films. In doing so, he 
contextualises personal experience in the history of colonialism, the civil war, the 
cold war, and the ethnic trajectories in Taiwan. Chen illuminates two Taiwanese films, 
Dou-sang: A Borrowed Life (1994) and Banana Paradise (1989). The life of main 
characters such as Dou-sang, the Minnanese father in Dou-sang: A Borrowed Life, is 
portrayed in line with Taiwan’s colonial past. In Banana Paradise, Menxuan and 
Desheng, two lower-class wàishěng rén’s bitter lives and memories across the 
Taiwan Strait are the key narrative in the film. I read the analysis by Chen as the 





In the story of Dou-sang, the presentation of his masculinity is situated in language, 
history, and socio-economic conditions. For example, Dou-sang’s poor 
socio-economic status is depicted through his work as a miner and suffering from 
pneumoconiosis before committing suicide. Growing up in the colonial era, 
Dou-sang speaks little Mandarin and believes in Japanese values, whereas his 
children grow up in the environment under KMT rule. Being a běnshěng rén who 
speaks Minnanese fluently while knowing little Mandarin during the KMT rule 
renders Dou-sang unreasonable and uncivil in the eyes of Meifeng, his daughter 
(Chen 2010a). His marriage status as a son-in-law by adoption (rùzhuì, 入贅) gives 
him little capital to pursue his patriarchal role in the family (ibid.). The national, 
social and economic construction of Dou-sang’s masculinity and lack of dignity are 
manifested through his understanding of his body when he refuses to urinate in bed 
in the hospital, “A man has to stand to pee,” he insists (ibid.). As such, Dou-sang’s 
generation becomes a “silent generation,” a generation without language and power, 
during the KMT domination (ibid., 127- 128).  
 
In Banana Paradise, Menxuan and Desheng’s lives as lower-class wàishěng rén in 
Taiwan manifest another type of bitterness and loneliness as the “outsider.” Taking 
false names after they arrive in Taiwan, Menxuan and Desheng are accused and 
penalised as “communist spy” (gòngfěi, 共匪) by the authorities. This leads to their 
miserable life trajectories in which Desheng loses his sanity. After the Civil War, on 
the one hand, the KMT tried to reinforce their power to rule by subjecting běnshěng 
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rén’s language and experience to Mandarin supremacy. On the other hand, the KMT 
government in Taiwan implemented anticommunist propaganda in consolidating 
sovereignty. The state surveillance over the “communist” discourse, propagandas, 
and supporters through endless accusation, interrogation, and torture gradually 
destroys Desheng’s sanity. After Desheng goes crazy, Menxuan and his wife, 
Yuexiang, take care of him. Also, Chen stresses how different ethnic groups among 
lower-class people show solidarity through portraying a peasant family of běnshěng 
rén who help Desheng and Menxuan to survive their life in Taiwan (ibid.).  
 
Moreover, Chen focuses on the meaning of home to the protagonists. For example, 
he asks why Taiwan has not become a “new home” for people like Desheng and 
Menxuan to settle down. Despite how Taiwan was imagined by Desheng and 
Menxuan as a banana “paradise” when they were still in mainland China, they never 
chose to come to Taiwan. After they arrived in Taiwan with the KMT army, they 
could not leave Taiwan and go back to mainland China—their home. The political 
antagonism between KMT and CCP forbade returning home until the enactment of 
cross-strait exchange in the late 1980s. In this light, Taiwan, a place under state 
surveillance and White Terror in the name of anticommunism, is never perceived as 
home by Desheng and Menxuan. Therefore, “returning home” has been linked to the 
imagination of mainland China (ibid.). In other words, ordinary people’s memories 
of home in the post-war era are entangled with the history of the civil war and the 
cold war. Nevertheless, the veterans who returned home in the late 1980s onward 
came to realise the huge gap between their family in mainland China and themselves 




Through Chen’s analysis, I pay attention to three aspects in particular: (1) the 
complexity of language and the history of Taiwan, (2) the understanding of 
masculinity in the context of ethnicity such as běnshěng rén and wàishěng rén, and (3) 
the idea of “outsider/Other” and the sense of belonging. Through this, I understand 
the clients’ emotions, sorrow, frustrations, and gendered subjectivity in relation to the 
history of colonisation, the civil war, and the cold war. In this section, I focus on the 
melancholic clients and how their life experiences can be grasped through the trope 
of the “clown.” The trope of the “clown,” as I am going to show in this section, 
serves as a continuous manifestation of both Taiwan-ness and masculinity at the 
transition moment of the lifting of the Martial Law. I start with analysing the 
appearance of a clown in the film Banana Paradise. Then, I analyse the singing of 
two songs I observed during fieldwork, The Clown (Xiaochou) and A Drop of Sweat 
(Yilihan).  
 
The Clown in Banana Paradise 
In Banana Paradise, the protagonist Menxuan is the clown in the film who brings 
joy to the audience through his own miserable encounters. He is always mocked by 
other characters in the film apart from Yuexiang, his false wife. After Yuexiang’s 
husband, Li Qilin’s tragic death, she asks Menxuan to help her survive. The only way 
for Menxuan to find a proper job and care for Yuexiang and her child was to pretend 
to be Li Qilin, who has a college diploma. Since then, Menxuan lived as Li Qilin, a 
college graduate of a famous university in Beijing (then Beiping). Menxuan works as 
an office clerk and a lower-ranked bureaucrat despite his illiteracy and lack of any 
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required abilities. Menxuan develops the hilarious performance as a clown through 
pretending to be an intellectual.  
 
To begin with, Menxuan is a character different from Desheng, the former is the little 
brother of the latter. Notwithstanding his foolishness and ridicule, Menxuan not only 
survives through impersonating Li Qilin, but also becomes the one who takes care of 
Desheng (mainly with Yuexiang’s help). The most significant distinction between 
Desheng and Menxuan is that although they are both represented as “nobody” in the 
plot, the former desires change while the latter keeps struggling with his “fate.” 
Before Desheng loses his sanity, he is portrayed as a decisive and capable man while 
Menxuan is the little brother who has no clue. Menxuan does hilarious actions, for 
example, he once wore a communist military costume and appeared on the stage, 
failing to notice that the KMT troops had already defeated the Eighth Route Army 
(Bālùjūn,八路軍) in the play. Menxuan still asked the KMT army to drop their 
weapons. When he is questioned by the actor who plays a KMT officer on stage 
about which army (nǎyījūn, 哪一軍) he belongs to, Menxuan is scared and answers 
with heavy Shandong accent, “I belong to no army, I belong to the recreation team!” 
(俺不是哪一軍的，俺是康樂隊的啊). Menxuan’s reaction triggers the audience’s 
laughter. Not knowing which army was the right answer to reply (wearing a 
communist costume while mistakenly joining the KMT army), Menxuan comes up 
with the only fact he knows: that he serves the recreation team in the army.  
 
Menxuan is the “patsy” who messes up everything in the film until he passes the 
civil service exam and finally gets a job as a lower-ranked bureaucrat. Menxuan 
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loses his first job as an office clerk in charge of ordering military equipment from the 
United States after he mistakenly breaks into another colleague’s staff dormitory. The 
colleague’s wife unexpectedly finds Menxuan in her bed and, without recognising his 
identity, she screams and Menxuan runs away. Yuexiang (Menxuan’s fake wife) asks 
Menxuan to quit his job in case one day he would be identified as the burglar. This 
first job experience is described as a joke as Menxuan not only knows nothing about 
English, the language on the equipment list, but is also incapable of resisting the 
sexual invitation from his female colleague Miss Liu. Menxuan enters the 
colleague’s staff dormitory since he mistakes it as Miss Liu’s dormitory as it is dark 
at night, after which he is mistaken as a burglar.  
 
The bitter and ridiculous fate of Menxuan was implied in the film through two shots 
in which a clown appears in the street. The first shot is when Menxuan returns to the 
dormitory from the office after his first day at work. As he passes the streets, he hears 
instrumental sounds including those of a harmonica, drums and gongs. Soon, a clown 
who is playing the instruments all by himself enters the camera with a group of 
children following him. As the clown walks close to Menxuan, Menxuan is amused 
by the clown’s hilarious costume and make-up as well as his funny performance. The 
sound persists until Menxuan arrives at the door of the staff dormitory where he and 
Yuexiang cohabit as a “married couple.”  
 
Later, the second shot in which a clown appears again was when Menxuan quit his 
job after he conducted the burglar incident by accident. To prevent the scandal from 
developing further and the possibility of Menxuan being identified as the burglar, 
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Yuexiang decides that they should leave the job and go find Desheng. As they move 
out of the dormitory, the clown shows up again. This time, the clown walks away 
from the camera while Yuexiang and Menxuan walk slowly following the same path 
as the clown. Being a fake intellectual, Menxuan holds Li Qilin’s college degree and 
wears his formal suit. However, Menxuan is still the patsy who is ridiculed by the 
femme fatale Miss Liu and her invitation, “Tomorrow night, come to my place. I’ll 
wait for you” (明天晚上，到我屋裡來，我等你). The appearance of the clown in two 
shots remarks on Menxuan’s life as a patsy, his rural origin, and lack of civility and 
vulgarity as a countryman. Menxuan is an illiterate who fakes the identity of an elite 
in a formal suit while his poor guise is constantly ridiculed in the film, be it through 
the symbol of a clown or the trick of the femme fatale Miss Liu. Menxuan’s first job 
ends with the shame of escaping as a suspected burglar. The pasty’s unlucky fate is 
manifested through his innocence and curiosity about sex, which determine his 
failure of faking as the well-educated elite Li Qilin and endanger the stable life that 
Yuexiang pursues.   
 
The life trajectories of a lower-class wàishěng rén like Menxuan are manifested 
through his bitter fate as the unlucky and foolish patsy. He becomes a clown in daily 
life who has to act a role, whether he enjoys it or not, for the sake of survival. Similar 
male roles can be found in the localist movies and literature of the 1980s, for 
example, the sandwich man in The Sandwich Man (1983) and The Gong (Huang 
2009). These roles are employed to condemn the unequal social system in which the 
lower-class and working-class people were forced to take up disgraceful jobs in order 
to survive. The prevailing image portraying the male protagonists’ bitter lives and 
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miserable fates entangled with Taiwan’s fate in the struggle of internal and external 
turmoil during the post-war era. Meanwhile, the sorrowful portrayal contributes to 
the formation of Taiwan-ness in line with the uncertain state of its sovereignty. What 
established the uncertain state of its sovereignty include the dominance of different 
languages and ideologies as the ruling class changed, the colonial legacy, and 
neo-colonisation under US imperialism during and after the cold war period.  
 
In a similar vein, when Kuan-Hsing Chen (2010a) depicts Dou-sang, the běnshěng 
rén, as the “silent generation,” it sheds light on not only the incapability of speaking 
Mandarin fluently but also the broader context in which particular voices of people 
from certain classes and ethnic backgrounds, such as Dou-sang and Menxuan, are 
either replaced by the narrative of modernity or ignored as redundant noise. Being 
silenced as such shapes the ways in which working-class men and those who retired 
from lower-ranked bureaucracy in Taiwan perceive power and social capital in their 
intimate and leisure life. Here I argue that the entanglement of masculinity and 
Taiwan-ness provides an angle in imagining a kind of “alternative masculinity.” By 
saying alternative masculinity, I highlight the historical formation of masculinity and 
gendered subjectivity in the context of post-war Taiwan. In 2019, men who grew up 
in the post-war era practice intimacy in the realm of business, the erotic teahouses.  
 
In the next section, instead of focusing on the dichotomy between masculinity and 
femininity which pays little attention to the context of history in the region and its 
influence on the formation of gendered subjects, I investigate how the male clients 
perform and establish their masculinity in the erotic houses as the continuous 
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construction of the male figure in the post-war era. Thinking through “alternative 
masculinity,” therefore, acts to project the social, economic, and political milieu in 
which certain subjectivity is constituted. With this in mind, I analyse two songs in 
relation to the image of “the clown” and the emotions of the singing subjects. 
 
Songs and the Frustrated Lovers  
These two songs appeared in different ways during my field work in the teahouse. 
The Clown was mentioned by Little Liu in a conversation as I mentioned in the 
beginning of this section while A Drop of Sweat was sung by another client, Masseur 
Zhou.  
 
I. The Clown 
Little Liu is a sentimental client who never stops drinking and smoking when we are 
in the erotic teahouse. After a bottle of Taiwan Beer and more than five cigarettes he 
can become very sleepy in the small karaoke room. Sometimes I cannot tell if he is 
still awake or not and, when that happens, the rest of us just chat by ourselves. He is 
always polite and kind to us hostesses. Little Liu seldom asks a hostess to serve him 
anything and he tips the hostesses if they sing a song for him. Lingling praises him as 
one of the good clients. 
 
Today, after he came into the teahouse, I realised that he is not interested in any 
activities such as singing or chatting. He just wants to spend some time with others 
before he returns home. I met him the day earlier in the small alley adjacent to 
Golden Phoenix while he was having a piece of spring onion cake and wandering 
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around this area. Little Liu likes to warm the atmosphere by making jokes about 
himself; for instance, he makes fun of his height as he is not tall. Meanwhile, he is a 
sentimental performer who describes his singing trick as “ninety-nine broken hearts.” 
When a hostess sings poorly, Little Liu comments, “she has not been abandoned for 
as many times as I have.” He seldom talks about himself apart from making jokes 
about his own figure. However, Xiaomei says that Little Liu has no one at home to 
return to so he always lingers in different erotic houses just so he has hostesses for 
company. Little Liu’s sense of humour can be seen as a way to explain his 
understanding about himself. He may not have been abandoned by lovers ninety-nine 
times but in saying so he explains his bachelor life in self-mocking and self-pitying 
manner at the same time. Moreover, by making fun of his own experiences, Little 
Liu reveals the bitterness in his life that not only elicits compassion but also aligns 
him with others who may have similar feelings about their past. It therefore 
summons common feelings of abandonment. The Clown, the old Mandarin song that 
Little Liu remembers, portrays the bitterness of being a clown who entertains the 
audience through ridiculing himself: 
Applause burst out in the midst of the cheers 
Tears welled up in the smile 
Joy is served in front of you when the curtain rises 
When the curtain falls, I leave loneliness to myself  
How much practice and how many tears it takes— 
To be able to stand here 
The pain of failure 
The encouragement of success 
Who would know— 
How many years it takes to practise  
The clown, the clown 
It is his bitterness that is presented to you as joy 
 
The song echoes with its performer, the Taiwanese singer, Zhang Kui’s early life in 
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show business. Zhang Kui used to play minor roles in movies filmed in the 1970s. 
For example, he plays a male servant named Zhao Fu in the ghost movie All in the 
Dim Cold Night (1974) who disappeared in the film after failing to monitor the 
female ghost in her coffin. The audience laughed at the unlucky and foolish incidents 
that happen to the patsy in the film. Through playing a patsy, Zhang Kui provides 
comedy elements and gags for the audience of the film. His experiences of playing 
minor characters allow Zhang Kui to interpret the song The Clown with rich 
emotions. In analysing the version of Zhang Kui’s performance, my intention is not 
to argue that the clients have the same life trajectories as him, rather, I focus on the 
historical narrative that links people’s emotions and affect to one another as a 
continuum.  
 
In Zhang Kui’s performance, The Clown starts with a soft and light tone that 
embraces the cheers from the audience after the show. Right after, the emotion 
follows as he sings “tears welled up in the smile.” The emotion rises when he sings 
“How much practice and how many tears it takes / To be able to stand here” to 
express the hardship behind the performance. When he sings “The pain of failure / 
The encouragement of success,” Zhang Kui clenches his fist to show determination 
until he sentimentally proposes the question again “Who would know / How many 
years it takes to practice.” Later, “The clown, the clown / It is his bitterness that is 
presented to you as joy” raises the song to the climax. As Zhang Kui sings this line, 
he deploys his bodily and facial expressions to present the helpless accusation, as if 
questioning society about his fate as a “clown” through singing “the clown, the 
clown.” Then, he decides to submit to the performance since, through singing and 
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performing, the bitterness is no longer his own but is shared by the ones who listen to 
him. Through his performance, he transforms bitterness and eventually delivers joy 
to the audience. This act of sacrifice is delivered with both honour and pain when he 
sings, “It is his bitterness that is presented to you as joy” with a high, passionate tone 
as if he is going to cry while struggling to keep the smile on his face. A clown’s fate 
in this song is about his dedication to the show despite his own misery.  
 
The Portrayal of Hardship in Popular Songs 
Hardships and bitterness are never absent as key features in the history of Taiwanese 
popular songs. In her analysis of the song “A Flower in the Rainy Night,” 
ethnomusicologist Nancy Guy points out that the ways the song has been mobilised 
or banned in relation to different regimes’ state agenda shed light on Taiwanese 
people’s hardship, Taiwan’s colonial past, and the longing for sovereignty that has 
perpetuated until today. In the lyrics, the “flower in the rainy night” signifies a 
prostitute and her miserable destiny. A woman’s tragedy, then, resembles the 
hardship of the nation.  
A flower in the rainy night, flower in the rainy night, blown by wind and rain, falls to 
the ground. 
No one sees, my sighing every day; once the flower falls, it cannot return. 
The flower falls to the ground, flower falls to the ground; no one sees or takes care. 
The heartless wind and rain bar me from my future. Once the flower has fallen, what 
can be done? 
Heartless rain, heartless rain, with no thought of my future. 
Not noticing what has befallen me, so weak and fragile, my future has lost its 
brightness and promise. 
The dripping rain, the dripping rain, leads me to a pool of misfortune. 
Why have my leaves been allowed to fall and the flower to break from its stem? For 
the rest of time, no one will pay heed to what has happened. (Guy 2008, 66, 




The prevailing hopeless and self-pitying resentment that are reiterated in this song 
bring affect through the act of singing and the expression in textual and musical form. 
Through depicting how this song was edited and mobilised by politicians in different 
campaigns from the colonial period, the KMT rule, to the period of political 
transformation, Guy points out that the song “linked the past to the present through a 
feeling of shared history” (ibid., 78). The “feeling of shared history” is reiterated as 
the clients sing a song like The Clown in narrating who they are and how they 
became this person. Moreover, singing and narrating situate the client’s emotions and 
memories in both personal and broader history.   
 
Big Potato, another client I met through doing fieldwork in the area where erotic 
teahouses are located, revealed his fantasy about ethnicity when he shared his 
encounters with a wàishěng rén female with me. Big Potato was born in a military 
wàishěng rén family and his father was, according to him, one of the army officers. 
Big Potato works in one of the drinking parlours located in the nearby alley as a 
waiter (shàoye, 少爺). One afternoon, he came to visit me and we chatted at the 
bench in front of Golden Phoenix. He told me how he used to date only female 
wàishěng rén 35 years ago.  
Do you know, I used to hang out with only wàishěng rén. If [she is] a 
Taiwanese I wouldn’t hang out [with her]. They (Taiwanese women) think 
too much [so it can be] too troublesome. Wàishěng rén girls, like the ones 
from Hunan, [who] we call “Xiang-mei” (Hunan little girl), are the most 
playful ones. Wàishěng rén are “one sandwich short of a picnic” (dànǎo 
shǎogēnjīn, 大腦少根筋), do you understand that? They used to go to the 
pubs, if [they] use ecstasy [they get] really high and become vulnerable to be 
“picked up like a dead person” (jiǎnshī, 撿屍). Have you heard about 
“picking up a dead person”? [She] then is taken back home to be handled 
with (implying having sex). (Chat with Big Potato in the teahouse, 2018, 7) 
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Big Potato remembers the ethnicity of his family not only through imagining his 
desired female body, as in his narration, the wàishěng rén girls and Hunan little girl, 
but also through his memory of taste and marriage. I remember another time when he 
visited me in Golden Phoenix, he had not had anything all day, so he took out a box 
of stir-fried noodles and ate in Golden Phoenix. Seeing him pick up a piece of spicy 
pepper and put it in his mouth, I was curious, “Isn’t that very spicy?” I asked him. 
Big Potato answered me, “My father said, ‘[you] don’t belong to the Wang family 
(wángjiārén, 王家人) if you don’t eat spicy food.’ I have been eating [spicy food] 
since I was a child.” Big Potato told me that he met his ex-wife in mainland China 
when he visited his aunt there. That happened in 1989, right after the enactment of 
cross-strait exchange. One relative arranged for him a “wife contest” where he did 
not find anyone he likes out of the eight candidates. Big Potato then met his ex-wife 
when he went to a karaoke. They had sex on his way to Shanghai from the city where 
his aunt lived, and she got pregnant. Big Potato married her after learning she was 
pregnant. Eventually, he divorced her because of her infidelity in mainland China, 
Big Potato said.  
 
The image, song, and performance of the clown link the experiences and desires of 
the clients such as Little Liu and Big Potato with that of the singer Zhang Kui in 
relation to the construction of Taiwan-ness and masculinity in the post-war era. Their 
lives, then, resonate with the protagonists such as Dou-sang, Menxuan, Desheng, and 
the sandwich man in the representations. Collectively, the clowns and the patsy are 
the “nobody” who are seen as undesirable according to meanings produced in certain 
political, social, and economic circumstances. Meanwhile, the narrative about 
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gendered body and sexuality, such as Big Potato’s description of the wàishěng rén 
girls, the “wife contest,” and the wife of infidelity, allows us to read the bitterness of 
the nobodies in tandem with the “feeling of shared history” in the song ”A Flower in 
the Rainy Night.” Furthermore, Big Potato’s desire to be recognised as a member of 
his wàishěng rén family reveals how the discourse of ethnicity and the sense of 
belonging functions through the memories of sensations. That is, how the stimulation 
triggered by a piece of spicy pepper in Big Potato’s mouth reminds and confirms to 
him his identity as part of the ruling power, signified through his father who was a 
military officer during the KMT domination. It is through the memories entangled 
with personal desires and broader history that certain gendered subjectivity is shaped.  
 
I now discuss another song, A Drop of Sweat, to shed light on another scenario in 
which these sorrowful men negotiate with the fate that has been imposed onto them 
through seeking redemption from the heroine and the remarkable woman. In other 
words, I argue in the next discussion that these frustrated men are liberated from their 
social and economic circumstances through imagining romantic relationships within 
the heterosexual norm with the “idealised woman.”   
 
II. A Drop of Sweat  
The door of the medium karaoke box is opened by a hostess of the night shift of 
Golden Phoenix, “I knew it was you when I heard someone singing this song from 
outside.” Masseur Zhou seems relieved that the hostess who knows a lot about his 
singing habits has finally arrived. After the interlude, he continued to finish the song 
A Drop of Sweat, which he sings twice tonight. The karaoke box we are in now has 
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only Masseur Zhou, Qiqi, and me, three people in total. Xiaomei is the host-hostess 
of this party who cannot serve Masseur Zhou properly since she is serving another 
two tables in the hall area. She instead asks me and Qiqi to handle Masseur Zhou 
until the hostesses of the night shift arrive. After the short greeting, the hostess of 
night shift tells Masseur Zhou that she will come back soon since she just arrived at 
the teahouse and she has to get ready for tonight’s business. Soon, Masseur Zhou 
politely asks me and Qiqi to “go home” now that the hostess of the night shift is here.  
 
A middle box can contain approximately ten people and is used most often when 
there are more than four people in a karaoke event. The splendid past of the singing 
events is manifested through the interior baroque-style wallpaper that is now 
yellowed by decades of cigarette smoke from the karaoke boxes in Golden Phoenix. 
In the box, apart from two fans and one air-conditioner, there is no ventilation system. 
Therefore, it always smells like a mixture of smoke, damp air, and the smell of the 
old synthetic leather couch in the room. Most of the space in the box is occupied by 
an old reddish brown and U-shaped couch and a square table in the middle of it; 
every time anyone leaves the couch she or he has to squeeze through the narrow 
space between the table and the participants’ laps. There is no physical separation 
between each seat on the couch, so the customers feel more intimate in the box. The 
enclosed space provides better ambiance for sound performance.  
 
Masseur Zhou is Xiaomei’s old friend but since he visits the teahouse usually during 
midnight, even Xiaomei does not serve him much since she works during day shift 
and usually leaves the teahouse before midnight. Today, Masseur Zhou was here 
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early, therefore, none of the hostesses from the night shift were there yet. Masseur 
Zhou had no choice, so he asked Xiaomei to host a karaoke party for him first while 
he waits for the hostesses to show up. Xiaomei called me and Qiqi to join the 
karaoke party. When I arrived at the karaoke box, Qiqi was not here yet. Xiaomei 
introduced Masseur Zhou to me and told me, “You need to take care of him. Alas, 
this poor guy, his heart is broken.” Xiaomei’s description was not too dramatic since 
Masseur Zhou does look unhappy and occupied today. After Qiqi joined us, he 
ordered a small bottle of Gaoliang and reminded Qiqi several times not to add water 
in his glass since he wants to drink the liquor without dilution.  
 
The Repertoire of a Frustrated Lover 
When he sings, Masseur Zhou prefers songs that narrates stories about his tale of 
woe. For example, in the Minnanese song A Drop of Sweat, the protagonist is a man 
whose life depends on a woman he loves. In the narrative of the song, the woman 
supports him through his twisting life trajectories so that he feels less diasporic. 
Without her help, the hero is an “ant on the water” that flows with no destination. 
Another song Masseur Zhou sings, “Tonight’s Taipei is Deserted” (Taibei jinye 
lengqingqing), portrays scenes where the narrator fails to find his lover in the busy 
streets. The contrast in the lyrics such as “a busy, busy, busy street / why, why, why 
can’t I find you” (鬧熱的 鬧熱的 鬧熱街市 / 為怎樣 為怎樣 怎樣找無你) 
highlights the loneliness of the hero. The strong feeling of loneliness transforms 
“busy street” into “deserted” Taipei City. What is deserted is his hope to reunite with 
the woman he loves. When his hope is dashed, another line of lyrics captures his 
tragic encounter, “The rain is falling non-stop / As if it is crying for me” (小雨綿綿
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落抹停 / 替阮訴悲情). Masseur Zhou had already finished almost half of the 
Gaoliang and became more sentimental when he ordered the song “The One I Long 
for” (Simu deren). During the prelude, Masseur Zhou held the microphone and told 
me, “I used to cry when I sing this song. A mainland wife of mine ran away [from 
me].” (以前唱這個會流眼淚，我一個大陸老婆跑走). Without giving further details 
about his story with the mainland wife, Masseur Zhou starts to sing the old 
Minnanese song written by Hung Yi-Feng, the famous Minnanese singer and 
composer from the 1960s on.  
 
When Masseur Zhou sang, he was entirely devoted to the process of singing. When I 
looked at him, his eyes were always focused on the lyrics shown on the screen as the 
melody went. Several times I thought his eyes were red. I wondered if he cried or he 
was just too tired. He did not interact with any of us when he was singing. He held 
the microphone with his left hand while his right hand makes gestures such as a fist 
to deliver more emotion in his performance. He frowned and even closed his eyes 
when he devoted himself deeply to the process of singing. When he finished one 
song, he was relieved and put aside the microphone, leaned his body forward, and 
drank half of the liquor in the glass. After all these, he leaned back on the couch and 
looked for another song to sing. Qiqi and I merely helped him find the songs he 
wanted to sing, and he got very impatient a few times when we could not locate the 
songs in the song list.  
 
In Masseur Zhou’s repertoire, there are many songs that depict the miserable fate of 
the frustrated protagonists. A common theme in the narratives about the miserable 
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lover is the longing for love. The longing for love manifests how love and desire are 
pursued by the frustrated lover. The frustrated lover is, on the one hand, redeemed by 
the female rescuer as in A Drop of Sweat while, on the other hand, trapped in an 
impossible romance as in Tonight’s Taipei is Deserted and The One I Long for. Either 
way, the frustrated lover’s emotions and memories are portrayed through the 
existence of the Other. This highlights how the imagination about love, desire, 
intimacy, and relationships shapes the idea of “hope” for Masseur Zhou. He can be 
redeemed only through love as a lover. This provides hope to continue life where he 
is otherwise depicted as an “ant on the water.” 
 
This is the strategy of negotiation obtained through singing A Drop of Sweat. 
Without the heroine, the protagonist will not be able to survive and succeed in his life. 
Or worse, the protagonist no longer has hope without her. Highlighting the 
importance of hope in relation to love, I am not arguing that love is the solution to 
the reality they face in everyday life, what I focus on is how this kind of narrative 
illuminates the ideology about love and romance in that only when the miserable 
protagonist finds love will he be rescued from his bitter life, as described in A Drop 
of Sweat: 
With your company  
Like the light of the moon 
Lightened my unfortunate life  
I'm like an ant in the water 
You are like floating wood on the water 
Save me from my floating and incomplete life 
 
The saviour is “the light of moon” and “floating wood on the water” while the 
protagonist is “an ant in the water” stuck with “unfortunate life.” The former 
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represents hope and possibilities while the latter the frustrated “nobody.” It is through 
the imagined saviour that the nobody’s miserable life will be changed and saved. In 
this light, The One I Long for describes the lost when the lover leaves the protagonist. 
Singing becomes a way to express Masseur Zhou’s longing for love and hope. In the 
narrative of The One I Long for, the saviour is missing and only appears in his dream. 
The appearance in a dream makes the sorrowful protagonist even more sentimental:     
The one I long for in my mind 
How come you left me? 
For you my heart is lonely everyday 
I miss and long for you terribly  
My sweetheart, come back soon, come back and be my side 
  
I see the one I long for. Missing her in my dreams. We are inseparable.  
This drives me more sentimental for you. Day by day, I lose the direction.   
My sweetheart, come back soon, come back and be my side 
  
It is like the melodious songs of the one I long for confuses my hearing 
When I am thinking about you and your tender love, I call your name again and 
again 
My sweetheart, come back soon, come back and be by my side 
 
In each section in the narrative, the protagonist cries for “My sweetheart, come back 
soon, come back and be my side.” Without the lover, he loses hope in life. The 
endless calling for regaining love and hope throughout the song can be seen as a 
rebuttal of his fate as a frustrated lover and an unwanted “nobody.” 
 
Hung Yi-Feng, the writer of The One I Long for, was born in the colonial period and 
became famous as a song-writer in the 1960s. Before he became known by the public, 
he also had a difficult life in which he started his career as a street artist. He sang 
songs in the streets to earn a living (Chiu 2011). He later became a nakasi singer who 
performed in the drinking parlours and small restaurants (ibid.). Nakasi is a Japanese 
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form of performance which is seen as the predecessor of karaoke. In some of the 
premium piano bars in contemporary Taiwan, there are still musicians (usually 
known as piano teacher) who play piano so that the customers can sing to the 
accompaniment. In the drinking parlours, Hung Yi-Feng sang in order to entertain the 
clients and earn some tips. Sometimes, the clients can order songs and the band 
would play the song for the client to sing along. Hung spent ten years in the streets, 
drinking parlours, and small restaurants as a nakasi singer before he became a 
professional song-writer (ibid.). Through singing these songs in the karaoke, the 
emotions and the experiences of the clients in the present are linked to the songs of 
the past. The frustrations and misery are shared by these useless, sentimental, 
unwanted male subjects in the historical representation and the contemporary leisure 
space such as the erotic teahouses. 
 
The “Little Taiwanese”  
I met Tongxue one afternoon in Xiaomei’s massage parlour because the latter was 
holding an early dinner for Tongxue and Little Liang. When I entered the massage 
parlour, Xiaomei was preparing the small banquet so I directly helped her with 
setting the table. I noticed that Tongxue had just finished getting a massage and was 
sitting by one of the massage beds. When I walked out from the toilet attached to the 
massage parlour, I heard Tongxue talking to Xiaomei in standard Mandarin. That was 
when I noticed that he is probably a wàishěng rén. Wàishěng rén in Taipei, like 
Tongxue, who not only speak standard Mandarin but also articulate it with civility 
and refined words, in my observation, usually work as government employees in 
association with “military, government institutions, and public educational 
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institutions” (jūngōngjiào, 軍公教), the three most known state-led job categories. 
Therefore, I asked Tongxue if he is one of the three categories—a retired teacher, 
maybe? Tongxue denied my guess and claimed that he had retired from the 
government. I then asked if he can speak Minnanese. Tongxue replied in Mandarin 
mixed with a few words pronounced in poor Minnanese, “I can speak a little” 
(huìgǎng jǐdiǎngdiǎng, 會說一點點). I could not help but laugh out loud. I 
wondered whose Minnanese was worse, that of Xiaomei the mainlander, or that of 
Tongxue the “Taiwanese” from a wàishěng rén family? Little Liang had an answer; 
he said that when Xiaomei tries to speak Minnanese she speaks “Minnanese with 
Mandarin accent” (guóyǔ táiyǔ, 國語台語) while what Tongxue just said, in Little 
Liang’s opinion, is just “Mandarin,” which means Tongxue’s Minnanese is worse 
than Xiaomei’s. Among us, only Little Liang is a Minnanese speaker. But when he 
talks to us, he speaks Mandarin as in “Mandarin with Minnanese accent” (táiwān 
guóyǔ, 台灣國語). Little Liang’s Minnanese accent makes it easy to identify him as 
běnshěng rén as much as Tongxue as wàishěng rén. 
    
During our short conversation about language, I had already prepared a sliced apple 
for Tongxue because Xiaomei did not want him to get bored while waiting for the 
meal. Tongxue then became curious about my origin so he asked, “You are from 
mainland China, are you?” “She is from Taiwan,” Xiaomei clarified for me. Tongxue 
insisted “I feel you are from mainland China.” I asked why he thought so and he 
explained through his mother’s opinion: 
It’s a feeling. Like, the environment in which everyone grows up is different. 
It feels different… Like, Taiwan is an island. In the continental countries such 
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as the United States and mainland China, people of your sorts, unlike us from 
Taiwan who have small nose and little eyes, act mindfully, or focus more 
about the trivial things, people from the grand countries like mainland China, 
your style, manner, and the way you talk make others feel different when they 
hear it. I didn’t mean to compliment you or something like that…it is not just 
good or bad, but we feel the way you talk is…perhaps irresponsible, or too 
Shanghai style (hǎipài, 海派).  
…When my younger sister got married, my mother told my younger sister, 
“How come you adore this ‘little Taiwanese’ (xiǔ dǎiwān, 小台灣, Tongxue 
tried to speak it in Shanghainese)?” It was like, my mom speaks 
Shanghainese, [how can it be possible for my younger sister to] like the little 
Taiwanese? As if they are, how to describe, stingy or something like that. If 
she wants to marry someone, she should choose wàishěng rén, how could she 
choose Taiwanese like this? …In fact, it is understandable that some customs 
of Taiwanese people, especially some of them, are more conservative and 
reserved. Especially people from mainland China who are more Shanghai 
style, they like to drink and are more open, and so on and so forth. There are 
less people like this among Taiwanese people. Women or girls, they still have 
to, like, act pretentiously or at least be more reserved and self-restricted. 
(Participant observation, 2020, 1)         
For his mother, Tongxue’s brother in-law, the běnshěng rén and the “little 
Taiwanese,” is seen as not only inappropriate but also undesirable to be her son 
in-law. Meanwhile, in Tongxue’s portrayal about mainlanders, they are seen as more 
“Shanghai style”: a style that can be traced back to (1) the development of the culture 
of prostitution in Shanghai since late nineteenth century, and (2) the fashioning of 
literature and cinema featuring romantic relationships between heterosexual lovers in 
the early twentieth century. The latter was known as “the Mandarin Duck and 
Butterfly School” in which writers highlighted intimacy and sexual desires among 
young and cosmopolitan elites. What is in contrast with the imagination of Shanghai 
style, according to the Shanghainese mother, is “little Taiwanese,” the more 
traditional and conservative image.  
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Women Who Cross the Borders 
 
Your kiss lingers on my lips 
Yet I'm not your favourite person 
Are women always devoted to love? 
Are women always too innocent? 
Perhaps luck is what we truly miss 
I pray to not be a woman in the next life  
 
“Don’t Be a Woman in the Next Life” (Xiabeizi buzuo nüren) is one of Xiaoli’s 
favourite songs that she sings almost every time a client wants her to sing. This is a 
Mandarin song performed by Chen Rui, a singer from Hubei Province of mainland 
China. In this song, the heroine laments her unlucky fate as a woman who falls in 
love and yet gets cheated on by her lover. In the lyrics, the heroine does not blame 
the man who has a “fickle” and “cruel” heart; however, she asks about the 
personality and role that are demonstrated as “nature” of women. Although the 
heroine asks two questions about women’s “nature”—“Are women always devoted 
to love?” and “Are women always too innocent?”—she answers without confirming 
any of these. The heroine then concludes that the unsuccessful relationship is because 
they don’t have their luck (yuánfèn, 緣分) and her solution is to reject being a 
woman in her next life. Despite the sorrowful and resentful feelings represented in 
the lyrics, the song ends with the rejection of her given fate through changing her 
fate in the next life. She will be anything else but a woman. The casual but also 
determined attitude about one’s fate as delineated through the song manifests how 
the mainland Chinese hostesses deal with the business and their life in Taiwan, a 
place where they are seen as migrant women, hostesses, “outsiders” and, sometimes, 




In this section, I focus on the mainland Chinese hostesses’ life trajectories in which 
they chose to migrate from one city to another, cross the boundaries between rural 
and urban areas or the straits between two Chinas. By telling their stories, I hope to 
highlight these women’s voices through depicting their memories about struggles, 
disagreements, arguments, and their strategies of talking back.    
 
Rural-Urban Migration: “If I have to beg, I beg in the city” 
The experience of migrating to Taiwan from mainland China for Xiaomei and her 
fellow villager Xiaoping was another decision to leave home and pursue possibilities 
in life. Xiaomei is 14 years older than Xiaoping, and yet they both migrated from 
rural to urban areas before they migrated to Taiwan. Both of them left for the city to 
work when they were 16 to 17. Xiaomei was working as a domestic helper for her 
sisters who married into families in the city in the early 1970s when she turned 15. 
Later, Xiaomei moved back and forth between the countryside and the city. Through 
her sisters’ introduction, Xiaomei married a man who lived in the city when she was 
20 years old. After the marriage, Xiaomei continued her life as a worker and then she 
also started her own petty business trading clothes and food. In the early 1980s, 
Xiaoping worked in the city as a worker who knitted socks when she was 16 years 
old. Xiaoping got married when she was 18 and was pregnant the same year.  
 
Xiaomei’s husband died when she was 44 years old. Five years later, she visited her 
relatives in Taiwan where she later met her Taiwanese husband. In 2003, they got 
married and Xiaomei migrated to Taiwan. As of 2020, Xiaomei has spent 17 years 
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living in Taiwan. Xiaoping, on the other hand, divorced her mainland husband after 
12 years of marriage in the countryside and moved to the city with her little daughter. 
Through the introduction of one of her relatives, Xiaoping met her Taiwanese 
husband, a veteran she called Old Man. Old Man is 45 years older than Xiaoping and 
he was single and poor when they met. They traded conditions through cross-strait 
marriage: Old Man will marry Xiaoping so that Xiaoping can move to Taiwan to earn 
more money. In exchange, Xiaoping promised that she will take care of Old Man 
until he died. In this section, I focus on Xiaomei and Xiaoping’s self-narratives about 
their trajectories in life and experiences of constant migration from the 1970s to 
today.   
 
Xiaoping: The Unwanted Daughter 
Xiaoping started working as a nanny who took care of children of nearby families. In 
1986, when Xiaoping was 16 years old, she became an important labour force of the 
city. Xiaoping travelled to M City, one of the biggest commodity markets in 
mainland China, to knit socks for the market. She earned around $14.9 (CNY 100) 
per month when she worked really hard. Half a year later, Xiaoping moved to S City 
in Wenzhou to work as a helper in a restaurant. After she returned home when she 
was 17 years old, Xiaoping was mistreated by her mother and her sister-in-law and 
decided to marry someone. Xiaoping depicted her early marriage as a solution to 
escape her birth family in which she was an “unwanted daughter.” “I wanted to get 
married. I came up with this thought that [I should] get married early [because] my 
mother ill-treated me since I was a child. She often beat and scolded [me],” she told 
me. Despite her parents’ disagreement, Xiaoping married when she turned 18 and got 
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pregnant the same year. However, her marriage is portrayed as a failed marriage in 
which Xiaomei gave birth to another “unwanted daughter.”  
 
Three days after Xiaoping gave birth to her first daughter, her parents-in-law decided 
to divide all family properties among their three children. Xiaoping saw this sudden 
move as a punishment for her failure to give birth to a son.      
I kept crying…it would have been nothing if [they had decided to] divide the 
properties a month ago. It would have been nothing if [they had decided to] 
divide the properties a month after [the child’s birth]. I felt mistreated [that 
they do so] three days after [the child’s birth]. Was I shameful giving birth to 
a daughter? My first reaction was that they were not happy about me giving 
birth to a daughter. It has always been like this in the countryside, the 
preference goes to sons instead of daughters (zhòngnán qīngnǚ, 重男輕女). 
It is happy to give birth to a son while it is despised to give birth to a daughter. 
(Interview with Xiaoping, 2019, 2)  
In Xiaoping’s understanding, her bitter encounters in the rural area were closely 
related to how her husband’s family devalued her for her “poor fertility” and her 
unsuccessful marriage in which her husband first cheated on her when she was 
pregnant. After the ten-year hardship of performing domestic and farm work for her 
husband’s family, Xiaoping decided to divorce him. When Xiaoping finally 
successfully divorced him, she swore at the door of the court, “I will never grab mud 
from today on. If I have to beg, I beg in the city” (我從今以後不抓泥巴，我要飯也要
在城市裡面要). Summarising the struggle in her marriage, Xiaoping lamented, “I 
gave birth only to daughters, but his parents wanted a son so they thought I was 
useless.” Xiaoping left her husband and moved to the city with her second daughter.  
 
Xiaomei: Becoming a Petty Businesswoman 
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Xiaomei was born in 1956, the sixth child of her mother, the second wife of her 
father. Xiaomei’s father had two wives and ten children. He used to be a Republican 
official, as Xiaomei recalled, and that was the reason why later during the Cultural 
Revolution her family was seen as “counter-revolutionary.” Xiaomei’s father was 
already 66 years old when she was born in the region south of the Yangtze River and 
he died six years later.  
 
Xiaomei’s migration started also when she turned 14. She moved back and forth 
between the countryside and the city in order to help raise the children of her sisters 
who married into families in the city. Most of the work she did was helping with the 
domestic work, such as cooking and taking care of the kids of her sisters. When 
Xiaomei was 17 years old, she started to work in the city as a cement worker. 
Xiaomei moved back and forth between the countryside and the city to help her 
family in the countryside and her sisters’ families in the city. When she returned to 
the countryside, she helped with the farm work. Through her sister’s introduction, 
Xiaomei got married to a man from the city when she was 20 and gave birth to a son 
soon after that. Xiaomei once described her ungraceful feeling about being a rural 
woman to me by addressing the difference of clothing between her and her nieces. 
Her nieces all wore shoes made of leather and nice clothing while she felt ashamed 
that she wore shabby clothes (pòlàn yīfú, 破爛衣服) and shoes sewn by her mother 
using old clothes. After her marriage, Xiaomei moved to the city to live with her 
husband in the late 1970s. 
 
However, life in the city did not end the hardship. Xiaomei’s rural hukou, or 
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residence permit, restricted her and her son from accessing public welfare, such as 
housing and education, equally. Hoping to change her bitter fate as a rural woman, 
after the enactment of economic reformation in the post-Mao era, Xiaomei began to 
run a petty business. She became a businesswoman through buying and selling small 
commodities such as shoes, clothes, and vendor food. The “journey” of her petty 
entrepreneurship was full of tears, sweat, and bitterness, as she recalled. Xiaomei 
remembered when she went to Guangzhou province to purchase goods, she and her 
business companions encountered various dangers and threats. To prevent robbery, 
they had to protect the goods together in public spaces such as train stations. 
Xiaomei described how five of them sat together and formed a circle in which their 
cargoes were protected. Nonetheless, since they could not afford hotels fees, Xiaomei 
and her female companions had to deal with sexual harassment when they stayed 
overnight in the city. To avoid harassment by male strangers, Xiaomei and other 
women fought against male intruders who once intended to break the door of their 
temporary residency. Xiaomei remembered that the four-day journey on the train to 
Guangzhou was full of the stinky smell from the toilet on the train and the 
uncomfortable feeling of being bitten by mosquitoes all over her legs. The train was 
dirty and crowded. Xiaomei used to sleep under the seats, near the door, or outside 
the toilet if there were no available seats: 
How many tears were shed? …[It is] crowded on the train that [you] can’t go 
pee. When we both got up in the morning, we slept underneath [the seats]. 
People stepped over [us]. I leaned by the door. I was ok as long as they didn’t 
step on me. [I] put on the mask. (Interview, Xiaomei, 2019, 1)  
 
Hairong Yan (2003) noted how rural women in 1970s Wuwei who migrated to urban 
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areas to work were seen as transgressors both in the countryside and the city. They 
were not “good” rural women who stayed in the village as expected by the local 
males (ibid.). Meanwhile, they were not “good” women in the urban areas since they 
escaped their given position to devote themselves to the nation through conforming 
with the tough image of the agricultural heroine such as the Iron Girl (ibid.). 
Moreover, the way the rural migrant women sold their labour as domestic workers in 
someone else’s household was regarded as “shameful” and “questionable,” since it 
was as if they “prostituted” the labour for another man’s family (ibid.). A similar 
shameful image of women who became petty businesswomen in the 1980s was 
observed by Lisa Rofel. Traveling to another city to purchase goods for the business 
was seen as an activity inappropriate for young women (Rofel 2007). The untold 
shame of women who migrate or travel far away from “home,” instead of staying at 
home and contributing their labour for the family of her husband or her father, in the 
context of post-Mao China resonates with what Laura Agustín noted in her study on 
migrant women in 2001 Europe (Agustín 2002).  
 
To understand why women are still seen as passive objects who are forced or 
threatened into their occupation as migrant sex workers, Agustín sheds light on the 
presumption about the connection between family and women. The assumed 
connection between women and family is usually mobilised by organisations such as 
first-world NGOs in portraying migrant women as trafficked victims. They are 
seldom understood as subjects who leave home fighting for a better life on their own 
will because, Agustín argues, “it is better for women to stay at home rather than leave 
it and get into trouble” (ibid., 2). A similar presumption that the institution of family 
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is compatible with a woman’s life was featured by the Presbyterian church 
organisations as they marched to the red-light district on Huaxi Street in Taipei in 
1987. During “The March at Huaxi Street for Rescuing Underage Prostitutes,” 
anti-prostitution groups and organisations went into the red-light district and 
demanded that the underage girls who work in the red-light district go home. The 
participants sang the melodramatic song A Flower in the Rainy Night in which a 
miserable prostitute is portrayed as they marched along the streets. Meanwhile, they 
repeated the slogan that highlighted the safe and sweet nature, as it were, of home, 
“Sisters here please pay attention and listen carefully! [Your] baba (father) and 
mama (mother) are waiting for you!” (Green Team 2016). The sentiment that values 
labour in accordance with family, however, explains nothing about why the subjects, 
albeit all the bitterness and moral surveillance, were determined to leave home and 
pursue a desired life.  
 
The narrative about the male offenders who intended to harass Xiaomei and her 
female travellers signalled how entrepreneurship in the post-Mao era was connected 
to the ways gendered bodies were integrated in the market. Moreover, it manifested 
how practice and engagement in the market is connected to a certain imagination 
between the “appropriate” and “inappropriate” female body. The possible danger 
posed by male strangers in Xiaomei’s narrative rendered her memory about her 
entrepreneurship bitter and shameful, instead of fulfilling and proud. As such, these 
women’s decisions and longings are measured in relation to “home” and how far 
they are from home physically, geographically, and ideologically. This middle-class 
imagination and principles about the regime of family, as I reiterated in this 
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dissertation, has to be problematised in order to understand the subjects who had 
decided to leave home for their hopes and dreams. In the next part, I will discuss the 
dilemma of nation-state, which renders mainland Chinese migrant women as 
“not-quite-citizens.” 
 
The Dilemma of Nation-State 
Two days before the 2020 presidential election in Taiwan, I found Xiaomei watching 
the TV coverage of Han Kuo-Yu’s campaign34 (the candidate representing KMT) in 
her massage parlour so I joined her and we watched together. To show patriotism and 
national identity, the supporters waved the flag of “the Republic of China (ROC).” 
The supporters, who wore t-shirts and makeup that show elements of the national 
flag, passionately repeated the campaign motto and waved the national flag in their 
hands. Han Kuo-Yu’s campaign highlights “economic development” between 
mainland China and Taiwan as a strategy countering the election strategy of DPP 
(Democratic Progressive Party of Taiwan) in which the identity of “Taiwan” is 
highlighted. The title of Han’s campaign, “Keep Taiwan Safe and Make People Rich” 
(台灣安全，人民有錢), sheds light on cross-strait relations in economic and political 
terms. Many mainland Chinese hostesses that I know are supporters of Han Kuo-Yu. 
When I asked them why they support Han, the common answer I got from Xiaomei 
and Lingling is that they believe Han will improve Taiwan’s economic development 
through reconciling with the government of mainland China and, more importantly, 
the business in the teahouse will be better.  
 
 
34 The recording of Han’s campaign in Taipei can be watched here: Accessed October 11, 
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As the campaign became more sentimental and provocative, Xiaomei became more 
involved as well. I noticed how she participated in it by watching it live. When the 
compère and the crowds yelled, “Dòng suàn! Dòng suàn! Dòng suàn!” (凍蒜 or 當
選, Minnanese, meaning “to be elected”), she joined the chorus and yelled “Dong 
suan!” after which she showed an embarrassed smile as if she was surprised by her 
own reaction as well. The reason to support Han Kuo-Yu is less about party politics 
but more about his vision about life and business. According to Xiaomei, she 
supports Han Kuo-Yu because “he is very good at doing business” (tā hěnhuì 
zuòshēngyì lā, 他很會做生意啦). For Xiaomei, the issues about cross-strait peace 
are inseparable from her role in the business: 
He will make two straits one family (兩岸一家親), [people from] this side, 
chuchu (onomatopoeia), go there to do business [while people from] that side, 
chuchu, come here to do business. [We] make money if [we] do business, or 
else what do we eat? (Participant observation, 2020, 1)  
One of the direct impacts to business in the erotic houses was the travel ban in 2019, 
which prohibited mainland Chinese from applying for 14-day travel visas to Taiwan. 
This policy not only decreased mainland tourists in Taiwan but, more importantly to 
the business in the teahouses, it prohibited women from mainland China who used to 
take short-term trips to work as hostesses or streetwalkers in order to earn some 
quick money. This prohibition was a response to Tsai Ing-wen’s government’s 
attitude towards the protest in Hong Kong in 2019. Political decisions directly affect 
some people’s lives as such. It cut nearly half of the income in each teahouse on 
average because “the 14-day type cannot come anymore,” so I was told by a client. 





questioning and complaining. Not knowing how the campaign tactic will be practised 
if Han Kuo-Yu were elected, what Xiaomei expresses through the election is her 
disappointment about the current situation. For Xiaomei, having the right to the vote 
grants her a chance to participate as a “citizen” and decide the future of Taiwan. 
Nevertheless, the same moment of her “citizenship” also urges her to articulate the 
frustration as a “citizen” in question.  
 
While we were watching the election campaign together, Xiaomei mentioned her 
experience of being called a “mainlander” in Taiwan. “Go back to mainland China, 
mainlander! They say so to me,” Xiaomei said to me. I asked her what happened. 
She told me that it was the conflict between her and one of her colleagues in a 
massage parlour where she used to work as a masseuse. In the massage parlour, the 
price of service depends on where the client is from. For Japanese clients, one 
session of pedicure costs them $13.6 (TWD 400). Xiaomei told me that although 
pedicure is an easy task that she can finish in about 20 minutes, everyone follows the 
market price. Promoting his own business, a Taiwanese masseur cut down the price 
of pedicure to $12.2 (TWD 360) for his Japanese client. When other colleagues 
found out what he had done, they asked Xiaomei to explain the rule of the market to 
him. Xiaomei then warned him, “You ruined the Japanese market, I shall tell the 
boss!” The masseur was irritated by Xiaomei’s warning and scolded her, “Go back to 
your country! You mainlander!” (你是大陸人滾回去！). With rage, Xiaomei showed 
her Taiwanese ID card to him and asked, “the-Republic-of-China, am I not the same 
as you? How dare you humiliate me?” (中華民國，不是跟你一樣嗎？你還罵我？). 
Nonetheless, Xiaomei threatened to sue him for his inappropriate speech. Finally, the 
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masseur apologised for his rudeness. 
 
Not-Quite-Subject and Not-Quite-Citizen 
If the modern feminist discourse highlights the hierarchical feelings of shame 
towards the yinfu collective, the position that enabled the young and male masseur to 
scold Xiaomei to “go back” to mainland China signals a kind of national superiority 
in relation to the same hierarchical structure in the cold war narrative. That is, people 
from a nation ruled by a communist regime like PRC provided a similar narrative 
medium for a young, male, and “authentic” citizen to speak as the national subject 
while Xiaomei the “not-quite-citizen,” despite her citizenship and more than a 
decade of life on this island. However, like Erbao and Xiaxian in the novel 
Haishanghua liezhuan, Xiaomei’s strategy of talking back denied the suggested 
“us-Other division” on the one hand and the positional superiority the young citizen 
occupied on the other hand. It is through the way Xiaomei talks back that she is no 
less “citizen” than the young Taiwanese subject. I then asked what Xiaomei thinks 
she is, a Taiwanese or a mainlander? Her answer is neither Taiwanese nor mainlander, 
but “half (mainlander) and half (Taiwanese).”  
 
Being an in-between citizen, Xiaomei rejected the national boundaries built up after 
the Chinese civil war and the ideological antagonism between the PRC and the US 
and UN-inflected Taiwan. She is both the yù subject as a respectable hostess and the 
in-between citizen as a mainland hostess with Taiwanese citizenship. Meanwhile, she 
is not just a mainlander for the authorities of PRC now treat her as a “Taiwanese 
compatriot” (台胞), whereas she is not recognised by Taiwanese society as a 
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Taiwanese (for example, people still call her dalude or mainlander). Who is Xiaomei, 
then, in the context of cold war and sexual labour? Xiaomei’s citizenship as well as 
Erbao and Xiaxian’s yù subjectivity posed questions such as: to what extent is 
Taiwan a progressive nation as is articulated if all it has pursued constructed, 
paradoxically, certain national and sexual understandings in which people like 
Xiaomei are seen as not only not-quite subjects but also not-quite citizens? This 
double alienation sheds light on cross-strait relations in a different way. It is both the 
geographical and ideological division between the two spaces. Mainland Chinese 
hostesses are imagined as the target of sex trafficking, the wanton women who come 
to Taiwan to earn Taiwanese money, and the eternal Other who do not and will not 
belong to “us.” Because she does not belong here, she should “go back” to mainland 
China, as suggested by the young Taiwanese citizen. 
 
Singing and Resistance  
There are two kinds of positional superiority functioning in depicting mainland 
Chinese hostesses as not a subject nor a Taiwanese citizen. Hostesses like Xiaomei 
are seen as “not-quite-subject” by cold war feminism whereas they are 
“not-quite-citizen” in the eyes of the young and male Taiwanese citizen. And yet, 
Xiaomei is the respectable hostess in the teahouse who is treated with respect by the 
clients and other hostesses. The business in the teahouse is where these women are 
judged alternatively. Through cooperation with other hostesses, they established their 
clientele and network for “doing business.” When a hostess shares her table with all 
hostesses in the same teahouse, she is praised as a respectable hostess since the 
central morality in the leisure houses is how she helps out her fellow sisters. She is 
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only shameful if she does her own business without sharing it with others. Although, 
to A-Yan, the culture of “share/return the table” is a “bad habit” for it requires the 
clients to pay more, he admits that if a hostess does not want to share her table with 
others she should not work here. It is a bad habit also because, A-Yan maintained, it 
was popularised only after the arrival of a large number of mainland Chinese 
hostesses in the district ten years ago. What A-Yan implied was, perhaps, the culture 
of sharing/returning the table is too “communist” in that it requires the host to 
distribute the client’s money to every guest-hostess, which resembles the culture of 
the “socialist enemy” since 1949.  
 
In this section, I discuss how What the Hell’s So Great About You (Ni niu shenme 
niu), a popular song among mainland Chinese hostesses in teahouses and drinking 
parlours, signalled the performers’ rejection of the double structure of shame. Below 
are the fieldnotes I took after joining a wine party in the drinking parlour Pink Moon. 
It was only 6 p.m. when I finished helping with one tea session. I stood by the 
entrance with other hostesses who were waiting for possible business. Boss 
Ho walked by and I said hi to him. He told me that he is holding a party in 
Pink Moon, another drinking parlour nearby. Later, Boss Ho appeared again 
and asked me to join his wine party there. I took my personal belongings 
from Golden Phoenix and caught up with him. As I left the teahouse, Feifei 
asked me “[Do you] know him or not?” I said yes. Then, Pearl also approved, 
“It’s fine la. If [you] know them [you] can go.” It was raining in the evening. 
Pearl, Xiaomei, Lingling, Xiaoli, Feifei, and Xiuxiu all stood outside the door 
in order to solicit clients. To keep themselves dry, they stayed under the 
narrow overhang extending from the construction of the teahouse. Pink Moon 
was located in a very old and deteriorated building next to the grocery store. 
When we were waiting for the lift, I found that there were six CCTV cameras 
on top of the lift, though I was not sure if they were all functioning. The stairs 
opposite the lift are extremely narrow. The lift stopped on the 7th floor and I 
followed Boss Ho into a KTV box named “Emerald.” Unlike the karaoke 
facilities in Golden Phoenix, the KTV box here is more like the ones in the 
high-end erotic KTVs or drinking halls. Each box has disco lighting and a 
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huge digital screen. In between the screen and the U-shaped sofa, there was 
enough space for the hostesses and clients to sing and dance together. In this 
box, there were three clients and two hostesses. Apart from Boss Ho, a 
hostess sat next to a young client who is Boss Ho’s cousin, so I was told. 
There was another client called Brother Wu who is only a bit older than Boss 
Ho. Sitting next to him was a hostess who dyed her hair light brownish, 
wearing glasses, a tight green top and a pair of mini shorts. Like the other 
hostesses in the drinking parlour, the hostess was from Fujian province. 
Brother Wu was singing with one hostess and the cousin was playing dice 
with another hostess.  
After around twenty minutes, I excused myself from the party and went back 
to Golden Phoenix. When I came back to the karaoke box after another thirty 
minutes or so, there was a hostess sitting next to Boss Ho. She prepared to 
sing the song What the Hell’s So Great About You. When the previous song 
was over, the thrust from the music of electronic instruments drew everyone’s 
attention in the box. The hostess stood by her seat and sang while slightly 
moving her body to the beat of the song. The other two hostesses danced 
passionately in front of the KTV box. The hostess who sat with Brother Wu 
was a good dancer. Brother Wu enjoyed dancing with them. The song What 
the Hell’s So Great About You had turned the KTV box into a rave party. I 
clapped to the beat to join the flow. The lighting in the room was changed to 
the rotating disco light, which coloured the room with yellow, red, green, and 
purple beams of light. During the refrain, the two hostesses danced and 
waved their bodies to the song. One hostess leaned towards another as she 
sexily squatted down. The other shook her body to coordinate with the dance. 
After the hostess finished the song, another hostess changed the lighting back 
to the usual dim light. She then left the room. (Field notes, 2018, 8)  
What the Hell’s So Great About You is a song depicting a woman who scolds a 
person after realising that she was fooled in his game of love and money. In the first 
part of the song, the heroine accuses the person who “ill-treats” and “fools” her. The 
emotions that accumulated through the first part are released when the refrain starts. 
It is also the climax of the singing performance. The hostess who sang the song 
started to express her anger, she acted as if she was scolding someone when the lines 
appeared on the screen:       
What the hell’s so great about you? What the hell’s so great about you? 
Your money won’t buy your older sister’s freedom 
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What the hell’s so great about you? What the hell’s so great about you? 
Your older sister’s happiness is merely that true devotion 
What the hell’s so great about you? What the hell’s so great about you? 
Your hypocrisy was easily seen from the beginning   
What the hell’s so great about you? What the hell’s so great about you? 
You have never thought about how your older sister feels 
 
Replacing “I” with a senior subject “your older sister” (jiě, 姐), the singing subject 
demonstrates her positional superiority through seniority. Although in the narrative 
she was tricked by a man in the beginning, in the repeated section, she scolds him by 
asking “What the hell’s so great about you?” In doing so, the question works to 
challenge his presumption that “money will buy her freedom” or “happiness,” as she 
disagrees in the lines “Your money won’t buy your older sister’s freedom” and “Your 
older sister’s happiness is merely that true devotion.” Moreover, through the same 
question, she reveals his “hypocrisy.” In the end of the section, she highlights the 
importance of how she, the “older sister,” feels. This song is about her, the jiě, the 
senior subject, rather than him, the one who thinks himself “so great” (niú, 牛). 
Through questioning “What the hell’s so great about you,” the performance also 
signalled a kind of resistance against the “double structure of shame” that had 
rendered the mainland Chinese hostesses “not-quite-subject” and “not-quite-citizen.” 
This is asking to what extent are “we,” the mainland Chinese hostesses, not the same 
subject and citizen as “you,” the representative of cold war feminism and Taiwanese 
citizenship, given that all “your” presumption about “us” are just the consequences 
of making you feel “so great about yourself”? This is a similar way of “talking back” 
to when Zhao Erbao, the courtesan portrayed in Haishanghua liezhuan, questions 
and challenges her uncle’s authority by asking “A store owner like him is not much 
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different from us courtesans who run brothels”35 (Han and Jiang 2018, 568). The 
established positional superiority of particular feminist speech and the request in 
which Xiaomei was asked to “go back” to Mainland China by a young male 
Taiwanese citizen, through the act of singing What the Hell’s So Great About You in 
the teahouses and drinking parlours, is ridiculed and transgressed by the articulation 
of “jiě,” the older sister, by the performer.    
 
35 Translation by Eileen Chang (Han 2005, 520) 
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A Way to Listen: Mandarin and Minnanese Duet   
“I was like, you cursed mainlander. I was like, [but] whoever you try [to date] 
it’s always mainlander!” —Xiaomei (Participant observation, 2020, 1) 
The year 2020 turned out to be the year a virus named COVID-19 or arguably, 
Wuhan virus—a name in dispute because of its discriminative suggestion of the 
relationship between the virus and China—caused a pandemic. When I interviewed 
the gangster Boss Tian in a drinking parlour in late January 2020, the spread of 
COVID-19 particularly in Wuhan had already caught people’s attention in the erotic 
houses in Taipei as well. That night, after I finished a table for Xiaomei’s clients, I 
decided to try my luck in another drinking parlour to see if I can interview Brother 
Xiao, the owner of said drinking parlour. I heard that Brother Xiao gained knowledge 
about the development of the erotic teahouses in this area from a fruit vendor named 
Black Bean. However, when I arrived at the drinking parlour, Brother Xiao 
introduced me to Boss Tian, whom he thinks is more experienced in this area. When 
Brother Xiao introduced Boss Tian to me, the latter asked me, “what do you want to 
know?” Despite my surprise by his blunt response, I introduced myself and my 
research to him. I said I want to know about the development of erotic houses in 
Taipei in general and the culture of return the table in particular. He agreed to discuss 
with me and took me to his seat by the entrance. Boss Tian looked slightly different 
from other clients there. His crew cut, big and radiant eyes and serious face can make 
people nervous in front of him. He wore clean clothes, including a red vest and, 
under the vest, a pale yellow plaid shirt. From how the shop owner and other clients 
at the same table with us paid respect to him, it was not difficult to perceive Boss 
Tian’s prestige and good reputation there. For example, the other two clients who 
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shared the same table with Boss Tian were in charge of making tea for him and 
preparing fruit. When the trash bin was full, he asked one of them to clean it.        
 
During our interview, Brother Xiao who was at another table came to check us up; he 
wore a mask this time and explained to us that he caught a cold. He was then the 
only person who was wearing a mask in the drinking parlour. It caught Boss Tian and 
my attention. Boss Tian then borrowed the term “virus” to describe the subject we 
were talking about, the culture of return the table. Boss Tian spent his life in this 
district, more than 45 years since he was 13 years old. He was a hooligan who ran 
away from his hometown in Southern Taiwan. According to his observation, the 
culture of “returning the table” was brought by mainland hostesses as they started to 
work in the teahouse ten years ago. He showed an ambivalent attitude towards the 
adoption of these ethics by Taiwanese hostesses. “It (the practice of returning the 
table) is the same everywhere nowadays. [They] are all infected. Just like the SARS 
in Wuhan, [they] are all infected.” Stressing the prevalence of this culture as 
“infection,” Boss Tian denied the culture as “our culture”; on the contrary, it is a 
culture that “we” Taiwanese are infected by “them,” the outsiders and the 
mainlanders, and “we” cannot help it. By using passive tense that we are all 
“infected,” Boss Tian’s narrative suggests the subject position as a victim who has to 
conform to the culture of returning the table, or else one cannot make any money 
here. He then explained to me why it is such a strong culture that can easily “infect” 
others: 
About ten years ago, the clients followed mainland women’s rules. Because 
of what? Because the mainland Chinese hostesses are good at acting 
coquettishly (huì sājiāo, 會撒嬌), cheating on men, and fleecing men. 
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However, [they] are only after your money. To acquire your money, she does 
whatever it takes…she’s like, “Well, since I know you are a client so I sleep 
with you. [I sleep with you] so that you will come to patronise (pěngcháng, 
捧場) me the next day. Well, the condition to patronise me would be like, [if] 
there are thirty women in the teahouse, you have to call all of them [to be 
patronised]. Well, then, my sacrifice is like, to have sex with you.” [As to] his 
cost, one has to spend $344.2 (TWD 10,000) to $688.4 (TWD 20,000) [to 
patronise all] (Interview with Boss Tian, 2020, 1).  
Depicting Taiwanese clients as the innocent consumer while mainland Chinese 
hostesses are the evil, dangerous, and infectious Other-virus, what Boss Tian’s 
narrative constructs has to be understood in line with the historical rupture between 
not only the two regions across the Strait but also people from the two sides. 
Kuan-Hsing Chen (2010a) noted how the distinct historical trajectories, such as the 
colonial and cold-war structure in particular, that people experienced across the Strait 
rendered it impossible for běnshěng rén and wàishěng rén to understand each other’s 
loss and frustration:   
Conditioned mainly by colonial structures, běnshěng rén cannot really 
understand the wàishěng structure of sentiment, which was shaped primarily 
by cold-war structures, just as wàishěng rén cannot truly understand on an 
emotional level the cultural effects of Japanese colonialism. (ibid., 155-156)  
Moreover, Chen argues that Taiwan is a space where colonialism and the cold war 
intersected through the entangled lives of běnshěng rén and wàishěng rén (ibid.). 
This entanglement bears not only people’s daily lives on this island but also their 
dreams, hopes, longings, frustrations, and struggles. This is why in the discussion 
about the possibilities of achieving “Great Reconciliation,” Chen emphasised that it 
is important for people from the two sides to “understand each other’s emotional and 
psychic terrain” (ibid., 157). In a similar but different vein, although Boss Tian, a 
Taiwanese who speaks fluent Minnanese, described the hostesses from mainland 
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China as dangerous and infectious, he told me that most women he pursued in the 
teahouses were from mainland China, too. How are the concepts of love and fear 
between Taiwanese clients and mainland Chinese hostesses entangled with that of the 
history of anti-communism and cold war feminism in the post-war and post-Martial 
Law era? In this part of the discussion, I bring attention to (1) the song titled “1949” 
depicting the love and longings between a wàishěng veteran and his běnshěng wife 
and (2) the duet songs that were sung by clients and hostesses in the erotic teahouses 
in order to contextualise two sets of paradox, one is the paradox of us-Other intimacy 
and the other is that of cold war intimacy. 
 
Dreams of Love and Home 
1. Family Memory - My “Communist” Grandmother and Silent Grandfather 
It has been difficult for my grandfather and grandmother, a wàishěng veteran from 
Henan Province and a běnshěng woman from a Minnanese family in Southern 
Taiwan, to “listen” to each other. From 1994 onward, my siblings and I were raised 
in my grandparents’ family since my parents were preparing for their later divorce. I 
was nine years old when we were sent to our grandparents’ home. I remember 
witnessing this wàishěng rén and běnshěng rén couple fighting for the remote control 
of the TV set in the living room since they wanted to watch different shows. In the 
end, my grandfather occupied the TV in the living room while my grandmother 
watched her show on a smaller TV in the bedroom.  
 
My grandmother liked to watch local dramas that told stories about folk legends and 
TV series such as Gezaixi (歌仔戲, traditional Taiwanese opera) played by the 
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leading figure Yang Li-hua and her troupe, all in Minnanese. My grandfather listened 
to and watched the Henan opera through recorded tapes and performances organised 
by the Association of Fellow Provincials of Henan. Apart from that, he watched 
“Searching for the Strange on the Mainland” (Dalu Xunqi, 大陸尋奇), a TV series 
featuring the beauty of the cities and historical sites in mainland China that catered to 
the wàishěng population. I remember finishing my homework from elementary 
school in the living room with the Yang Li-hua opera my grandmother watched while 
she prepared dinner for the family as background sound. When my grandfather came 
home after work, he always watched the news during dinner. Before bed, he listened 
to the radio and recorded tapes of Henan operas in the small room by himself. I could 
not understand why he loved Henan opera so much that he had to listen to it every 
single night. In my memory, my grandmother usually scolded my grandfather while 
he ignored her and kept doing what he was doing. No one knows if he intentionally 
ignored my grandmother or he actually could not hear her because he was hard of 
hearing. 
 
During these family wars between them, my grandmother sometimes claimed herself 
as a “communist” in order to humiliate my grandfather’s belief about the KMT party. 
When my grandmother yelled at him in Minnanese, he stayed silent. The difficulties 
for my grandfather to understand Minnanese and his damaged hearing rendered him 
the quiet person in the family. Most of the time, he wore headphones and 
concentrated on TV shows or read the newspaper quietly. Perhaps due to his bad 
hearing and lack of understanding about his past in mainland China, I seldom chatted 
with him. This family memory reveals how the historical structures such as the 
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colonial past, the civil war, and the cold war keep shaping the lives of běnshěng rén 
and wàishěng rén in Taiwan. Listening to each other becomes difficult when 
language, memories, aesthetics, tastes, and political beliefs are the barricades against 
conversation. The hostile relationship between the political campaigns partly defined 
the way they understand each other.  
 
2. The Duets 
As more Taiwanese businessmen considered mainland China as a potential place for 
profit-making after the enactment of cross-strait exchange in the late 1980s, duet 
songs in both Mandarin and Minnanese were produced to cater to the businessmen’s 
needs to sing with female counterparts in mainland China in the language they are 
familiar with. The song titled “1949” was released in 2012 by a famous songwriter 
Zhang Yanqing. The hero in the song is a wàishěng veteran who arrived in Taiwan 
during the civil war, while the heroine is a běnshěng young woman who has been 
expecting the encounter with him. The song begins with the hero singing in 
Mandarin, “When I came here, I had only one gun, a cup and a pair of shoes / Upon 
seeing your beauty, I dare not face but can only meet you in a dream.” Expressing 
her expectation, the heroine sings in Minnanese, “Since the time we have not met, I 
was like a flower waiting for the butterfly to fly / pass over my body.” Then they sing 
to each other: 
Man: In this ruthless world 
Woman: In this hopeless society 
Sing in chorus: (man) Who can give you happiness? (woman) Where to find 
happiness?  
 
It is through the song that they share each other’s bad fate, difficulties, and misery. 
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Meanwhile, the social structure and historical circumstances that determined their 
bitter life made their longing for happiness resonate with one another. Singing a duet 
requires not only technique of singing but also listening. It is important to pay 
attention to one another’s singing so that one knows when and how to sing along 
with a harmonious tone. Therefore, the practice of singing the song 1949 contributes 
to both telling and listening to each other’s sorrowful stories and emotions that are 
enacted through the process. In the second part of the song, they continue to recount 
their miserable life: 
Man: A man who left his hometown and lost everything because of warfare;  
looking at the incompleteness of future;  
being able to have your love;  
this life is with no regrets. 
Woman: I am like a flower waiting for spring;  
pray to the god for mercy;  
long for your support;  
will give me a sincere wedding. 
Sing in chorus: (both, man in Mandarin; woman in Minnanese) This life, I would like 
to be… 
(man) your February butterfly (woman) your wàishěng wife   
In this part of singing, they both narrate the inadequacy as well as hope in life. The 
future of the veteran who had lost everything will be satisfied if he can have the 
young woman’s love whereas the young woman needs his support to have a better 
future, as it is suggested through a sincere wedding. Note how both “strategic and 
romantic” sentiments highlighted in the song are echoing with various kinds of 
marriage arrangements between the veterans and women from different ethnic 
backgrounds. The marriage between a veteran and his young běnshěng wife in the 
post-war era resembles the marriage between a veteran and his wife from mainland 
China after the enactment of cross-strait exchange, such as the marriage between 




While the song has romantic elements as it is a love song, it also depicts the 
exchange of their needs in a subtle way. When Xiaoping decided to marry Old Man, 
she promised to take care of him until he dies. When Old Man was introduced to 
Xiaoping in their hometown, he had spent all his savings to help his five nephews in 
mainland China to build their own houses. As research on the relationships between 
the veterans and their wives from mainland China points out, the “old and single” 
(lǎo dānshēn, 老單身) veterans’ imagination of intimacy and state of life were 
largely changed after mainland women’s engagement in cross-strait marriage after 
1987 (Chao 2008). Their actual “caregiver” shifted from the Veteran Affairs 
Commission that provides services to veterans including financial management, 
health consultation, long-term care, funerals, and other life issues, to mainland 
Chinese spouses (ibid.). Without any connections based on blood ties in Taiwan, 
these “old and single” veterans have no agents to handle their assets or make 
essential decisions when they cannot. The state of being old and single, therefore, has 
shaped their life since arriving in Taiwan. In other words, because of the war, most of 
the old and single veterans were excluded from the realm of family since the day 
they were forced to join the army. 
 
Similarly, Old Man was also an old and single veteran who had no children and wife 
until he met Xiaoping when he was already 78 years old. After he had spent all the 
money he saved throughout his life in Taiwan, Xiaoping said his nephews and other 
relatives are no longer close to him. What he needed when he met Xiaoping, who 
was in her early thirties, was a younger person who was willing to keep him 
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company and take care of him for the rest of his life. In return, he offers Xiaoping an 
opportunity to leave home and go to Taiwan, a place known as lucrative if “you are 
willing to make an effort” in the early 2000s. And yet, the romantic moments 
depicted in the song are not unreal; on the contrary, they are real in the sense that it is 
through the strategic arrangement of the cross-strait marriage that both the veteran 
and the young woman’s longing and hope in life are moved towards realisation. 
Furthermore, it is romantic in the sense that the encounter between the two people, 
not typical lovers but more of a caregiver and a citizenship patron, is the only 
possible way for the subjects who have been neglected by the state, its policies, and 
warfare to pursue their “dreams.” Life in the rural area, for example, has been 
“spectralised,” using Hairong Yan’s word, in the state project of pursuing modernity 
and economy only in the cities. Women like Xiaoping were left without much choice 
but to try their luck through marriage with men like Old Man. In a similar vein, the 
civil war, which exploited everything from the war veterans such as Old Man, left 
them with nothing but their citizenship and sometimes a small amount of assets such 
as a small portion of savings from their pension.  
 
Thus, it has to be romantic since the state and the war had made people like Old Man 
survive partly through the romantic imagination about “home and love.” A similar 
sentiment keeps appearing at the Lunar New Year Eve dinner table when my siblings 
and I all return to our grandparents’ house where we were raised. My grandfather, the 
sincere KMT veteran, would toast his “wàishěng wife” (the wife who married to a 
wàishěng rén) and say, “Thank you, wife, I came here with nothing and now I have 
everything; this is all to your credit” (謝謝你，太太，我從什麼都沒有到現在什麼
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都有了，都是你的功勞). My grandmother usually replied with her grudge held back 
so that she can give him some “face” during the New Year Eve dinner. After that, she 
would quickly urge everyone to eat the whole table of food that she prepared.        
 
“My Life Is Only for You” (Jinsheng zhi weini) is a song the client Brother Xiao 
asked me to learn so that I can sing with him. Once after I sang with him, we went 
out to buy some food in the nearby market. While we walked together, Brother Xiao 
told me that the way I sang was “without emotions.” I knew that what he was 
suggesting was that I did not sing well. However, to my surprise, what Brother Xiao 
pointed out was not about the skills of singing such as breath, harmonising lyrics 
with melody, nor how accurate the pitch was, instead, he focused on how to perform 
the emotions of a song. I asked him to explain the “emotions” of a song. Brother 
Xiao replied that “one should know the story behind the song,” for instance, he 
continued, “songs sound different because they could be about a poignant, sad, or 
joyful story.“ He then mentioned two famous Minnanese female singers, Jiang Hui 
and Huang Yiling, who are good at performing sorrowful songs because of their 
miserable childhood and poor family background. 
 
Through these two singers, Brother Xiao suggested that the performance of a song is 
associated with the connection among the story of the song, the performance of the 
song, and the social and economic background in which the singing subjectivity is 
shaped. In the erotic teahouses, people are not judged solely by their qualities such as 
youth or wealth, but the “performance” that manifested their life trajectories. 
Furthermore, Brother Xiao’s recognition of the disadvantages in the lives of the 
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singing subjects displayed how a mainland hostess, in this narrative context, is 
perceived beyond the geographical and ideological differences that had been 
established after 1949. It also challenged the prevailing image portraying mainland 
migrant women as “gold-diggers” or wanton women who only aim to earn Taiwanese 
money. Furthermore, Brother Xiao’s recognition of how social and economic 
circumstances render a particular singing subject sheds light on the agential practices 
and survival strategies by the mainland Chinese hostesses.     
 
My Life is Only for You is especially popular among the hostesses who are new in 
the teahouse and, therefore, bad at singing in Minnanese. It is a duet written in 
Minnanese (male vocal) and Mandarin (female vocal) so that the client and the 
hostess can both sing the song in their preferable languages. Songs of this sort were 
popularised after many businessmen established factories or conducted commercial 
activities in mainland China since they help to facilitate Taiwanese customers and 
mainland Chinese hostesses to sing together in the KTVs in mainland China. My 
Life is Only for You describes a story in which the man and woman are separated 
physically and can only reunite with each other in their dreams. The woman sings in 
Mandarin, “We cuddle endlessly in the dream / About whom am I thinking? / The 
sky is full of red dust and tears of lovesickness” while the man sings in Minnanese 
“We have no luck in this life / I linger every night in the dream / I will never regret 
that I love you.” Before the next section begins, they sing together, “I only love you 
in my life” in both languages.  
 
The way Minnanese and Mandarin are sung word for word at the same time to 
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express their feelings manifests the similarities between the structures of the written 
text of these two languages. Meanwhile, during the last line of the lyrics, both of 
them sing in Mandarin at the same time with each other. Language shaped the life of 
běnshěng rén and wàishěng rén after 1949 as discussed in the beginning of this 
chapter. An example is Dou-sang’s frustration when he has difficulties understanding 
Mandarin spoken by his daughter and grandchild and when he is accused by his 
daughter as a “traitor of China” (hanjian, 漢奸). The generational gap of language 
and ideology signals how Taiwan, cross-strait relations, colonialism, and the cold war 
were entangled in common people’s daily lives. However, in this duet, the similar 
structure of both Minnanese and Mandarin sheds light on the meanings of the song, 
that conversation occurs when two people not only sing but also listen to what each 
other has to say in another language. 
 
Cold War Intimacy and Homelessness 
The analysis of the song 1949 points out the ways the hero and heroine in the song 
are left with “nothing” but a romanticised hope about “home and love.” The longing 
to have someone and a space as shelter as the solution to their bitter fate 
simultaneously makes “home” palpable only when there is “love” involved. The 
desire for family and marriage, or in their abstract form, home and love, becomes the 
last hope for people like Old Man whose miserable trajectories were in close relation 
with the history of the wars in East Asia. The enactment of cross-strait marriage after 
1987, hence, substituted what was lost for the “old and single” veterans after the war 
with “cold war intimacy.” By saying cold war intimacy, I highlight the continuity 
between bourgeois intimacy in the allegedly post-slavery era and cold war intimacy 
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in the allegedly post-cold war era. The similarity between the two concepts is that 
they point out new means of ruling; instead of direct control over body and speech, 
these new means aimed at governing one’s mind including desire and emotions. 
Moreover, cold war intimacy in the “post-cold war” era helped to resolve the social 
unsettlement due to the war, such as poverty and displacement of the war veterans. 
They were made “homeless” by the state while cold war intimacy gave them a new 
dream about home and love to pursue.  
 
As such, the romantic ideas, fantasies, and hopes about home had made home the 
only desirable space despite how intangible and unstable it had been. Mainland 
Chinese women, in this light, performed labour power the government needed to 
build “home” for the old and single veterans in order to subject both parties under 
state supervision. In this sense, the institution of family and marriage formed a 
conspiracy with the state’s governance in the new cold war era. With this paradox of 
home, in this part of the discussion, I shed light on “homelessness” in the daily life of 
the hostesses and the clients.        
  
Frequenting erotic teahouses is part of the clients’ daily lives. Many clients I got 
acquainted with are those who show up in the district almost every day. No matter 
when I go to the teahouse, the clients are there. They are either in one of the 
teahouses or sitting randomly on the scooters parked outside the teahouses. They chat 
with the vendors, other clients, pimpstresses or hostesses. Once, I asked a client why 
he was always there; his answer was similar to that of Feifei, the hostess who stayed 
at Golden Phoenix every day. “What am I supposed to do at home? Be watched by 
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the TV?” I got similar answers from clients with different backgrounds and family 
states. Some of them live alone and have “no one to return to,” the client A-Yan 
lamented after his mother passed away. On the other hand, Master Chen, despite 
having family, has to visit the teahouse every day or at least every other day 
otherwise he “feels itchy.” The gangster Boss Tian provided insights on why the 
clients enjoy visiting the erotic teahouses so much during our interview (IT is me; BT 
is Boss Tian): 
IT: Why would people choose to come here instead of other places, such as 
the night clubs? 
BT: FS (the teahouse district) is a place different from night clubs and erotic 
restaurants. This place has more of a grass roots nature (這個地方比較草根
性). It doesn’t matter if you wear a raincoat, slippers, or even come barefoot. 
[If one] returns home around 8, 7, or 6 p.m. after the construction work, 
[when his] friends call [and ask him to go to the teahouse], he can come 
despite the cement and the paint all over his body. It has always been like 
this.        
IT: Is this related to the cheaper price here? 
BT: The expense is only a little bit cheaper—not that cheap really.  
IT: However, everyone can come if they want to?  
BT: “All of them,” do you understand me? [I mean] “everyone.” People from 
all walks of life (gè hángyè, 各行業) can visit here.  
The expense in the teahouse is, like what Boss Tian points out, “not that cheap” in 
comparison with other entertainment places for it can be even a lot more expensive if 
the clients are willing to return the table for the hostess. In the teahouse, if a client 
goes to the teahouse and asks only one hostess to sit with him, it costs only $8.5 
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(TWD 250). However, there are also clients like Little Liang who, to show his good 
deeds and help the hostesses share or return the table, can easily spend $170 (TWD 
5,000) in two hours. Although the clients are sometimes judged by how they spend 
money in the erotic teahouses—for example, the ones who do not pay generous tips 
are the “useless ones”—they are still welcomed by the whole area. These clients 
have a good time by joining the underground lottery and chatting with others outside 
the teahouses. Nevertheless, the “grass roots nature” sheds light on the key feature of 
the teahouse district that it is not just a place for entertainment and socialising, but a 
place where “people from all walks of life” are welcomed. 
 
The “grass roots nature” of the teahouse highlights the activities in the teahouse and 
its social role. The teahouse satisfies multiple needs for people “from all walks of 
life.” The teahouse is not only a place for people to spend time but “a window 
through which one can understand society and its changes” (Wang 2003, 170). The 
erotic teahouse has provided a space for leisure and everyday life: when the weather 
is good and sunny, the hostesses invite clients to come in and rest in the 
air-conditioned environment; when it is raining outside, the hostesses ask the clients 
to stay longer so that they do not get wet walking in the rain; when the client is in a 
good mood, the hostesses facilitate a joyful atmosphere for them; when the client is 
in a bad mood, the hostesses listen to him and cheer him up through singing a song 
together; and when a client has nothing special in mind, the hostesses invite him for a 
cup of tea. Here I will provide a short history of the teahouse in the context of China 
before and after the political transformation in the late Qing and the early Republic in 





The Teahouses and Our Modern Life 
Teahouses witnessed the political struggle at the transition from the empire to the 
Republic in China. The process in which the social meaning of the teahouse has 
changed through the transition of the regime, from the Qing dynasty to the 
Republican era, was depicted partly in a movie called The Teahouse (1982) that is 
based on the screenplay by the same title by Lao She in 1956. In the movie, the 
teahouse was once the space for people from all walks of life, from the richest and 
the most powerful, to the most marginalised and the most vulnerable in the late Qing. 
In the early Republican era, the teahouse owner started to make improvements on the 
civilisation of the teahouse, including banning the clients from doing illegal activities 
there such as “human trafficking” or the abduction of women. The story ends during 
the civil war, when the teahouse owner considers hiring a hostess in order to 
facilitate the poor business. The teahouse was depicted as a transformation of public 
life and how “modernity” was manifested in people’s everyday lives.  
 
Like other Chinese “old habits” and barbarism that were appealed to be abolished 
under the discourse of Western modernity and nationalism by local elites, the 
teahouse became one of the barbaric and uncivil practices only during the 
reformation. Before then, the teahouse was popular in cities such as Chengdu in 
Sichuan Province in the early twentieth century for its sociability as a public and 
leisure space (Wang 2003). There were teahouses for people from “all walks of life,” 
for example, while there were also teahouses that catered to middle and upper-class 
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customers. Working-class clients such as rickshaw pullers and sedan-chair carriers 
can also frequent the teahouses in the small alleys to kill some time and rest (ibid.). It 
was a comfortable and affordable place for taking a nap or passing time, albeit 
incidents such as conflicts, fights, and harassment by the local bandits were 
commonplace (ibid.). Moreover, it was a place for settling disputes through the 
mediation by the local songshi (litigation master, 訟師).  
 
During the reformation, many activities conducted in the teahouses were regarded as 
immoral and inappropriate. For example, prostitution, opium-smoking, and gambling 
were appealed to be abolished by the Republican government and the reformers 
(Shao 1998). Its public role, such as serving as a place for litigation, was replaced by 
the appearance of the professional figure of modern lawyers (ibid.). In the 
establishment of the new nation, the teahouse was no longer legitimate as a “public” 
place since it was a reminder of the old image of China’s imperial past (ibid.). In the 
1980s, teahouses continued to be mobilised in Taiwan and mainland China by the 
elites of both sides as a way to revive “Chinese culture.” Moreover, the travel of 
chayi, or the art of tea, from Taiwan to mainland China in the 1980s projected the 
cultural entanglement of Chinese traditions, Japanese aesthetics, and Taiwanese 
elements in Taiwan and mainland China in particular and in East Asia in general 
(Zhang 2017).  
 
Interestingly, none of these elites from Taiwan or mainland China intended to 
associate the teahouse’s erotic activities with “the art of tea.” The portrayal of 
“Chineseness” manifested through the contemporary teahouses in, for example, 
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Beijing, divorced itself from that of the old forms of teahouses in the late Qing 
dynasty. However, the vibrant public life in the teahouses is still apparent in the 
erotic teahouses in today’s Taipei. The participation in public space and the needs of 
leisure still attract clients to visit the teahouses. The erotic teahouse provides a space 
in between people’s private and public lives. The boredom of staying at home made 
the teahouse one of the most essential places where leisure and public life are 
imagined and practised. The clients retained their habits in doing all sorts of things in 
the erotic teahouses with freedom. Here, they eat and drink; meet and chat with other 
teahouse goers and hostesses; make bets and gamble; sing and dance; and feel the 
excitement of sexual contact. To sum up, the clients’ lives are inseparable from the 
teahouse and its cultural habits. Through frequenting the erotic teahouses, the 
participants not only transgressed the “modern life” constructed by the regime and 




In his 1998 film titled Flowers of Shanghai, the renowned Taiwanese director Hou 
Hsiao-Hsien tells a love story that reflected his understanding of the late Qing novel 
Haishanghua liezhuan in relation to an imagination of modernity (Hou 1998). 
Looking into how modernity is imagined through Hou Hsiao-Hsien’s interpretation 
of the novel sheds light on how and why an alternative framework in understanding 
modernity and the subjects of yù, such as the courtesans in both the film and the 
novel, is crucial to this dissertation. In the film, although Hou chooses the stories 
happening in three brothels, the stress on the love story between the client Wang 
Liansheng and the courtesan Shen Xiaohong highlights the ways the director 
projected his modern desires onto these erstwhile practices portrayed in the novel. 
Hou’s understanding of the novel has to be situated in the literary environment in 
which the novel was widely circulated among readers after it was translated and 
annotated by the novelist Eileen Chang. The screenplay of the film, by Chu 
Tien-Wen, was based on the novel written by Han Bangqing and translated and 
annotated by Eileen Chang. In her epilogue (1983) to the novel, Chang highlighted 
how “qing” (情) is presented as the most unattainable and, therefore, the most 
desirable through illustrating the encounter between Wang Liansheng and Shen 
Xiaohong in HL. In a similar vein, Hou’s camera is passionate in depicting the client 
Wang Liansheng’s sentimental feelings through focusing on his facial expression, 
even from the very first scene where all the clients and the courtesans have a banquet 
together, the audience can already see how moody and troubled Wang Liansheng 
feels because of the earlier incident related to Shen Xiaohong. Wang Liansheng’s 
troubled feelings are interpreted by the actor, Tony Leung Chiu Wai’s sophisticated 
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performance in the film. Hou’s passion about the story of the romantic encounter 
between a client and a courtesan (with extra focus on the client’s frustration) is 
demonstrated by representing the sentimental protagonist through a voice-over 
depicting the latter’s inner monologue in the film. In the voice-over, the client 
expresses his feelings about the courtesan through asking questions such as “I 
wonder how she thinks deep down” (不知她心裡是怎麼想的) (ibid.).  
 
With the voice-over, Hou gave Wang Liansheng “voice” through which the audience 
can perceive what he thinks and further sympathise with his situation. Being given 
voice, Wang Liansheng the romantic and sentimental subject becomes the only 
“master-subject” in the representation of Flowers of Shanghai while the chaotic and 
seemingly dangerous scenes where the courtesans fleece the clients to facilitate 
business in the brothels become the mere backdrop of such romantic narrative. This 
simultaneously shifted the focus from how the courtesans adopt agential tactics for 
surviving in the Shanghai brothels, as depicted by Han Bangqing in the novel, to a 
client’s love affair. Through the way Wang Liansheng asks questions in the 
voice-over, he is no longer “one of the clients” portrayed in the courtesan novel, 
instead, he becomes the only “subject” who affords the director and the 
screenwriter’s (and, perhaps, the translator Eileen Chang’s) romantic and modern 
desire for understanding “qing” or love. In the backdrop, the clearly elaborated 
depiction of the “yù subjects” in the novel is now represented as not only shrewd but 
also wanton women who either compete with each other (such as Zhou Shuangyu 
and Zhou Shuangbao), earn money by unscrupulous means (the madam of Huang 
Cuifeng), or fleece a client through a play of suicide (like what Zhou Shuangyu does 
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to her client Zhu Shuren). In other words, rather than paying attention to how the yù 
subjects in HL mobilise the ethos of ji in doing business, Hou selectively projected 
the romantic sentiment in the film. The popularisation of the film until today, in this 
light, amplified a kind of modern understanding (including both the pursuit of free 
love and the fear of wanton women) about the courtesans and their intimate labours 
in the late Qing literature. The particular understanding not only left the presumption 
of depicting the courtesans as “wanton woman” unchallenged, but also confirmed the 
romantic male master Wang Liansheng, who is able to explain his romantic feelings 
and frustrations in front of the audience of Flowers of Shanghai, as the only subject 
with a voice and face.  
 
Yù Subjectivity and Chinese Modernities 
In contrast with the delivery of the romantic narrative in the film Flowers of 
Shanghai, this dissertation focuses on the elaborated yù subjectivity and the ethos of 
ji in understanding the courtesans in the novel Haishanghua liezhuan and the 
hostesses in the Taipei teahouse. Through delineating the interaction in the Taipei 
teahouse between the hostesses and the clients, including “return the table,” 
“patronise all,” the spirit of sharing, the exchange between favour and face, the 
argument between hostesses, and the hostess-client intimacy, I focus on revealing 
their “voices.” To do so, I pay attention to not only what they say but also what they 
do not express by words, such as their wants and frustrations. As such, this 
dissertation not only proposed the concept of yù subjectivity, but also adopted it in 
understanding the subjects, the practices, and the erotic places in historical 
representations as well as contemporary society in Taiwan. That is, I deployed a new 
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set of concepts, namely, yù subjectivity, the ethos of ji, and Chinese modernities, that 
can “talk back” to the narratives that otherwise rendered the experiences of the 
courtesans and the contemporary hostesses and clients degraded and shameful. I 
hope the concept of yù, the unity of personal desire and Heavenly Principle, can 
provide new perspectives for us to understand sexual and other kinds of intimate 
labour and the transaction between not only money and services but also favour and 
face in the erotic places. The discussion of yù subjectivity in the thesis shaped and 
was shaped by my reading of the literary work and the everyday life in the teahouse.  
 
The perspective of yù helped me understand the hostesses and the clients’ 
experiences differently. For example, during the fieldwork, apart from using terms 
such as “doing business,” I also recorded how the clients and the hostesses adopted 
the language suggesting barbarism, shame, and victimisation in describing their 
engagements in the erotic teahouse. The 70 years old hostess Sister Mei articulated 
“bitterness” in lamenting her occupation as a hostess despite the fact that it provided 
her a relatively better income and flexibility at work. The client Brother Gao 
answered my question on why he frequents the teahouse everyday by saying, “I’m 
bored, is that ok?” The implied “shame” in the articulation of bitterness and the lack 
of productivity by the participants manifested how our language in understanding 
modern life is inflected by the ideas promulgated by the agents of cold war feminism, 
for instance, the abolitionists and the supporters of anti-prostitution campaign who 
became active in 1990s Taiwan.  
 
If proposing yù subjectivity aims at challenging the particular way in which the yù 
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subjects are depicted either as victims or as wanton women in the narrative of cold 
war feminism, highlighting the importance of Chinese modernities serves to portray 
our life in Asia in a way that the West is no longer the only axis36 in thinking what 
“modernity” means. Yù subjectivity, return the table, and the idea of Chinese 
modernities combine to form an antagonistic discourse against the discourse on, for 
example, human trafficking in cold war feminism.  
 
Furthermore, I discussed “cold-war and cross-strait intimacy” in Chapter 4 to shed 
light on how the hierarchical feelings of “shame” shaped the collective experience of 
the not-yet not-quite subjects, the nobodies, and the not-quite citizens. In this part, I 
teased out the Mandarin and Minnanese songs which reveal a shared history between 
Taiwan and mainland China in which the working class people’s livelihood strategies 
and desires for leisure were translated into shame and barbarism through discussing 
the cold-war and cross-strait intimacy. In other words, instead of focusing on 
cross-strait state relations, the idea of “cross-strait intimacy” helped me pay attention 
to the subjects’ experiences. By proposing “cross-strait intimacy,” I emphasised an 
intimacy of (1) abandonment and disavowal and (2) the leisure life in the erotic 
teahouse where the mainland Chinese hostesses and the Taiwanese clients found a 
sense of belonging. By saying abandonment and disavowal, I mean the ways the 
reformers in the Republican era and later the cross-strait governments after the 
Chinese Civil War pursued to become modern state(s) through denying their shared 
history and customs, such as prostitution and various activities that were enjoyed by 
 
36 My thoughts in relation to “how to abandon the West as the only method of how we 
perceive modernity” was deeply influenced by Tejaswini Niranjana’s questions on the 
“norming of the comparative axis” (2000, 105). However, I use “axis” here to simply shed 
light on the given standard when it comes to progressiveness of modernity, such as freedom, 
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the participants in the teahouses. 
 
In this dissertation, instead of investigating why some women work as hostess in 
erotic places, knowing the occupation is seen as disgraceful, I ask how certain 
practices, such as frequenting the erotic teahouses, entertaining clients, and providing 
erotic services, became shameful and disgraceful. This elucidates why the 
dissertation is titled “Cold War Intimacy Beyond the Taiwan Strait: Sexual Labour 
and Chinese Modernities in the Teahouse.” It asks what kind of and whose life is, for 
the sake of pursuing the universalised ideas in relation to modernity, seen as 
traditional, barbaric, shameful, and illicit. Stressing “Chinese modernities” in this 
dissertation is to say that there is more than one type of modernity that is practised 
and embodied by the participants (from Taiwan, mainland China, Vietnam, Thailand 
and other countries in Southeast Asia) in contemporary teahouses in Taiwan.  
 
Misrecognition 
When I arrived in Hong Kong in 2017, the first sentence in Cantonese that I was 
taught by a friend was “I am a Taiwanese, not a mainlander” (我係臺灣人，唔係大
陸人). Over three years of studying in Hong Kong, I perceived similar frustrations 
and emotions with that of the division between wàishěng rén and běnshěng rén in 
everyday life. For example, which language I should speak, given that my Cantonese 
is not fluent enough to make extensive conversation, I am left with Mandarin and 
English. Deciding which language I should use before making conversation is both 
 
capitalist democracy, gender egalitarianism, and middle-class and monogamous family. 
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political and strategic. I seldom feel carefree when I use either language here. I think 
of the hegemony of KMT domination in Taiwan and how Mandarin (Beijing Hua) 
was seen as the only official language at the time. However, I cannot ignore the 
power and the colonial implications when I speak English in Hong Kong. Therefore, 
I tried my best to speak in Cantonese when I can, which usually prompted people to 
speak to me in Mandarin, as they could not understand my poor Cantonese. I 
circulated from one language to another as a “Taiwanese” who is often 
“mis-recognised” as a mainland Chinese. The similar cold war sentiment in Hong 
Kong and Taiwan had me think about the issues of nation, border, ethnicity, and 
citizenship, but I could not address these directly in this dissertation. Those who 
migrated from mainland China to Hong Kong, whose Cantonese is recognised and 
distinguished as “accented Cantonese,” reminds me of the accented Mandarin the 
mainland Chinese hostesses speak in the teahouses in Taiwan. Why is the 
differentiation so important to us? What are the historical and cultural aspects of that? 
Is it because we are so alike so we have to repeatedly “remember” and “act” to 
confirm who we actually are? Sometimes I wonder what “Taiwanese-accented 
Mandarin” is that it is said to be “very popular” in Hong Kong, and whether I should 
be responsible for representing that? If so, how do I perform my 
“Taiwanese-accented Mandarin”?  
 
Confusions about nationality that I had encountered during the field work reveal the 
unstable and porous nature of not only the national boundaries but also the “us-Other 
division.” Most clients in the teahouse believed that I was mainland Chinese until I 
spoke to them in Minnanese. Sometimes, even when I spoke to them in Minnanese, 
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the clients still argued that it was only because I was from Fujian Province that I 
could speak Minnanese. However, this constant misrecognition tells more than that. 
Some hostesses, when a client asks where they are from, will claim that they are 
wàishěng rén (literally means people from “other” provinces). When the client asks 
why my Minnanese is so poor, my answer is because I grew up in a wàishěng rén 
family and no one speaks Minnanese in the family; even my běnshěng rén 
grandmother speaks Minnanese only to her birth family. In this light, how am I 
different from the hostesses, given that, to some extent, we all have connections to 
the background of wàishěng rén? Once, a Taiwanese hostess was drunk and she 
asked me “Little sister, where are you from?” despite already telling her before that I 
am Taiwanese. She then started to request to check my ID card or she will not 
believe that I am a Taiwanese. Xiaomei was next to me and she gestured to me to not 
show the Taiwanese hostess my ID card. Instead, Xiaomei asked the Taiwanese 
hostess to go to the police station to find out if I am a Taiwanese or not. This drama 
ended after the Taiwanese hostess was distracted when the karaoke song she had 
ordered was then ready for her to sing. The reason why the hostess suspected my 
identity is related to my close connection with the mainland Chinese cohort instead 
of the Taiwanese one. Questioning mainland Chinese hostesses’ Taiwanese identity 
was offensive to Xiaomei, given that they are all holders of Taiwanese ID cards, at 
least in Golden Phoenix. Confusions of this kind, over identity and identification, 
appear throughout the dissertation.  
 
In 2020, with the spread of the COVID-19 pandemic, after the Taiwanese 
government opened the national border to students from all regions apart from 
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mainland China for “political concerns,” a student from Hong Kong who studies in 
Taiwan accused the Taiwanese government in the media for not allowing her 
girlfriend, a student from mainland China who also studies in Taiwan, to come back 
to Taiwan to continue her study.37 The longing for reunion and intimacies in these 
places signals how the ideology of the cold war, colonialism, and imperialism is still 
at work in the twenty-first century to prevent contact between people. The experience 
of mis-recognition and the state’s dis-recognition of the existence of cross-strait 
intimacy, therefore, require us, as a collective, to continue to pursue questions such 
as: 
“Who are we?”  
“What are the differences/similarities between us?”  
“What does Taiwanese mean?”  
“What does mainlander mean?” and  




37 About the two students’ circumstances during the pandemic in 2020, please see the article 
that Lau Pik Ka, the student from Hong Kong, published on the website Router: A journal of 
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